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Our Pilots
Deserve A Feather
In Their Caps.

Our research shows that many

very
the

AirZim passengers make a point of commenting

favourably on

our

pilots' landing skills and

gentle way they bring their giant machines down to earth.
"Feather

light" seems to be the favmurite expression.

"Much smoother than any
Which is

a

other airline we've flown on."

feather in

our

pilots'

caps.

They deserve our thanks and - we feel sure - yours, too.

Above All, We Care.
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have experienced counter-insurgency warfare tactics, that cause
Black people to seperate themselves from one another because of the

prevalent negative images they have of each other. These differences
are actually non-existent and created by the powers that be, only to
be labelled

”tribal warfare”, black on black crime and ethnic

violence. These

euphemisms divide and demobilize our people who

do not deconstruct and redefine themselves. Pan-Africanism is

PAN AFRICANISM LIVES ON
VERONICA Rosario
The Zimbabwe

chapter of AAPS held its monthly meeting at the
Monomotapa Hotel in Harare. Horace Carr^ibell, aprofessorof panAfricanism at the university of Syracuse in New York spoke on PanAfricanism and the challenges of the 21st century.
The realization of Pan-Africanism on
achievements of the Civil

a

global scale includes the

Rights movement of the sixties and other

similar movements which

organized the masses into action.
organization of civil society has provided the basis for the
struggle for liberation in Africa, the Carribbean, South America and
the United States. The contributions of the guerrillas of Mozambique,
Angola and Zimbabwe, as well as revolutionaries, namely Touissant
The

movement that dissolves the barriers of race, ethnicity

a

and gender for

political action. It deconstructs these images and is an evolving
example of self-definiton.
According to Prof. Campbell, Pan-Africanism is a response to
colonial domination. Pan-Africanism challenged Euro-centrism
which was centered around progress myths brought about by, free
enterprise, and the market. Pan-Affricanism grows out of areas of
social interaction. It politically and economically empowers Blacks
through their contributions in the past and the present. Political
alliances grew out of the popular movement and crystallized power
within the Black community through the critical analysis of our
situation on a global perspective, rather than to define it on individual
terms. Obviously Pan-Africanism cannot be given a static defintion
because its elements

are

always expanding and the contexts are

different.

L’Overture in the Carribbean, Che Guevara in South America,
Marcus

Garvey and Martin Luther King in North America are
examples of the links that exist among Africans in the diaspora and
those

on

From

i

a

Thesaurus

historical

standpoint, our future as Black people has been
shaped by the past. In his speech. Prof. Campbell, called on the
community to reconstruct the African past, in order to acknowledge
the contributions of Africans in Africa and in the diaspora. The
fashionable Afro-centric movementcapitalizes on these contributions;
as is noted in the new
Spike Lee film, Malcolm X, which depoliticizes
a notable figure in African- American history.
The repatriation
movement started by Marcus Garvey, called the Black Star Line, the
Black Power movement realized through the efforts of Hewey P.
Newton, Elaine Brown, Assata Shakur (Joanne Chesimard) Bobby
Seal and a host of others which led the Black Panther Party in the
United States, intensified the struggle for Blacks every where, just as
the independence of Ghana in 1957 ignited the liberation movement
throughout the African continent and helped those in the diaspora to
identify with their brothers and sisters at home. Yet another similarity
can be drawn between the Civil Rights movmement in America and
the the anti-apartheid movement in South Africa during the sixties.
Both were humanitarian efforts to empower the majority of the the
population within their society. The Civil Rights Movement is
marked by demonstrations against under-representation in
government, segregated educational systems, racism and police
brutality.This low-intensity war against systematic oppression, has
just been fought and won by our brothers and sisters in South
Africa.These struggles mobilized people across class, gender and in
some cases, racial differences. For example, the Montgomery Bus
boycott ledby Rosa Parks in Montgomery Alabama, brought together
the working classes, both male and female, for the sake of
desegregating the buses in the South. Pan Africanism is a dynamic
function which links us all together under the same goals.
The media has implanted ideologically coercive tactics, that use
our differences against each other. Counter-Insurgency warfare is
directly related to the images of Blacks on the television. The “Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air” is not a critical depiction of what the Africans do
in America, but rather it is a

COMEDY that mocks the Black

burgeiosie in America.
Pan-Africanism is not restricted'to Africa and America. For

example, people on the Carribean Island of the Dominican Republic
2
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the continent.

Group

A

meeting to relaunch the Harare Thesaurus Group was held on
Friday 8 October at SAPES Headquarters. The Harare Thesaurus
Group was first formed in 1990, in response to a need felt by
librarians anddocumentalists using computers, for the standardisation
of the indexing language used, in order to facilitate networking
among libraries and documentation centres. At that time a list of
locally-used terms was drawn up to be used in conjunction with the
Macrothesaurus (OECD). EDICES A then attended a meeting of the
South African Thesaurus Group in Johannesburg, during which the
South African group decided that what was needed was to construct
an entire Thesaurus. They also rejected all the terms which had been
agreed upon by the Harare group. The Harare Group did not hold any
subsequent meetings.
One question which was raised at the 8 October meeting was
whether there really was a need to “formally” construct a list of
terms, or did those present at the meeting feel that they were coping
with the language problem in their own ways quite adequately. This
also raised question of how much, and in what ways, do libraries
really Network. Thoughts fromreaders of SAPEM would be welcome
on

this.

RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE SAPES LIBRARY AND

DOCUMENTATION CENTRE

Refugee Studies Programme for the study of forced migration.
Annual Report 1992-1993 University of Oxford 1993

Klopper, J M L “Role of Community Health in South Africa”
University of Cape Town inaugural lecture, 7 May 1986
Esser,. Aristide H and Sylvia D Lacey. Mental Illness: A Homecare
Guide. New York, Wiley, 1989
Towards self-reliance: development, employment and equity issues
in Tanzania: report to the Government of Tanzania. Addis
Ababa, ILO, 1978
Arnold, Jeffrey. Big
1992

book, small groups. Illinois, InterVarsity Press,

Schultz, Duane. Theories ofpersonality. 3rd ed., Monterey, Brooks/

Cole, 1985
Safes Newsletter October, 1993

I

Douglas, Tom Handbook of Common groupwork problems. New
York, Tavistock/Routledge, 1991
DuBrin, Andrew J. Foundations of organizational behaviour: an
applied perspective. New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, 1984
“Prospects for environmental assessment policy in Zimbabwe”.
Harare, Ministry of Environment and Tourism, 1993
Listen to

us: women

Gerd Noif, Brussels; Constant Boom, Belgium; Andreas Guibeb,
Nainibia; Prof Ali Yahaya; Rosalind Thomas DBS A, South Africa

Gisella Duttung, Womens Global Network for Reproductive Rights;
Clarice Davies, P Betts, Un. of Arizona, USA;

in the South NORAD, 1993

Changing paradigs in development - South, East and West, cited by
Margareta Von Troil. Uppsala, Scandinavian Inst of African
Studies, 1993
Farr, Ellen and Rudo Chitiga. Hello

gender

awareness

in the MS

-

ANNOUNCEMENTS

is gender there? A study on
in Zimbabwe. 1991

SAFES BIOGRAPHY/AUTOBIOGRAPHY SERIES

programme

Ravnborg, Helle Munk. Targeting international agricultural research towards the rural poor. Copenhagen, Centre for Development Research, 1993
The role of voluntary organisations in emerging democracies:
experience and strategies in Eastern and Central Europe and
in South Africa, edited by Ann McKinstry Micou and Birgit
Lindsnaes. Danish Centre for Human Rights, 1993
Human Rights in Developing Countries 1993 Yearbook, edited by
Bard-Anders Andreassen and Theresa Swinehart. Nordic Human

Wendy Wheeler,

Washington DC USA.

Rights Publications, 1993

Publications fom the Centre for Basic

Research, Kampala,
Uganda
Rutanga, Murindwa. Nyabingi movement: people’s anti-colonial
struggles in Kigezi 1910-1930
Muhereza, E Frank. Land Tenure and Peasant Adaptations: some
reflections on agricultural production in Luwero District
Robert, Mugisha. Emergent chanes and trends in Land Tenure and
Land Use in Kabale and Kisoro Districts

Lawyer, Kafureka The Dymamics of the Land Question and its
impact on agricultu ralproductivity in Mbarara District, Uganda
Zie, Gariyo Media and politics in Uganda: the struggle for democ-

This is to inform you that SAPES Trust, in conjuction with the
African Association of Political Science (AAPS) continental, offers

opportunities to African leaders to have their biographies published
under

our

SAPES

Autobiography/Biography Series.

In this

regard, we are inviting you to submit manuscripts for
publication, stating the full title of the autobiographyA)iography.
The AAPS/S APES Autobiography Series Project provides a modest
honorarium and meets all costs of preparation and printing of the
books to be published under the SAPES BOOKS Series.
Our aim is to make available to posterity useful knowledge about
the many persons who have made significant contributions to the
building of African societies, particularly in the period since the
1950s.
In addition, the SAPES Trust

Library and Documentation Centre
collecting documents including biographical data- on the the
National Liberation Struggles in Angola, Mozambique, Namibia,
is

South Africa and Zimbabwe. We also welcome material from the

support groups in the Frontline States, including Nigeria, the OAU,
others based in the

capitals of the northern hemisphere and the

former socialis bloc. Direct all

Enquiries to:

The Executive Director
SAPES Trust

POBoxMPlll

racy

Oloka-Ony^ngo, Joe. Judicial Power and constitutionalism in
Uganda
Mamdani, Mahmood. Pluralism and the right of association
Gariyo, Zie. The Press and democratic struggles in Uganda, 1900-

Mount Pleasant
HARARE
ZIMBABWE
Tel:;727875 Fax:732735 Telex:26464 AAPS ZW
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SAPES SEMINAR SERIES
On 14 October Julie Stewart of the

thellniversity of Zimbabwe

gave a

Department of Private Law at
seminar on Inheritance Law in

Zimbabwe.

CONFERENCE SERVICES
Are you

having problems in convening your conference in the sub-

region?
SAPES Trust

On 28 October, James Scarrit of the

University of Colorado at
Democracy in Zambia, 1953-1993.

Boulder gave a seminar on
The November 18 seminar announced in last month’s SAPEM has
been cancelled.

So far we have no seminars scheduled forNovember and December,
and would welcome

presentations from interested scholars

regional head office organises conferences,
workshops and seminars in any country of the sub-region on a
commercial basis. We charge a commission fee of 15 percent of total
cost.

Direct all your enquiries to;
The Administrator

SAPES Trust
4

Regional Office
Deary Avenue

POBoxMPlll

VISITORS TO SAPES

Belgravia
Mt Pleasant

^

Harare

During the month of September, SAPES Trust was honoured by
visits to its secretariat by a number of scholars, academics and
members of the
themselves with

diplomatic community, coming to familiarise
our work. Notable among these were;

SAPE.S Newsletter October. 1993

Zimbabwe

Tel: 263^727875
Fax: 263-4-732735
Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW
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SAFES BOOKS
PRICE LIST
Europe/

1.

Author

Title

Christopher H. Muwanga-Barlow

Of Feathers and Dead Leaves and Other Poems.
1989

5.00

in Africa. 1988

5.00

1.75

3.00

4.00

0.90

1.50

21.00

7.00

7.00

36.16

8.00

8.00

25.00

6.00

6.00

39.00

7.50

7.50

40.00

10.00

10.00

Debate, 1991

40.00

9.80

9.80

Multi-Party Democracy in Botswana, 1991

21.66

5.00

5.00

The Lost Decades, 1992

28.00

7.50

7.50

Ibbo Mandaza (eds)

Whither South Africa? 1988

26.00

8.90

8.90

Ibbo Mandaza

Zimbabwe: The Political

26.00

11.00

11.00

36.11

8.00

8.00

26.50

5.50

7.00

Policy in Zimbabwe, 1992

26.50

5.50

7.00

Fight My Beloved Continent: New Democracy
in Africa (New Expanded Edition), 1992

12.50

4.00

4.50

50.00

8.90

17.-50

Shivji

Fight My Beloved Continent: New Democracy

Samir Amin

The Future of Socialism. 1990

5.

Dani Wadada Nabudere

The Crash of International Finance

Crispen Grey-Johnson (ed)

The

Capital. 1989

Employment Crisis In Africa: Issues in
Development Policy. 1990

Human Resources
Ibbo Mandaza &

The

S. Santho & M.

Sejanamane (eds)

One-Party State and Democracy:

The Zimbabwe Debate. 1991

Lloyd Sachikonye (eds)

Southern Africa After
the Inner

11.

12.

13.

14.

H.

Campbell & H. Stein (eds)

Issa G.

Shivji (ed)

M. G. Molomo &
B. T.

Mokopakgosi (eds)

Peter

Anyang' Nyong’o (ed)

Bernard

Apartheid: Prospects for
Periphery in the 1990s. 1990

The IMF and Tanzania, 1991

State and Constitutionalism: An African

Thirty Years of Independence in Africa:

Magubane &
(ed)

Economy of Transition

1980-1986, 1987
15.

SamMoyocrw/

Zimbabwe's Environmental Dilemma:

Balancing Resource Inequities. 1991
16.

Jonathan N.

Moyo

The Politics of Administration:

Understanding

Bureaucracy in Africa, 1992
17.

Jonathan N.

Moyo

Politics of the National Purse: Public
as

18.

19.

IssaG.

Shivji

Guy C. Z. Mhone (ed)

Public

Malawi

at

Budgeting

the Crossroads: The Post-Colonial

Political Economy
NB. The above
4

US$

3.90

Women in Zimbabwe. 1989

Margaret Mwalo

4.

10.

US$

14.44

IssaG.

9.

Z$

1.50

3.

8.

America

1.00

Elinor Batezat &

7.

Africa

3.50

2.

6.

Zimbabwe

.

1992

prices do not include postage.
S.^PEM Newsletter October.

PRICE LIST (cont)
Eiiiope/
Title

Author
20.

Archie

Mafeje

on

Sindi.so

Ngwenya (ed)

Ibbo Manda/.a (ed)

.10.00

5.50

14.00

19.00

7.50

17.00

55.00

10.20

I8..5()

Africa, 1991

42.50

8.60

17.00

19.00

7.50

17.00

40.15

8.00

17.00

5.00

1.90

1..50

5.20

1.90

4.00

Adjustment Programme:
Experience. 1992

4.00

1.50

1.50

Adjustment Programme in
Experience. 1992

5.50

1.90

1..5()

6.50

2.20

1.50

4.00

1.90

1..50

Africa: The Case of Zimbabwe. No. 4

1.00

1.00

2.50

Gender in Southern Africa:

The

Conceptual and

Transport and Communications Sector in

Southern Africa in the 1980s: Problems and

R. Mkandawire & K. Matlosa (eds) Food

Policy and Agriculture in Southern

25.

Paul Jourdan (ed)

The

26.

Allast M. Mwanza (ed)

Structural

Mining Sector in Southern Africa. 1991

Adjustment Programmes in SADC:
Experiences and Lessons From Malawi.
Tanzania. Zambia and Zimbabwe. 1991

27.

Ibbo Mandaza

Southern Africa in the I99()s: Towards

a

Research

Agenda. No. 1
28.

Ibbo Mandaza

Southern Africa in the Year 2000: An Overview

and Research
29.

Phineas G.

Kadenge (ed)

Agenda. No. 2, 1991

Zimbabwe's Structural
The First Year

10.

Allast M. Mwanza (ed)

The Structural

Zambia: Lessons From
11.

Ben Kaluwa (ed)

Structural

Adjustment Programmes in Malawi:
Adjustment?. 1992

A Case for Successful
12.

11.

Ibrahim Shao (ed)

Masipula Sithole

US$

b.OO

Prospects of Regional Cooperation. 1991
24.

US$

4.20

Southern Africa. 199.1
21.

Z$

2,S.0()

Theoretical Issues. 1992
22.

America

Revolutionary Theory and Politics.

1992
Ruth Meena (ed)

Africa

In Search of An Alternative: A Collection of

Essays
21.

Zimbabwe

Structural Adjustment in a Socialist
The Case of Tanzania. 1992

Country:

Democracy and the One-Party State Debate in

14.

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja

The African Crisis: The

Way Out. No. 2. 1992

1.00

1.00

2.50

15.

Hasa Mfaume Mlawa

Technology Policies for Development in
Sub-Saharan Africa: Kenya, Tanzania. Zambia
and Zimbabwe: A Synopsis. No. 1. 1992

1.00

1.00

2.50

1.00

1.00

2.50

1.00

L.50

2.50

16.00

5.00

5.00

16.

Shepherd Nzombe

Democracy. Human Rights and Constitutionalism
in Post-Colonial Africa. No. 5. 1992

17.

Archie

Mafeje

African
for the

Philosophical Projections and Prospects
Indigenisation of Political and Intellectual

Discourse. No. 7. 1992
18.

AJOPE

African Journal of Political

NB. The above
Sapf.m Nbwslktter October. 1991

Economy (AJOPE)

prices do not include postage.
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SAPKS HOOKS ORDKR FORM
NAME:

ADDRESS:

QTY

TITLE

Please add my name to your

mailing list.

Paymoni enclosed

□

UNIT PRICE

Zimbabwe S

TOTAL

Quss □

Brilish £

Send to; SAFES Books. P.O. Box MP 111, Harare. Zimbabwe
METHODS OF PAYMENT

2.
.T

Cheque made payable to SAFES Books in Sterling drawn on a UK bank or USS drawn
International Money Order payable to SAFES Books
Cheques in other exchangeable currencies made payable to SAFES Books.

on a

US bank.

95 HARARE STREET P.O. BOX MP 111, MT. PLEASANT, HARARE

REGIONAL COOPERATION SERIES
MQW
/

Food Policy
and Agriculture
in Southern A&ica

For further
6

details, please phone 726060

or

call at the above address.
Sapf.m Newsletter October. 1W.1

SAFES BOOKS
SAFES BOOKS

OCCASIONAL PAPER SERIES: NOW AVAILABLE
1.

Southern Africa in the Year 2000: An Oven/iew and Research

2,

Nation-Buiiding and State Buiiding in Africa, No. 3, Georges Nzongola-Ntalajo

3.

Regionai Cooperation in Southern Africa: Probiems and issues, No. 4,
Guy C. Z. Mhone

4.

The

Agenda, No, 2, Ibbo Mandaza

The Quest for

Security of inner Periphery States in a Post-Apartheid Southern Africa, No. 5,

Severine Rugumamu

LATIM&T PIIJJIBILI1©/^TI1@IM&

SAPEM ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES BY AIRMAIL
Regional: South Africa and Africa (excluding Zimbabwe)

I.

Libraries and Institutions

USS70.(X)

Individuals

US$50.(K)

Zimbabwe

2.

Libraries and Institutions

ZS70.()()

Individuals

Z$50.()()

Overseas:

3.

Europe

Libraries and Institutions

US$90.()()

Individuals

USSbO.OO

Overseas: U.S. and the Rest of the World
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Libraries and Institutions

r

Please send
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a

me
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crossed

for 12 issues,

cheqiie/postal order of
beginning

Name:

Addre.ss:

Send

to:

US$1 ()().()()
US$70.()0

Individuals

SAPEM. P.O. Box MP 111. Mount Pleasant. Harare. Zimbabwe
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THE MINING SECTOR IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Edited

hy Paul Joiirdan

SoLithern Africa is well endowed with mineral wealth which is

mechanisation and high technology

due to political

rea.sons

not being exploited to the full. Less emphasis has been
placed on
and the abundance of cheap labour, not to mention the protection of mining

companies by the national governments.
The issues discussed in this book include, inter alia, the following: mineral financing; the SADCC iron and steel
industry; mineral
beneficiation. ownership and legislation: and possible scenarios for post-apartheid regional strategies in the mining sector.

The contributors in this book argue

that if mining is to remain the engine for economic growth and development in the region.

SADCC should address the

following issues, among other things: ensuring the smooth operation of mines; professional product
marketing; removal of trade barriers; introduction/improvement of appropriate mining technology and the revision of colonial mining
legislation to suit present circumstances. Furthermore. SADCC's niodiis operandi should move away from nationalistic inclinations
that

emphasise the need for self-reliance

at

the expense of comparative advantage.

FOOD POLICY AND AGRICULTURE IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Edited

hy Richard Mkaudawire and Kliahele Matlosa

The issue of the current food and

agricultural crisis in Southern Africa cannot be adequately explained without focusing on the specific
subregion's political economy. Its integration into the world economy has contributed to the strengthening of
the vertical unequal exchange of agricultural commodities between the subregion and the rich nations of the world.
The issues discussed in this book include, inter alia, the follow ing: institutional and policy constraints to sustainable
agriculture;
customary land tenure arrangements; macro and microeconomic policies and their effect on peasant agricultural productivity; the role
played by women in agriculture in general and food production in particular; the impact of the post-colonial state on agricultural
development: and the role of training as an essential resource input into the process of technological change and agricultural growth.
It is hoped that the expositions of the contributors in this collective will succeed in calling attention to all intellectuals,
analysts
and policy makers, to play their respective role as providers of alternative interventions that can lead to the eradication of pervasive
food insecurity and the achievement of equitable and sustainable development.
characteristics of the

THE TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS SECTOR IN SOUTHERN

AFRICA
Edited

hy Sindi.so N}>wetiya

Transport and Communications is a key sector in the overall strategy of attaining regional integration and economic cooperation
among SADCC countries. Projects in this sector should therefore aim at reducing economic dependence of the member states and
the enhancement of genuine and equitable regional integration.
The issues discussed in this book include, inter alia, the follow ing; an assessment of the donor preferences in the funding of
regional
projects; the role of SATCC; a discussion of the major SADCC interstate rail lines, air and road transport and port facilities; regional
operational coordination and the efficacy of training and manpower development programmes.
Paradoxically, although one of the professed objectives of SADCC is to reduce dependency on its cooperating partners, after 1.^
years of cooperation, the organisation still depends on them for technical and project financing. In addition, w hilst SADCC has been
able to divert some transit traffic from South African ports, some member states are still dependent, to a large extent, on South Africa
as a focus of
transport and communications.

SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE 1980s: Problems and

Prospects of Regional

Cooperation
Edited hx Ihho Maitdaza
The I98()s represent an important
This book therefore constitutes an

phase in the history of Southern Africa, particularly with regard to such ventures as the SADCC.
important benchmark in the study of a sub-region that has pre-occupied the minds of intellectuals,
analysts and policy makers in the region and beyond. The papers collected in this volume were presented at the Gaborone Conference,
,^-6 October 1989. on SADCC: Problems and Prospects of Pe'^iona! Political and Economic Cooperatioti.
Most of the contributions in this collection are a critique of SADCC and discuss, ititer alia, the follow ing: Debt and Structural
Adjustment, the Mining Industry. Transport and Communications. Technology. Industry and Environment, the Role of NonGovernmental Organisations. Trade and Finance and the issue of Sanctions .Against South Africa.
It is clear that the attainment of regional cooperation that w ill challenge the dependency of the.Vo/(t/t on the North w ill be an uphill
struggle because the latter is unlikely to look kindly to attempts by the tqrmer at economic cooperation and regional integration.
8
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ZIMBABWE: WHERE IS THE LAND
SAFES BOOKS

COMMISSION?

We return to the

persistent and glaring problem that is the Land
Question in Zimbabwe; this is SAPEM’s third edition on the subject
SAPEM: Oct. 1989; April 1992). It is sad and disappointing that
the question appears still quite far from resolution, ever since 1980
and notwithstanding the commendable efforts made so far in that
direction. It is, therefore, most understandable that there should be
much anger

and frustration

.so

the part of the government itself,
particularly President Robert Mugabe. (Indeed, except for VicePresident Joshua Nkomo's equally poignant statements on the subject.
President Mugabe appears to be largerly on his own, whereas such a
campaign .should have been led and waged by his Cabinet members
on

and back benchers alike.)
The anger
failure

and impatience must in it.self reflect the government’s
whatever the reasons
to resolve this burning
question. And, therefore, our sincere hope that the government will
mobilise the entire nation and translate anger into a non-partisan Land
Reform Programme that will establish the policy framework for the
resolution of the Land Question in Zimbabwe.
We have no doubt as to the complexity of the question that is before
Zimbabwe. But we wish hereby to reiterate the points made in our
earlier editions on the subject; a two-pronged approach in the context
of the democratisation of land ownership in particular and the
economy in general.
First, the need to institute a policy whereby the commercial farming
sector will become more democratised through the entry into this
own

sector

—

of more and

—

more

black commercial farmers. But this process

itself does not, and cannot, resolve the Land Question.

There is the real
danger that in the not-too-distant future Zimbabwe could have the
Land Question expressing itself in a more formidable — and, perhaps,
even more unresolvable form—as blacks will in the future occupy the
same position as 4,CK)0 white commercial farmers occupy today. So,
while one welcomes the democratisation of the commercial farming
sector, we believe that it is imperative that the question of size of farm
per region, as well as the primacy of food production and concern for
the interests of agricultural workers, be placed at the forefront.
Second, the need to ensure that the peasantry, the land-hungry
masses of that country, receive more land. That is the crux of the Land
Question in Zimbabwe.
But we should add immediately that the above are not, and should
never, be mutually exclusive. In other words, any attempt to confine
land redistribution to the

should be condemned;

concerns

of the black middle class alone

if it is under the

guise that only those able
the land. Pea.sants have been farming since time
immemorial; with better national planning, Zimbabweans can ensure
that both the commercial and peasant sectors contribute to the national
to

even

farm should get

Voltamos ä carga com a pertinente questäo da terra no Zimbabwe;
é

terceira

edigao da SAPEM sobre o assunto (Outubro 1989;
e desencorajante que desde 1980 näo se tenha
ainda encontrado uma sol u^äo, apesar do esfor^'o lou vavel que se tern
empreendido nesse sentido. É. portanto, compreensi'vel que haja
tanta fiiria e fru.stra^äo por parte do proprio govemo, particularmente
na
pessoa do presidente Robert Mugabe. (De facto, com a excep^'ao
do vice-presidente Joshua Nkomo, o presidente Mugabe parece estar
cada vez mais isolado, numa altura em que uma tal campanha deve
,ser dirigida por todos os membros do seu
govemo e parlamentares).
A fiiria e a impaciencia devem em si reflectir a incapacidade do
proprio govemo — seja porque razoes — de resolver esta questäo
candente. E, portanto, a nossa sincera esperanga de que o govemo irä
mobilizar a na^äo inteira e traduzira a fiiria num programa de refomia
agrdria claramente deflnido.
Näo duvidamos da complexidade do problema que se coloca
perante o Zimbabwe, Mas desejamos desde jä reiterar as nossas
posi^öes do pa.s.sado: uma estratégia bi-direccionada no contexto da
democratiza9äo da pos.se de terra em particular, e da economia em
geral.
Primeiro, a nece.ssidade de institucionalizar uma poh'tica a partirda
qual o sector agn'cola comercial sera mais democratizado com o
ingresso nele de mais agricultores comerciais negros. Mas este
processo em si näopoderd re.solver a questäo da terra. Hdoperigode
que num futuro näo täo distante. o Zimbabwe poderd enfrentar uma
situa^äo em que a questäo da terra se expresse de forma menos
desejdvel — e, talvez. cada vez mais in.soliivel — uma vez que os
negros iräo no futuro ocupar a mesma posifäo que que os 4.000
agricultores comerciais brancos ocupam hoje. Portanto. enquanto a
democratiza^äodo sector agncolacomercial é bem vinda, acreditamos
ser imperativo que a questäo do tamanho das herdades
por regiäo.
bem como a primazia da produ9äo agn'cola e aten9äo a ser prestada
aos problemas dos trabalhadores agricolas. sejam colocados em
primeiro lugar.
Segundo. a necessidade de assegurarque as massas campesinas do
pais recebam mais terra. Es.sa é a esséncia da questäo da terra no
esta

a

Abril 1992).

É

triste

Zimbabwe.
Mas devemos imediatamente acrescentar que
ser miituamente exciusivo. Por outras

isto näo é, e nunca
palavras, qualquer
tentati va de confinar a redi.stribui9äo da terra sömente äs preocupa9öes
da classe média negra deve ser condenada. mesmo que a coberto do
argumento de que sö aqueles que säo capazes devem receber terra.
Campone.ses tém estado a cultivar desde os tempos remotos; com
deverd

uma

melhor

planifica9äo,

o

Zimbabwe pode

sector comercial como o sector

assegurar que tanto o
familiar contribuam paraariquezado

wealth of their country.

pai's.

Again, we call forthe establishment of a hiational Land Commission,
composed of politicians and technocrats, and charged with the
responsibility of ensuring both the effective implementation of the
Land Acquisition Act and advising that nation on a comprehensive
Land Reform Programme.

Mais uma vez, apelamos para que seja estabelecida wntxComissäo
Nacionalde Terra, composta de politicos e tecnocratas, com a dupla

2

responsabilidade de

assegurar a

Terra

na9äo sobre

mais

e

aconselhar

a

efectiva implementa9äo da Lei da
Programa de Reforma Agrdria

um

abrangente.
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CALL A SPADE AND SPADE
i thank you for the complimentary
copies of SAPEM, which are reaching
me regularly since June 1993.
I notice that your editoriai tone is
clearly-headed, and several of the
articles closely researched.
In the June issue, I was very touched
by Yugoslavia Ambassador to
Zimbabwe, Ljubisa Korac's brief but very
definitive presentation of the civii strife
in former Yugoslavia. I had just taiked to
Serbian schoiar (Rakin Darko) earlier on
in Andorra and he too exhibited deep

at how the UN and the media
are painting the conflict in a way that
pits Yugoslavia against international
goodwill. But my word to Darko (and
the ambassador) is this: Direct as much
anger to your politicians and leaders.
UN and the media are messengers. But
in my village, we say' you cannot punish
the messenger for bad news'.
And this brings me to your July issue on
"Ethnic Violence" (in Kenya, politicians
would say tribal clashes): I think that the
anger

blame should have been
where it

beiongs

—

loudly laid
at the feet of the

endangered African (and European
also) dictator who in the bogus name of
'leader' and 'politician' roams about,
manipuiating otherwise united and
peaceful Wanachi (citizens) into civii
strife in a desperate bid to stop the floods

THE UN MUST PULL OUT OF

SOMALIA
The notion that the United Nations

operation in Somalia has moved away

of the final liberation.

from its

August issue, Nokwanda Sithole
almost succeeds in portraying Neison

is rather
the

Mandela as a ruthless husband and

Somalia was to disarm wariords and aiiow

in the

original humanitarian objective
misleading. It is well known that
reason why the UN moved into

uncaring father. (My wife Muganda read

relief assistance to be distributed among

the article and concluded that Mandela

the

unkind to Nomzomo and
the children. Muganda feels that, at
least, a loving president would help settle
the court fines of his partner, even an
has been very

enstranged one!)
I hope that soon enough (before April
27, 1994) Sithole will seek and avail to us
Nelson Mandela's point of view
regarding this crucial domestic matter.

starving civilian population. It is
apparent now, that the UN has failed to
disarm the warlords who are determined
to continue

denying the poor Somalis of
right to live in peace. The only
solution to the problem in Somaiia would
be for the international community to
acknowiedge that failure, and therefore
move out of that country, and allow the

their

Somalis to sort themeselves out. For it is

What of Patricia McFadden? What does

not the role of the United Nations to

she think of Nelson Mandela. A male

enforce peace

sexist

or

femaie chauvinist? By the way,

given Ngugi wa Thion'go's and Ali
Mazrui'sdefinitions of African, which one
would McFadden's

daughter choose?

where national leaders
fighting against each other do not agree
in iaying down their weapons.
Joseph Nyangc
Nairobi
Ketna

Barasa

Chaungo
Kakamcga
Kenya

THE “NEW WORLD ORDER”

RETURNEES SHOULD REAPPLY

The recent events in Russia highlight some

FOR CITIZENSHIP

of the shortcomings that are inherent in
the so-calied "new worid order". And if

protected (for the
peace) from elements of
discontent that are trying to force their
way back into the country. I say this in
iight of utterances by some whites and
newspapers,
who thought the

Zimbabwe shouid be
sake

of

government was abusing
people's human rights by refusing
the automatic right to regain

Zimbabwean
other
them

Zimbabwean

working to further the giobal aspirations
of the US. What Yeltsin did is tantamount
to a coup d'etat.

It is like President Clinton
dissolving Congress just because it
opposes his poiicies. Pariiamentarians
are

elected officials, and have a clear

mandate to articulate their constituents'

views. What

citizenship.

The case was worsened

anyone doubted, it is now quite clear
that Boris Yeltsin is, in fact, an agent

by a Supreme

which ruled
that anyone who had denounced
Zimbabwean citizenshipshouldnotthink
of regaining it automaticaily by simpiy
walking back into the country. That is
why i commend your April issue which
Court decision eariy this year,

never

happened in Russia wouid

be ailowed in the US, Britain or

Ironically, the leaders of these
supported Yeitsin, instead of
condemning his unconstitutional act and
France.

countries

encourage

him to resign.

Charles Ns ircnila
Kilsse
Zambia

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant. HARARE, Zimbabwe
Letters must include writer's full name and address and may
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FROM THE EDITOR

—

ON OUR SIXTH ANNIVERSARY

TheSoiithern Africa Political and Economic

Monthly (SAPEM) celebrates its sixth
anniversary with the publication of this
month's issue, having set a new format at
the beginning of the year, which it is
determined to continue while re-inforcing
its intention to create a bridge between
intellectuals and the mass base, providing a
Tendayi Nyakunu (left), Fernando
forum for debate and analysis of the totality
Gongalves (right)
of human activity and development in our
sub-region and beyond ...(Foreword: Inaugural Issue, October
comprehensive style,
,

1987.)
The

fomiat which

conceptuali.sed in the February issue
being further developed with the expansion of the journal to
include a .section on World News Briefs whose objective is to
bring the rest of the continent and the world at large within reach
of our regional readership.
To help us achieve some of our objectives, we are sending out
a comprehensive questionnaire
seeking response from our
readership, both intellectual and otherwise to assist us relate to
them more and identify with their
wishes, aspirations, problems,
designs and desires as we contribute
to the development of the region
through debate.
new

was

-

As

we

celebrate

our

sixth

anniversary,
on

our

we also stop to reflect
achievements and short-

are

more

sensationalised in the

popular media, into expanding on subjects
region in political, social

that portray this
and economic

motion.

It

is

this

that has perhaps concealed the fact that we
on issues like "The One
Party State"

In retrospect,

it is important to note that SAPEM has been
produced virtually on a part-time basis with the Editor-in-Chief
otherwise fully employed on other assignments throughout this
period since the inception of the magazine. Apart from him. it has
been the dedication of our scholars, who have variously contributed
to SAPEM in a manner that has sustained the
magazine in as
almost attractive and regularfashion
,

other

as

established

more

magazines in the sub-region.
SAPEM has had

no

established

budget, beginning as it did on the
basis of a modest donor contribution
ofUS$ 10000 in 1987. the magazine
has. otherwi.se survived,

gratefully

We

would, however, like to let

our

and above all. the sheer sacrifice

performance has to be made in
the context of our main objective;
on the extent to which it has helped
to provoke discussion around the most urgent and pressing issues
surrounding the region’s political, socio-economic development.
It is also of vital importance to note that as the new forniat is
being developed, SAPEM seeks to expand its defined parameters
which are constrained by limited material and journalistic skills
our

resources.

of discussion which have been covered

by the
journal also include the role of the intellectuals to help establish an
African identity in the world of .social sciences; the OAU after 25
years; the World Bank and Africa; the role of the state in the
constitutional process; the problems and prospects of regional
political and economic co-operation and Zimbabwe’s stormy land
question, which is, again the subject of further debate and analysis
in this anniversary issue,
SAPEM's cntKS have suggested that the journal should strive to
address issues and opinions head-on, but we would like to believe
that that is the arena for the transient newspapers and magazines
which do not delve into pertinent development aspects from an indepth and well researched angle These publications have a role to
areas

2 No. 7).

years.

readers know that assessment of

Critical

SAPEM; Vol. 2 No. 12) and The Land Question" (SAPEM: Vol.

due to both subscribers and readers

comings in the past six

.
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which

have often led the debate

is

and

play in the media world, and a journal like
obviously has to be different, even
while reflecting on developmental aspects

SAPEM

the part of the SAFES network
all those who have supported

on

and
and

helped

us to reach this far.
In its continued efforts to become

institutionalised, after six years of miraculous existence, SAPEM
has

accordingly recruited journalistic skills to help it reach out
a wider readership and thereby establish a better
financial and commercial base for the anticipated launch of a
weekly - The Southern Afri-can Weekly (SAW).
With the recent appointment of Tendayi Nyakunu (Managing
Editor) and Fernando Gon9alves (Senior Editor), not forgetting
our hardworking trainee journalist Zerubabel Mudzingwa, our
loyal editorial assistant Thomas Deve and our staff at the Library
and Documentation Centre, in fact everybody at SAFES, we hope
to make the News Analysis component of our magazine as far
reaching, covering as wide a spectrum of the totality of human
activity as possible, also including Health and the Environment,
further into

Entertainment.Arts and Culture. Business and Finance and, of

Regional Sports.
Tendayi and Fernando bring a wealth of experience as estabi ished
regional journalists and enjoy immense academic exposure to find
themselves integrated into an intellectual type journal that SAPEM
is. They come with the necessary skills and experience that will
course

S.xPEM October. IW.^

ANNIVERSARY
helpS/4P£M become more readable, easily digestible and, therefore
marketable and businesslike.

Through our new format we have been able to attract some of the

journalists in the region through offering them an opportunity
publication.
Fernando has contributed significantly to one oiSAPEM's goals to
become bi-lingual, with a regular Portuguese medium for our
Lusophone readers in the sub-region. It is important to always
remember that Angola and Mozambique are not only essential
elements in the sub-region but afso represent some 25 million

best
to

contribute and be associated with such a high calibre

citizens of Southern Africa.

everybody in the region looking closely and with obvious
hope that the South African political crisis which has
that country violent-prone, will soon be a thing of the bitter

With

but cautious
made

unforgettable past, we have engaged some correspondents who
fairly seasoned journalists to help keep our readers abreast with
developments towards a democratic non-racial South Africa. As
they are based in that country, snippets,
analysis and behind the news articles
with continue to be published by this
journal as we head towards April 27,
the date that the multi-party negotiators
in that country intend to hold
democratic elections to pave the way
for majority rule.
Although the scholarship section
has retreated to the back pages, it has
not lost its significance. As the S APEM
are

1989), to 6 000 in its third year, and now with a
onwards. As

strive to

we

coming few months will detemiine whether the monthly converts
into a weekly that combines both news
analysis and intellectual discourse, or
have a weekly with news analysis
while maintaining the monthly as a
basically intellectual journal.
With advanced desktop publishing
equipment in place since 1987, and a
complete pre-print processing plant,
the journal and the Southern Africa
Printing and Publishing Flouse
(SAPPHO) of which it is part, will

Mnniifttmvp

soon

REVIEW, it shall continue to receive
the

Editor-in-Chief’s undivided

editorship. It continues
to provide a forum for intellectual
debate
and
analysis
while
simultaneously contributing to the
development of a Pan African Social
Science Community, which is an
integral part of the society. With the envisaged wider readership,
SAPEM will continue to tap deeper into the immense intellectual
resource base of the sub-region and the continent as a whole. We
will continue to be strategically placed to interact and co-operate
other

journals

and

newspapers and groups in
academia
and
the
media

the foundation upon which the SAPES

internationally.
With a print run of 10 ()()()
monthly and acirculation of more
than 50 0(K) readers in the region
and beyond, SAPEM. we believe,
has been largely successful. From
a mere I 500 copies on its first
print-run in October 1987, to 3
000 in its second year (1988-

largely self-reliant.
major achievement, therefore,

Trust will become
Our

is the fact of our existence for the past
six years

during which

we

have come

consistently every month since
have proved that it can be done, inspite
out

October 1987. At least

we

available to African publications. It is
to the quest for an identity for
African scholarship in a world that has been largely oblivious , if
not cynical, about anything that comes out of this continent - that
has made us not only survive, but grow. It is also credit to the
SAPES/.SAPEM staff, to the network, and to all who have helped

of the

marginal

resources

sheer commitment and dedication

us

regionally, continentally and

Sapem October, 199,^

become self-sufficient in the

entire production process and establish

attention and

with

parallel print-run

readership from October 1992
continue enhancing our journal, the

of 10 000 for the South African

-

reach this far.
We also

hope that our readers will continue to enjoy the new

format and not tire from
is due. We,

once

again

giving

us

express our

constructive criticism where it
sincere gratitude to you all for

and look forward to a sustained relationship with all
ahead. It is indeed our hope that this new
look will herald the inauguration of the Soiitlieni Africa Weekly
(SAW), which we expect to launch with the dawn of the New Year.
Our main objective will remain: Bringing. Not Only Southern
Africa, But The Rest Of The Continent Together! □

your support
our

readers in the years
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THE LAND ISSUE IN ZIMBABWE: MUGABE
STANDS FIRM ON DEFIANT WHITE FARMERS
Fernando

c

ECIL John Rhodes is

on

record

GoNgALVES

as

for the

having told members of the Pioneer
Column and the British-South

Company that they had to have “the
proud satisfaction” of knowing that they
were “civilising a new
part of the world”,
when they trekked up into Mashonaland in

the government and

offers of land for

redistribution, the
compelled to act
constitutionally to use its own discretion in
determining which land it should acquire

a country

government

divided between 4,000 white commercial

farmers

(mostly settler descendants) who

11 million hectares of the most fertile

farmland, and nearly seven million
indigenous blacks who live on the other 11

The Zimbabwe President:

million hectares of

Mugabe, cannot be dragged to court by a

mostly barren, infertile

land.

Robert

settler.”

The successive Chimurengas

(Liberation
struggles) fought on Zimbabwean soil
between the early 1890s and 1980, when the
country gained independence from Britain,
chiefly evolved around the need to reconquer the land which was expropriated
during the colonisation process. But 13 years
after the end of colonial rule, the land issue
in Zimbabwe remains unresolved, and has
become the

centre

of the

country’s

contemporary political debate.
A government programme

aimed at
relocating 162,000 black families living in
the crowded communal areas in the early
1980s, only managed to resettle 52,000
families, thus exerting an insurmountable
pressure on

the part of President Robert

Mugabe’s government.
The initial resettlement programme was

mainly hindered by legal provisions
contained in the

constitution

1979 Lancaster Hou.se

that

led

Zimbabwe

to

independence on April 18, 1980, which
prevented the government from enacting
any law that would revoke Section 16 of the
Constitution, which deals with “protection
from deprivation of property”, within the
6

its supporters perceived

be lack of cooperation on the part of white
commercial farmers in making reasonable
to

It is this historical accident that constitutes

own

acquisition of

But given the expensive nature of the land
redistribution programme and due to what

“civilisation” proceeded,

reality of today’s Zimbabwe:

Constitutional

land.

villages
belonging to the local population were
raided, cattle driven away and, in the end,
the land they owned extorted by the invaders.
the

1990

reasonable time” after the

1890.
as

the

Amendment, changes were only made to
require government “to pay fair
compensation... before or within a

African

And

acquisition (of land)”.

Under

first

of independence.
land needed by government
for resettlement purposes or other
development projects had to be acquired
from the open market on a “willing buyer,
willing seller”, basis. Proprietors of
nationalised land had to be compensated
promptly and in foreign currency, thus
limiting the scope of the whole land
redistribution programme, because of the
government’s shortage of funds. Foreign
negotiators of the Lancaster House
agreement in collusion with Ian Smith’s
white settler regime knew too well that
given the pressure for land in the country,
by imposing such a clause on the new
majority-led government, they would
prevent it from enforced acquisition of land.
But when the 10-year period expired in
1990, the government promptly asked
parliament to enact the 11 th Constitutional
Amendment, thus removing all restrictions
imposed by section 16 of the Lancaster
House Constitution, including the
requirement on the part of the government
“to pay promptly adequate compensation
ten

years

In that period,

was

for re.settlement purpo.ses.
That is why in 1992 the Zimbabwe
Parliament moved to approve the Land

Designation Act (LAA), which if fully
implemented, will allow government to
aquire five million hectares of farmland
currently owned by large scale commercial
farmers
mostly white — ostensibly for
—

the resettlement of about 110.000 black
families who
and

presently live in the crowded

agriculturally

poor communal areas.
The LAA allows government todesignate

land and use its own assessment to detemiine
the amount due for

compensation. No
is provided, should
any farmer consider the compensation to be
inadequate. The issue of compensation has
recourse to

the

courts

been at the centre of a heated debate between
the government

and white commercial

farmers, who feel that the Acquisition Act is

racially motivated.
Fears are high among white farmers, that
instead
of being
paid promptly,
compensation can be in government bonds
over a long
period of time, even though the
Commercial Farmers Union (CFU) has

expressed
satisfaction
with
the
compensation paid to fanners who had their
land designated for the Osborne Dam project
in Manicaland.
Critics of the land
are

also concerned

acquisition programme
what they consider

over
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be excessive powers vested in the Minister
of Agriculture, who acts simultaneously as
to

both the

designating and the highest

appealing authority, thus fears that such a
situation can be open to abuse.
Some

commercial

farmers

have

questioned the constitutionality of the LA A,
and six of them have taken the case up to the
country’s supreme court.
But President Robert Mugabe, who has
lately become so vocal against those who
question the government’s right to acquire
land, has said that he would disregard any
court decision that may stand in the way of
the land acquisition programme. “I, Robert
Mugabe, cannot be dragged to court by a
settler”, he declared last year, at the height
of the debate on the Land Acquisition Bill.
“If white settlers just took the land from
us without paying for it, we can in a similar
way just take it from them, without paying
for it, or entertaining any ideas of legality
and constitutionality”, Mugabe told a
meeting of the Central Committee of his
ruling Zanu-PF party in September, adding
that “Perhaps our weakness has been the
fact that we have tried to act morally and
legally, when they acted immorally and
illegally.”
White commercial farmers feel that they
are being treated unfairly just for the sake of
being white, and that government should
only designate tho.se farms which are
underutilised. However, among the70 farms
designated in April this year there were
some which belonged to black farmers,
including those of opposition leaders such
as Ndabaninge Sithole, of Zanu (Ndonga)
and James Chikerema, of the Forum

Party,

by former Chief Justice Enoch
Dumbutshena. But perhaps an indication of
the responsible way in which the government
has handled the land acquisition issue can
be judged by the undesignation of 40 percent
which is led

lU

i
Q.

Nigel Butler standing on his designated farm
million hectares of land held

Critics of the land acquisition programme

ahead — as it
with designating the 5 million

cropping and land rotations.

point out what they consider to be failure of
post-independence resettlement schemes,
saying that the government failed to deliver
the necessary assistance to those who
benefited from the programme, and that that
resulted in the degradation of the land. They

“These Rhodesians, creatures of the past,

also indicate that failure

that

even

doing

are

if government went

—

hectares it intends to, there
room

for

would still be

production growth, given the fact

that less than 2 million hectares are allocated
to

Zimbabweans who want a society ofequality

by government to
newly resettled
families led them to neglect the land, and
hence their current low productivity.
But supporters of the programme insist

and non-racial hamiony,” President Mugabe

that

said in his Central Committee address.

government by the Lancaster House
Constitution, the government was left with

certainly do not belong to our Zimbabwe,
and the sooner they went to Rhodesia,
wherever it is, the better

But Anthony

it will be for

us

Swire-Thompson, President

of the Commercial Farmers Union (CFU),

the majority of white
farmers, has adopted a reconciliatory tone,
saying that while his organisation recognises
which represents

the need for land reform, it has however,

of the 70 farms.

argued against the methodology used in the

analysts see white farmers’
opposition to the land acquisition

current

further indication of their
unwillingness to cooperate in solving such
a crucial problem that affects the majority
of the country’s population, thus showing
their rejection of the government’s policy

farm fell into the

Some

programme as a

of national reconciliation.

They point to World Bank studies which
have indicated that less than half of the 11
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he added.

utilised, and argue

commercial farmers
is

by large scale

Said

resettlement programme.

Nigel Butler,

a

white farmer whose

April designation sweep

“At present the commercial
farming sector is using the land very
efficiently, to a great extent than many
people realise.”
“It is entirely unfair; I was born in
this year:

Zimbabwe, I have a Zimbabwean passport
but I am treated like a second class citizen,”

issue title deeds to the

given the restrictions imposed

on

the

option but to buy the land that it was
being offered by farmers, and which turned
out to be of bad quality.
But Swire-Thompson has dismissed the
notion, saying that 47 percent of commercial
farmland in Manicaland province, which is
considered to be in the most productive
region number one, was purchased by
no

government for resettlement purposes.
“It is the usage

of that land. Because you
people who are used to just
subsisting and say ‘get on, farm
commercially’; it does not work, and why
they don’t look after it a lot has to do with
the land tenure, individual ownership... they
have got to have some assistance, correct

can’t take

7
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Crowded landless Black families

in Zimbabwe

training, adequate infrastructure.’’ said
Swire-Thompson. This view is supported
by the World Bank, which in a recent
assessment

of the economic situation in the

country has concluded that
resettlement

areas

are

the

the current

ones

with the

highest levels of poverty.
Opponents of the land acquisition
programme also argue that the policy of
designating land from fanners is misguided,
since commercial farmers

own

less than 30

in not

warning them in advance, only to
learn about the news through the media.
“Neither Agritex (the government's
agricultural extension authority) nor any
other government officials came to make
assessment of the fann: we only learnt about
ourfarm's designation through The Herald
(the pro-government daily paper) of May 1.
1993." said Reg McClean. of his 12,000acre

fami in Gweru.

southwest

some

of Harare,

375 kilometres

of which the

percent of the land in the country, while the

government has taken 55 per cent.

government owns over 70 percent. However,

According to McClean. it is not clear why
the government would have wanted to
designate his farm for resettlement purposes,
considering that it falls under agricultural
region number four, which has an erratic
annual rainfall pattern, and is only suitable
for cattle ranching.
Individuals who oppose the land reform
programme insist that designation of land
will result in the loss of 45 per cent of the
300.000jobs currently held by fann workers

the government

insists that the land owned
by commercial farmers is precisely the land
that is most productive.
But Swire-Thompson disputes allegations
that white farmers own most of the best land
in the country, saying that Zimbabwe’s major
crop

is tobacco, which is

grown on

the

poorest of sandy soils.
Landowners who had their land designated

in
8

April, question the wisdom of government

who live with their dependents on the farms,

including foreign migrant workers. But
development experts believe the problem
can be overcome by providing such workers
with land rights in resettlement and
communal areas, while repatriation of old
foreign farm workers should be ba.sed on
individual choice.
It is also argued by

those who question the
designation programme that
instead of designating land and giving it to
unskilled fanners, the government should

merit of the

create

a

climate that is conducive to

investment, thereby creating more
employment opportunities and lessening the
level of poverty.
However.
President

Mugabe’s

government believes that the land
redistribution programme is essential to

bring about the social and political
majority black
population of Zimbabwe, and therefore
argues that this is not a question that should

empowerment of the

Sapem October. 1993
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be based

on

mathematical

purely technical and
perspectives.
a

White farmers also feel that becau.se of
the

government's unwillingness to provide

communal farmers with title deeds,

they are
buy the many millions of hectares
of what they consider to be good land that is
in the communal areas, and which they
believe has been destroyed or is in the
unable

to

of being destroyed “by bad farming
practices."
"There is a great deal of very good land in
process

the communal

areas

that has been used

totally unproductively and I would like to
be able to buy some of that and utilise it
properly because it is being badly managed
at the moment," said Nigel Butler.
And from outside Zimbabwe,
usual rhetoric that the
land

policy

investors.

current

may scare away
A

comes

the

government

potential

government delegation

supposed to be led by Industry and
Commerce
Minister
Christopher
Ushewokunze to promote trade in Canada
was cancelled, allegedly due to confusion
created in the North American nation by the
Land Acquisition Act.
At a public speech on Heroes Day last
August, President Mugabe reacted angrily,
saying donors can keep their money if they
want to

condition it

to a

reversal of the land

policy.
One of the

largest multinationals operating
argued that the
government remove uncertainty about its
Land Acquisition policy and restore investor
in Zimbabwe. Lonrho.

confidence. Its Zimbabwe’s chief executive,

Chris Parvin.

was,quoted by the local news
agency, Ziana, as saying that the most
harmful aspect of the Land Acquisition Act
was the uncertainty it placed on domestic
and foreign investment.Parvin, whose
company has an investment of US,$6L5
million in Zimbabwe, said the need for

equitable and effective distribution of
agricultural land had been already
recognised, accepted and most significantly,
supported "by virtually all parties in this
debate”, but he immediately observed that it
more

was

the

"unfortunate that the current debate
land

issue

undermined

on

the

A small-scale

there

are

a

farmer. But without title deeds,

number of factors that

play

against and in favourof the land acquisition
programme. However, the land issue in
Zimbabwe has become so highly politicised
that any considerations of a technical and
economic nature are outclassed by the
pressing need to resettle thousands of land
hungry families.
However, any credible resettlement
programme will have to ensure that past
mistakes are corrected. Only a programme
based on transparency and one that will take

HE houses

T

cardboard

are

made of army tents,

boxes

and

even

newspaper blankets. Residents at
Churu farm, some 20 kilometres south of

Harare, the Zimbabwean capital, range from
army

servicemen, members of the police

force, bank clerks, industrial workers, self-

employed to the unemployed.
The farm has been at the centre of

a

economic reforms”.

President Robert Mugabe and Reverend
Ndabaningi Sithole. leader of Zanu

entirety,

one

could be led to conclude that

the need for

providing longtraining and technical assistance to the
newly resettled families to enable them to
succeed can wash away fears that the
government is leading the country to an
account

term

economic disaster.
And if the programme

is to benefit both
large .scale commercial farmers and the
landless majority, landowners will be
expected to co-operate w ith the government,
and comeup with meaningful proposals of
land acquisition. _1

CONTINUE

controversy involving the government of

Sai’KM Octobkr, 199.f

into

hanks

CHURU FARM: THE LAND BLUES

encouragement offered by the government’s
But viewed in its

no access to

(Ndonga). a small opposition party that
campaigns to unseat the rulingZanu-PF and
President Robert Mugabe in the 1995
Parliamentary and Presidential elections.
The controversy began in February this
year, when Sithole, defying existing
municipal by-lawsdecidedtosettle landless
city dwellers on the farm. After several
government calls to remove the .squatters at
Churu fell on deaf ears, the government
enlisted the farm
were

along 70 others which
designation, follow ing

earmarked for

9
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Zimbabwe’s

issues"; the answer was; “The boys (freedom

Land

fighters...)

parliament approval of the
Acquisition Act in 1992.
But the Churu farm controversy is just a
tip of the iceberg that constitutes the broad

the big white estates will be
divided up, you shall have the fertile land".
Churu farm was bought by the Sitholes in

difficult

issue of land in Zimbabwe. In

1979 from

think what the government

a

country

some of the largest agricultural
in the world. 4,000 whites, out of a

say

a

Mr Davis, who used it

as a

containing

country holiday resort. But the new owners

estates

had to leave the country

total

population estimated to be clo.se to 11
million, occupy the 11 million hectares of
the land that is considered to be the most
arable in the country.

For a country of 390,757 square
kilometres, it would be unimaginable that
land would constitute

major issue. But
physical structure is
characterised by large tracks of semi-arid
land, thus leaving very little arable land for
the ordinary “povo”.
a

Zimbabwe's

Millions of black Zimbabweans find
themselves

with

land either for

no

agricultural production or for residential
purposes. The land issue is, therefore, a
powerful political weapon, which politicians
have, before and after independence, used
for political expediency.
The liberation struggle was mainly fought
around the issue of land,

ever

since British

colonial settlers arrived in the country at
turn of the century.

the

David Coat, in his book Under The Skin.
describes how he asked

Zimbabwean
freedom

remote

villagers at

area

some

whether the

fighters discussed "economic

in 1983 for a selfimpo.sed exile in the United States, and the
fann lay iddle until 1992. when Sithole
returned to the country in time to campaign
for the up-coming general elections.
There are 3,000 families occupying 400
of the total 650 acres of Churu. according to
Mrs Vesta Sithole, who
household is allocated
square

runs

the farm. Each

plot measuring 180
metres at the cost of ZS30 (about

US$4.6)

a

a

month.

to

afford decent accomodation

efsewhere", said Zindoma.

adding: “We
should do is help
location".

develop this

area into a
Garikai Mukoka (22) settled at Churu

farm in

February this year, from the nearby
suburb of Glen View. Harare, where his
family rented three rooms at Z$15() each a
paid Z$450 a month for three
rooms; my father, who is the only
breadwinner in the family had a monthly
salary of Z$650. so when we heard ofChuru
month. “We

fann

we

decided

to

move".

Vesta Sithole said

although they learnt of
designation of their farm through the
media, to-date the Ministry of Agriculture
the

Most Churu “residents”

are

dwellers who have found it hard

former
to

city

maintain

the

higher rents they were paying as lodgers
in some of Harare's high-desnity suburbs.
Pupeka Zindoma (25) lived in the poor
suburb of Chitungwiza, with his wife and
two children. “I could no longer afford to
pay the Z$ 150 rent for the room I and my
family were occupying, since I am
unemployed; here it is better. I only pay
Z$3() per month", he said.
Residents

people who stay here do not work and those
who work earn low salaries, making it

has

not

served them with

Designation,
requires.

as

a

Notice of

the normal procedure

However, she said should the government
decide

to go ahead and designate the fann,
they should take the part occupied by the the
3,(X)0 families, while leaving the other part

of the
used

which she claimed has been

estate,

productively.
receiving people from all

“We have been

Churu fami fear that the

walks of life; farmworkers from the

government may go ahead with its threat to
remove them, and those who
spoke to

neighbouring farms, industrial workers,
soldiers, and police officers who cannot

at

SAPEM said that
would

not

they hoped government

effect the threat. “Most of the

afford to pay higher rents",
But health authorities

without

said Mrs Sithole.

are

concerned that

provision for sanitation, in the long

the Churu squatter camp may become
health hazard, even though Vesta Sithole

tenn
a

claimed that

a

health officer had been

sent

for

training with the Ministry of Health.
irony, however, is that while the
government remains locked in the land issue
debate, a new community is molding at
Churu. The place is well .serviced by the
“emergency taxis" system that is booming
The

in

Harare, and

in

recent

months

its

management has been approached by the
local

commuter

bus company.

ZUPCO, to

open a line linking it to Harare's city centre.
A school teaching up to grade seven and

recognised by the Ministry of Education,
to provide an education to children
from the local comunity. while a proud Mrs
Sithole could be seen standing in the middle
of a group of children benefiting from a
Monday-to-Friday feeding scheme she set
strives

S J POOLE

A view
10

of Churu farm

on a

plot allocation day

Up.
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Although squatting at Churu may have
municipal by-laws, the saga
does present the government with a
predicament. Where would it .settle all the
estimated I8,()(X) people who live there?
Mrs Sithole hopes that if all goes according
to plan, in future the squatters at Churu farm
may be issued with title deeds which would
allow them to own their plots.
contravened all

In his bid for election,

Sithole has

staunchly defended the need for resettled

farmers

be

given title deeds, to allow
lending institutions for credit.
He told a recent press conference that
“anyone legitimately in possession of a piece
of land shall be given a title deed.The tragic
mistake committed by the present
government is to resettle people without
giving them title deeds; people want to be
settled on land they can call their own titled
to

them access to

land".

—

F.(;. □

Today, he is at Porta... a destitute. It is
13 years after independence and he has not
yet reaped the fruits of his spiritual

aspirations - land!
Endless Harare-Gwanda

journeys in
compensation funds,
had thrown this comrade. Timothy Ncube
at Mbare.
The Harare City Council's
pursuit of his

war

eviction order from Mbare Msika.
for former workers' hostels

an area

near

the

capital's main bus terminus, dropped him
at

Porta.
With

PORTA SQUAHER CAMP: A
PROBLEM OR A SOLUTION?

waiting
slightly
unrealistic that Ncube and his colleagues,
the majority of whom are ex-combatants
will

tough policy on
international
news during the Commonwealth
HeadsofGovernmentMeeting(CHOGM)

its plastic and hessian shelters looking much
the worse,
With his palms supporting his bearded
His mind was
cheek, he rests.

in October 1991.

summersaulting

z

over

the thoughts of the

created at Porta
of Harare along
the Bulawayo road. This was to house 4
()()() people unceremoniously moved out
of Harare-supposedly temporarily, but it

armed struggle. The old man literary wept
as he recounted how he suffered during the
armed struggle. He had armed up. fought
and spilt his blood over land ownership. His
heart shudders as he glances at his bullet-

is still in existence and

riddled left

A

“.squatter camp"

Farm, 25 kilometres

was

west

as

full

as ever

with

arm.

on

seems

be accounted for.

ever

The government
will stand up

squatters became

people

housing, it

is battling to resettle

about 165 ()()() communal

ZERL'BABEL Mudzingwa
IMBABWE'S

million

over a

lists for

people. Who

for the plight of people at

Porta?
President

Mugabe has said that

Zimbabwe is not ashamed of .squatters.
who

result of the

country's history.
"Squatters are a creation of our
circumstances and the whole issue of
squatters has to be addressed.... by a wellenunciated government policy".
“1 am living a substandard life here at
Porta, but 1 cannot dream of going back to
the rural areas. The land there produces
almost nothing to sustain one's life. If the
government wants to resettle me. it .should
first establish enough infrastructure so that
1 will not underutilize that peace of land",
were a

lamented Ncube.
In order to survive in this uncertain

"solitary confinement", fellows at this
camp have resorted to illegal fishing in
Lake Chivero. Out of that, they generate
a meagre income of $400 a month which
supplements the scant mealie-meal which
the Department of Social Welfare provides.
This year alone, 70 commercial farms
have been earmarked for resettlement, but
no-one

from Porta dreams of

being

a

beneficiary.
For 13 years,

landless communal people
yearning for alternative land, but the
dream has not yet been realised. Three
years have now passed, life is still the
same at Porta.
Will the problem been
were

Squatters at Porta Farm
Sapem October. 1993

solved

or

shelved? □
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LIBERIA: U.N. EXPECTED TO

did

“DISARM” ARMED

matter

FACTIONS

secretary-general for political affairs,
Machivenyika Mapuranga, at a seminar on
‘population and development'.

BANJUL

—

the arrival

Liberians

of

a

predicating that

are

United Nations observer

will

speed up the planned disarmament
of the country’s armed factions.
A small advance party of UNOMIL has
been on the ground in the West African
country for more than a month. But it is the
landing of a 500-.strong unit of military and
civilian observers that is being invoked as

team

the event to activate

regional

peace

a

UN-brokered, sub-

plan.

“We have been infomied the UN monitors

supposed to arrive here on October 15.”
Waritay, infomiation minister
of the current interim government, due to
be phased out by a five-member Transitional
are

said Lamini

Council with a mandate to administer Liberia
until elections

early next year.
hope they get here on schedule
because expectations are high,” Waritay
explained.
Under the July 25 Cotonou Accords,
“We

Liberia’s armed militias
and

are

to

be disanned

encamped by a reconfigured version of

ECOMOG. the 16 OOO-strong, six-nation
West African force that has
an

uneasy peace

helped to keep
since August 1991 when it

entered the

fray.
Although the cea.sefire is holding, the

factions remain armed.
Cotonou’s

stipulation that UN observers

monitor ECOMOG resulted from

an

insistence

by the National Patriotic Front
(NPFL), latterly involved in bitter fighting
against the Nigeria-led West African force,
that

it

would

not

disarm

unless

international presence

could bring

perceived neutrality to the

process.

an

a

AFRICA: RAPID
POPULATION INCREASE
RETARDS DEVELOPMENT
ADDIS ABABA

The

organisation of
Unity (OAU), the African
Development Bank (ADB) and the U.N.
-—

African

Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)
have criticised African governments

for not
taking the problem of unchecked population
growth .seriously enough.
“Unti 1 recently most African governments
12

view rapid population growth as a
for concern,” said the OAU assistant

not

The OAU estimates that an annual average

population increase of 3.1 Percent far
outstrips Africa’s economic growth, which
in 1992

was

less than

one

percent.

Mapuranga acknowledged that cutting
increase is an uphill struggle,
especially among rural communities.
African agriculture is largely labour
intensive, sustained by smallholders, which
encourages farmers to have more children.
Like other wage earners, African fanners
look to support from their family when they
grow old and, for that reason, the number of
counts.

But with

agricultural production growing
at an average annual rate of 2.5 percent,
self-sufficiency in food remains an elusive
goal.
Cities in sub-Saharan Africa are growing
much faster than the overall

rate

of

population increase of 3.1 Percent per year.
Between 1980 and 1988 the region’surban
population increased at the rate of 6.9 percent
a year. Urban areas now account for
nearly
30 percent of the sub-Saharan Africa
population, currently put at 680 million.
By 2025, approximately 700 million
people are expected to live in urban areas.
Despite migration to towns, the rural
population is expected to rise more than 68
percent, reaching over 590 million.

Mozambican ports

defied
sceptics when they handled the bulk of
relief grain imports during the 1991/92
drought, according to the Food Security
Unit of the Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC).
Mozambique’s three ports of Beira,
Maputo and Nacala handled 38 percent of
tonnes

the corridor, which ended

only in October

last year.

Sceptics had given Mozambique's ports
coping with the massive
food imports.
According to the Food Security Unit, the
Tanzanian port of Dar-es-Salaam handled
10 percent and Namibia's Walvis Bay only
three percent of the region’s total.
South Africa's highly-regarded port of
Durban trailed behind Beira, handling only
19 percent of the total.
ZAMBIA: GUTTER PRESS

HOUNDS RICH AND
POWERFUL
LUSAKA

—

,A

brand of tabloid

new

journalism focussing on the bedroom antics
of public figures has hit Zambia.
Several prominent Zambians, including
three Cabinet

Ministers, have found

themselves at the

centre of newspaper and
television coverage exposing secrets of their
.sex

lives.

The latest victim is Zambia’s Flome

Affairs Minister Newstead Zimba. He
received

rude shock

recently when the
reported in lurid detail
that the minister's wife allegedly beat up his
pregnant “mistress" in his office.
Approached by Journalists for
a

‘Times of Zambia'

confimiation.
no

a

stunned Zimba shouted: “1

comment

The scandal

PROVE LIFELINE

the total 11.6 Million metric

of the deepest natural sea

.

.

This is

.

a

private

affair."

MOZAMBICAN PORTS

—

Nacala port, one

harbours in Southern Africa, experienced
low traffic flows because of fighting along

have

SOUTHERN AFRICA:

HARARE

of Durban, handling nearly
of the total

little chance of

the population

children also

Africa's port

900,000 tonnes, or 1,5 percent
SADC relief food imports,

of food

shipped intoSADC’s lO-membercountries,
says a report of the Harare-ba.sed unit.
Beira handled 1.3 million tonnes, which

represented 21.5 percent of the total.
The port of Maputo was third after South

came

a

week after the

independent 'Weekly Post’ carried a similar
story claiming that Foreign Minister Vernon
Mwaanga "destroyed” a young couple’s
marriage through “a protracted and
recklessly overt adulterous affair”.
The post said Mwaanga promised to marry
the woman, prompting her to ditch her
husband. But the minister did not keep his
word.

‘The Sun’, the latest tabloid on the market,
also

recently caiTied a detailed story on how

Commerce, Trade and Industry Minister
Alf Hambayi “secretly” remarried while
his first wife
She is

now

holiday.
planning to sue the minister

was on

Sapem October. 199,^
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for bigamy,

in august, to head
Nigeria until fresh polls in February.
The NRC governors from the Ibospeaking states of Imo, Enugu and Abia,
and neighbouring non-Ibo Akwa Ibom,

government was installed

the paper said. Hambayi insists

they were never married legally, although
couple have lived together since 1967
and have grown up children.

the

i

RIGHTS-SWAZILAND:
WOMEN CALL FOR STIFF
PENALTIES FOR RAPE
MBABANE — Swazi

women,

Rivers and Cross Rivers, argue

Executive Director.
ESAURP is

independent interuniversity research and human development
organisation. It groups universities in
Angola, Botswana, Ethiopia, Lesotho,
Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Somalia,
Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda,

any

the military’s decision
into chaos.
But Ibo-speaking Anambra state,
controlled by Abiola’s SDP, has

alanned by

disassociated itself from the threat.

persuade magistrates and Judges not
bail or an option of fines to people

charges.
The campaign is led by the Swaziland
Action Group Against Abuse (SWAGAA),
Lutsango Lwakangwane, the country’s
women organisation, the King’s women

CAMPAIGNING AGAINST
CORRUPTION

“Nobody has the mandate to push the
into an avoidable war. They have

seen war

and its consequences

resist efforts by any

selfish

democratic government has begun cracking

and must
drag

corruption and institute
accountability in the kingdom’s public

down

group to

them into another crisis,” ezeife warned.

TANZANIA: VOTER

EDUCATION PROGRAMME
12-year- .
FOR SIX AFRICAN
old school girl, were raped in the first two j
COUNTRIES
weeks of this year alone, the police say. At
least 30 other

including

women,

and

a

a

five-year-old

girl, were raped — some fatally — between
May and September.

DAR ES SALAAM

—

The Eastern and

Southern Africa Universities Research

it

Programme (ESAURP) is to introduce voter

people in Botswana,
Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and
About 25,000

POLITICAL FRAGILITY
LAGOS

—

eastern state

A secession threat

by a group of

governors reviving the memory

breakaway “Biafra”, has underlined the
continued political fragility of the west

of

Republican Convention

(NRC) governors from eastern Nigeria
which in 1967 fonned
—

receive education on

democracy and their voting rights, according
to

ESAURP Executive Director, Ted

Maliyamkono.
“The voter education will later extend to

African nation.
The six National

Zimbabwe will

—

Ibo-speaking “Biafra”

have warned that any attempt

by the

winner of
election,
Moshcxxl Abiola, will again mean secession.
The June pol 1 victory of Social Democratic
Party (SDP) leader Abiola was annulled by
the former military leader Ibrahim
Babangida. Instead, a unelected interim

interim government to install the
the annulled June presidential
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of victory.
so

soon

after

assuming power the democratic government
wants to do away with corrupt practices,”
said political analyst Sehoai Santho.
“Fighting corruption and rampant
mismanagement will place Lesotho in a
strong alliance with the international donor
community, including the world bank and
the international monetary fund,” stressed

next year.

THREAT UNDERLINES

was sure

“It’s commendable that

education in six African countries from

NIGERIA: SECESSION

a

Basutoland Congress

years.

About 10 women,

first step

the government of ruling
Party (BCP) has
reshuffled political appointees who held
senior posts in the civil service with less or
no qualification at all.
The government has also stopped further
employment or promotion of civil .servants,
arguing hundreds of supporters of the rival
Basotho National Party (BNP) were
promoted before the March 27 Elections as
As

period of prolonged political crisis, resulted
in a 30-month-long civil war in which over
a million people died.
a

;

on

institutions.

The declaration of “Biafra" in 1967 after

Society.
The increasing ca.ses of sexual assault in
this tiny kingdom of 700,000 people are
alanning, while the maximum sentence for

Lesotho’s six-month-old

MASERU

easterners

regiment, and the Swaziland Mental Health

from two to five

LESOTHO: DEMOCRATIC

GOVERNMENT

Chukwuemeka Ezeife said.

convicted of rape

an

Zambia and Zimbabwe.

“Nigerians must learn to lose with honour
and without threatening fire and brimstone
after losing in the fairest, freest and most
orderly election," Anambra governor

grant

those convicted ranges

continue to allow,” added the ESAURP

would throw the country

high incidence of rape in the country, are
campaigning for stiffer penalties, including
life imprisonment and death sentences, on
convicted rapists.
Launched last week, the campaign also
to

observers,” he said.
“Allowing foreign observers is just a
colonial mentality which we should not

attempt to reverse

a

aims to

that

instead of foreign

other African countries in Eastern and
Southern Africa,” Maliyamkono said,
“T raining of managers of pol itical parties
— both in power and in opposition — and
their party functionaries, will be part of the
voter education programme,” he said.
Maliyamkono said African countries did
not need to resort to foreign observers during

Santho.
The donor

community withheld further
tiny Southern African nation of
1.8 Million people several years ago until
the military government introduced political
refomis and ended widespread corruption
and rampant mismanagement.□
aid

to

this

elections.
“We think our countries should be capable

of supervising and monitoring elections

j

IPS
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ANGOLA: THE UNDISCLOSED END
EACH in

Angola still seems very far
But a glimpse of light at the
end of the tunnel begins to emerge,
with the latest diplomatic initiatives of recent
weeks. There has been a spectacular decrease
in military activity whilst the government
and UNITA are beginning to exchange peace
proposals.
The search for peace in this Central
African country appears to have entered a
new phase. In the middle of
September,

P

away.

UNITA announced

a

unilateral cea.se-fire,

allegedly in order to allow for a resumption
of the Abidjan Peace Talks. UNITA seems
to have

succumbed to international pressure

.and suspended

its sustained attack on the
city of Kuito, capital of central Bie province
while agreeing - albeit reluctantly - to the
resumption of UN humanitarian operations,
aimed at rescuing over three million
angolans under threat of war and hunger.
The first UN mission to enter Kuito after

nine months of intense combat between

government and UNITA forces revealed

that

approximately 30 000 people had
perished during this period, either directly
as a

result of armed confrontations

starvation

or

from

lack of medical treatment. The

mission added that in the local
treatment

or

of the wounded

was

hospital,

carried

out

without anaesthetic since the

Septemberfordiscussions with his Angolan
counterpart, José Eduardo dos Santos,

leaders of the government and UNITA
scheduled for that island nation never

city was
completely cut off from the rest of the

materialised

world, with

failed

no

outside communication, and

that between 20 and 30 children

were

dying

every day as a result of the conflict.
“What is needed at present is toconsolidate

to

as

the government

delegation

show up.

The

government’s refusal to send
delegation may have been caused by
UNITA statement after a session of its

the truce and prepare a new meeting between

council in Huambo

the government

rebels were

and UNITA,” declared the
UN
Secretary-General’s
Special
Representative in Angola, Alioune Beye.
However, in spite of all the political and
diplomatic pronouncements on the possible
resumption of negotiations, no palpable
change has as yet occurred, and Angola
risks exclusion from agendas of major

on a

possible mediation of the conflict. Not much
transpired from this meeting, but a
subsequent encounter between military

on

a

a

ruling

6 October.that the

willing to re-enter into dialogue
with the government and that they assented
to the Bicesse agreement and the
Abidjan
protocol “as a basis for negotiation.”
The Angolan government’s position is
that both the Bices.se agreement and the
Abidjan protocol are themselves the result
of negotiations and are therefore not open

international fora.

for further discussions. All UNITA has

Miguel Trovoada, President of Sao Tomé
and Principe, flew to Luanda on 20

do is undertake to implement last resolutions

to

calling for the rebel movement to dismantle

ANGOLA: UM FIM INVISiVEL
PAZ

A

em

Angola

parece estar

ainda longe de se

alcan^ar. Mas
do conjunto de movimenta^öes
diplomaticas dos ultimos dias come^a a
vislumbrar-se

ponta de luz no fundo
confronta9äo militär a
baixarespectacularmente de intensidade,
enquanto o govemo e a Unita come9am a
trocar propostas de paz.
O processo de busca da paz para aquele
pals da Africa central parece agora ter
uma

do tiinel, com a

entrado

numa nova

fase. Em meados de

Setembro, a Unita anunciou a observancia
de

cessar-fogo unilateral,
alegadamente para (jermitir o reinicio do
dialogo com o govemo, suspen.so em
Maio, em Abidjan. A Unita parece também
um

sucumbido perante a pressao
intemacional, supendendo um assalto
eminente ä cidade do Kuito, capital da
ter

14

provmcia central do Bié, ao mesmo tempo
que aceitava — embora com reluctäncia —
o reinicio das
opera9öes humanitarias da
ONU, destinadas

a

salvar

os

mais de tres

milhöes de angolanos amea9ados pela guerra

pela fome.
A primeira missäo da ONU a deslocar-se
ao Kuito
depois de nove meses de intensos
combates entre for9as govemmentais e da
Unita, revelou que cerca de 30 mil pes.soas
haviam morrido nesse pen'odo, vitimas
directas das confronta9öes armadas, da fome
e

ou

da falta de tratamento médico. A

missäo

acrescentou

tratamento a

anestesia,

feridos

que no

mesma

hospital local,

estava a ser

feito

.sem

“Agora é necessario consolidara trégua
aduirida e preparar novo encontro entre o
e a Unita”, declarou o
Representante Especial do SecretarioGeral das Na9öes Unidas em Angola,
Alioune Beye, ao ser informado da oferta

govemo

da Unita.
Mas

de
todos
os
pronunciamentos politicos e diplomaticos
sobre

com

devido

ao

conflito.

na

cidade

nova

ronda de

O Presidente

estavam a morrer diäriamente

que a

eventual

forums intemacionais.

Tomé

vez

uma

negocia9öes, nada de palpavel até agora
aconteceu, estando Angola a correr o
perigo de vir a tornar-se num caso
esquecido nas agendas dos principals

cidade estava
isolada, sem qualquer comunica9äo com o
resto do mundo, e que entre 20 a 30 crian9as
uma

apesar

no

e

Miguel Trovoada, de Sao
Principe, deslocou-se a Luanda

dia 20 de Setembro para conversa9öes
o

seu

homologo angolano, José
uma possi'vel

Eduardo dos Santos, sobre
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the results of last year's

its forces and accept

elections,

by the MPLA, but which

won

UNITA declared to have been fraudulent.
Observers say

that despite its many

pronouncements in favour

of dialogue,

UNITA will have to demonstrate its

determination to reach

a

solution that does

spirit and the letter of
already signed to end 16
years of civil war in Angola.
The international community has a
decisive role to play in ensuring that UNITA
acts responsibly in preventing further
contradict the

not

those agreements

civilian mortalities and de.struction of the

country’s already fragile economy. The
sanctions currently being imposed against
Savimbi’s movement are .seen by many

Angolans and observers of the process in
merely symbolic.

that country as

media(;ao
dessa

no

reuniäo,

mas

encontro

um

da Unita marcada para aquela
republica insular acabou por nao se

governo e

realizar. devido it auséncia da

delega^'iio

governamental.

movement

control the

of weapons into the country.

UNITA is also involved in diamond

smuggling, an important source of revenue
which has enabled the movement to buy
amis on

the international market. In 1992

alone, it is believed that the

government

Angolan

lost about US$250 million

governo, e que

Bicesse

base de
Para

e o

negociatj'ao”.

acordos de
Bicesse como o protocolo de Abidjan säo
o

governo. tanto os

si resultados de

negocia^oes, nao
estando, assitn, abertos a qualquer
negocia^äo. A Unita deve apenas
comprometer-se a implementar os dois
documentos, que obrigam o movimento
rebelde a desmantelar as suas fort^as e
o resultado das elei^öes do ano
passado. ganhas pelo MPLA, mas que a

aceitar

Unita diz

terem

sido fraudulentas.

Sapf.m October. 199.5

by UNITA and other smugglers.

Recent history

has shown the international

community's inability
order"

world

organizations
sanctions

to

-

or

- despite the “new
punish countries,

individuals who violate

imposed on member states.

The

Angolan government recently
announcd that considerable quantities of
arms

destined for UNITA had been

infiltrated into the country

through the ports

of Matadi and Boma, in southwest Zaire.
Almost

at

the

of Zaire
other

same

was

time, president Mobutu

sharing the platform with

heads of

state

at

the

recent

Francophone Summit in Mauritius,

including President Fran^'ois Miterrand of
a permanent member of the UN
Security Council. □
France,

Apesar de todos os pronunciamentos a

annas no

muitos ob.servadores
na pratica
a sua detennina^ao em alcan^ar uma solu^ao
que nao contrarie o espt'rito e a letra dos
compromissos jd assumidos comocondicdo
para por fim aos 16 anos de guerra em
a

Unita tera ainda de demonstrar

simbolicas.
Eles argumentam que se a

Unita tern

conseguido até hoje manter uma guerra de
tamanha intensidade
nacional
seu

em

quando efectiva

todo

o

territorio

técnicamente

o
arsenal militar deveria ter sido
e

junho de 1992. é
Porque tern capacidade de mobilizar a sua
rede secreta de logt'stica. por outro lado a
extensäo das fronteiras angolanas torna
quase imposst'vel ao governo exercer um
controlo efectivo contra a infiltraqao de

desmantelamento

em

pat's.

A unita tern estado também envolvida

favor do dialogo. para

por muitos angolanose outros ob.servadores
do processo naquele pat's como apenas

uma

out

through illegal sales in diamonds carried

aceitava os acordos de
protocolo de Abid jan “como

enviar

nodia6deOutubro, no Huambo, anuciou

em

government to effectively

preparado a reiniciar o dialogo com

do governo em

delegats'ao para o encontro com a Unita
terd provavelmente sido causada por uma
resolu^ao do conselho nacional do
movimentorebelde.quedepoisdereunido

o

1992, that shows the movement's

capacity to mobilise its secret logistical
supply network. On the other hand, the
extent of Angola’s international borders
make it almost impossible for the

Angola.
O papel dacomunidade internacional deve
ser decisivo para obrigar a Unita a actuar
responsdvelmente e evitar a morte de mais
civis e destruitj'do da ja debilitada economia
do pat's. Dat'que as actuais san^oes impostas
contra omovimentode Savimbi sejam vistas

recusa

estar

June

contlito. Pouco transpirou

subsequente entre as chefias militäres do

A

that if UNITA has
managed until now to keep up a war of such
intensity throughout the whole country when
effectively and technically its military
arsenal should have been dismantled by
The argument goes

no

trdfico de diamantes.

fonte de receitas que
movimento

adquirir

importante
pode pennitir ao
uma

armas no

mercado

internacional. Soem 1992, estima-se que
o

governo

angolano tenha perdido cerca

de 250 milhoes de dolares devido

;i

venda

ilegal de diamantes tanto pela Unita como
por outros

traficantes.

A historia dos ultimos

anos

revela

a

incapacidadedacomunidade internacional
apesar da "nova ordem mundial" — de
punir pai'ses, organizaij'oes ou indivfduos
que violam sant^'oes por si impostas.
O governo angolano anunciou,
recentemente.
que
quantidades

—

consideraveisde armas destinadasa Unita
foram infiltradas no pat's a partirdos portos
de Matadi

e

Boma.

no

sudoeste do Zaire.

Mas quase ao mestno tempo, o
Mobutu do Zaire
com outros

francofona

e.stadistas
nas

presidente

partilhava plataforma
na recente

cimeira

Maurt'cias, incluindo

Francois Miterrand da Franca, um pat's
membro do Conselho de Seguran^a das
Natj'oes Unidas. □
15
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BOUTROS-GHALI IN MOZAMBIQUE TO
“ACCELERATE” PEACE PROCESS
Pall Fauvet
NITED

U

Nations

Secretary-

General. Boutros Boutros-Ghali,
visited

Maputo from October 1720 in an attempt to force the pace of
implementationof the 1992 peace agreement
between the Mozambican government and
the rebel Mozambique National Resistance
(Renamo).

articles on the disarming and demobilisation
of the former
At

a

billigerents.

donors' conference in

early June, called to raise
programmes

Maputo in
for the

money

connected with the peace

accord, the British delegation warned
Renamo that "no further preconditions will

be accepted", while the US said its promised
feelings towards | funds would
only be disbursed if a new
Mozambique; on the one hand, it can be ! timetable for the
peace process was agreed
regarded as a success story, in that, unlike i
and strictly implemented.
Angola or Somalia, the ceasefire has held,
Four months later. Renamo has still not
and no one is trying to kill UN troops. On the
agreed to the new timetable drafted by the
other hand, a year after the accord was
signed, most of its key clauses have not UN. and has gone on adding new conditions
which have nothing to do with the peace
been implemented, two armies still exist
accord.
and multi-party elections have already been
By September, the UN had established,
postponed from 1993 to 1994.
Ever since June, the UN Special
equipped and staffed 21 of the 49 assembly
Representative in Mozambique, Also Ajello. points where the forces of the two sides are
to gather prior to their demobilisation or
and ambassadors of donor countries have
been insisting that further delay in
incorporation into the new. unified
implementing the agreement could not be Mozambican Defence Force (FADM). But
accepted — particularly regarding itscrucial not a single soldier from either side has gone
The UN has ambivalent

I

O

>
tTI

s

President Chissano at

a

World Peace

Forum in Malta last year

BOUTROS GHALI EM MOZAMBIQUE PARA
SALVAR O BARCO
Paul Falvet

O

Secretdrio-Geral das

Nagoes

Unidas, Boutros Boutros Ghali,
visitou

Maputo de 17 a 20 de
Outubro, numa tentativa desesperada de
accelerar a implementa^fio do acordo de
paz assinado ha mais de um ano em Roma,
entre o governo de Moc^'ambique o
movimento rebelde da Renamo.
A

ONU

encontra-se

numa

posi(5’äo

ambivalente quanto Mozambique: por um
lado, o processo mozambicano pode ser
visto

como

um

contrariamente

sucesso,

uma

de

vez

que.

Angola ou da
Somalia, o cessar-fogo tern se mantido
firme, e ninguém tern estado a cazar as
tropas das Nazoes Unidas ali estacionadas.
16

aos casos

lado. um ano apos o acordo de paz.
grande maioria das suas clausulas estao
ainda por implementar, os dois exércitos
continuam a monte, e as eleizoes gerais
inicialmente marcadas para Outubro deste
ano foram adiadas por mais um ano.
Desde Junhoqueo Representante Especial
do Secretario-Geral das Nazoes Unidas em
Mozambique, Aldo Ajello. e embaixadores
de pai'ses doadores. tern estado a advertir
que mais atrasos na implementazao do
acordo nao serao tolerados em particular
no que toca ao desarmamento das duas
forz'as ex-beligerantes.
por outro

fundos para os programas relacionados com

uma

o

-

Numa conferencia de doadores

Maputo,

em

Junho, destinada

a

em

angariar

acordo de paz. a delegazao britanica
a Renamo de que nao iria tolerar

advertiu
mais

pré-condizöes.

enquanto

condicionavam

amencanos

os
a

disponibilizaz'ao dos fundos prometidos ä
recalendarizazTio e estrita bservancia do
processo de paz.
Passados quatro meses. a Renamo ainda
a nao aceitar o novo calenddrio

continua

proposto pelas Naz'oes Unidas, e tern estado
a

alargar

nada

a sua

lista de pre-condiz'oes

tern a ver com o

que

acordo de paz.

Porvoltade Setembro.as Naz'ocs Unidas
jd haviam estabelecido, equipadoecolocado

pessoal

seu em

21 dos 49 postos de
Sapem October. 199.^
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any of the assembly points and handed in
his weapons to the UN military observers.
The government made it clear that it was

to

willing to start moving its troops to the
assembly areas at once, but would only do
so once there was a reciprocal commitment
from Renamo.

immediately

much hope the readiness of the
receiving troops immediately in
the cantonment areas will encourage the
parties to begin this process without further
delay,” wrote Boutros-Ghali in a report to
the Security Council at the end of the August.
He admitted, however, that this all depended

begin

Security Council warned Renamo of
attempts to attach
conditions to the peace process, in particular
to the assembly and demobilisation of
troops”.

unacceptability of

Renamo's truculent response was to

United Nations and its critical financial

complain that the Security Council did not
understand its position. Itcontinuedtoinsist
on
a
string of preconditions for
demobilisation
including new uniforms
for its fighters, the arrival of UN monitors to
supervi.se the Mozambican police, and the
dismantling of militias and other
paramilitary forces. None of these conditions
can be Justified from the text of the peace

constraints

accord.

on

to start

Renamo.

He warned that, “The demands on the

—

preclude any further delay or
procrastination. The international
community would not entertain further
attempts to attach further conditions to the
peace process or to gain more time and

problem was the failure of a
multi-party conference held in August and
early September to discuss a new electoral

obtain further concessions.”

demand for an

The Security Council

itself, in a resolution
adopted unanimously on September 13,
cal led on Renamo to authori.se the immediate

dispatch of its fighters to the as.sembly points.
The Council “urges Renamo to join the
Government of Mozambique in authorising
immediate assembly of forces, and equally
urges that both the government and Renamo
estabelecidos

acantonamento

para

acomodar

forzas dos dois lados antes da
desmobilizazao ou incorporazäo no novo,
unificadoexércitomozambicano. Mas nem
.sequer um so soldado de qualquer dos
lados tenhaaté agora sedirigidoaos centros
de acantonamento
aos

ou

entregue a sua anna

observadores militäres da ONU.

O governo tornou claro que estava
disposto a iniciar imediatamente a
movimentazäo das suas tropas para os
centros

faria

.se

de acantonamento, mas que so o
houver da parte da Renamo acz'ao

reciproca.

“Espero

prontidao da ONU em
receber tropas nos centros de
acantonamento irä encorajar as partes a
iniciarem o prtKesso sem mais demoras”,
que a

comez'ar a

disse

Boutros

apresentado

Ghali.

num

relatorio

Conselho de Seguranz'a da
ONU em finals de Agosto. O SecretarioGeral admitiu contudo. que tudodependeria
da ac’z'ao da Renamo.
Boutros

ao

Ghali

Sapem October. 1993

advertiu

que

“as

A further

law. The conference foundered on

a

Renamo

overwhelming opposition on

the National Elections Commission

(CNE).

the

body that will organise all aspects of
next year's presidential and parliamentary

elections.

Renamo, backed by a gaggle of either

noisy. But

very small, opposition parties,
called for 13 of the 21 members of the CNE
to

be

itself and six

by the rest of the opposition),
would only appoint
eight. The government rejected this as
unbalanced, but Renamo refused to budge.
The conference collapsed on September
17, when Renamo's eight allies staged a
boycott. Although the government and five
opposition parties not linked to Renamo
while the government

The

“the

“I very

UN

thereupon

demobilisation”.

wanted

participation, it was
impossible to continue the meeting, and the
government was forced to try and redraft its
Election Bill

in

a

series of bilateral

discussions with Renamo and the other

parties.

Ajeilo wanted that if the election is not
passed by the end of this October, then the
date of October 1994 for the general elections
will be called into question. And if the
elections are postponed beyond October
1994, there is no guarantee of the
international
funding that is so
indispensable: the government estimates that
the elections will

cost

US$19 million, of

which

only US$4 million is available from
the state budget.
Shortly after his arrival. Boutros-Ghali
told reporters that he was visiting
Mozambique in person to give “a new
momentum”
This

appointed by the opposition (seven by

necessidades da ONU

continue, Renamo refused.

to

Without Renamo's

new

to

the peace process.

momentum was

necessary,

he

limita^oes

desmatelamentodas mih'cias e outras forzas

financeiras poem de lado quaisquer atrasos;
a comunidade internacional näo permitira a

para-militares. Nenhuma destas condizöes
tém justificaz'ao. ä luz do acordo de paz.
Um outro problema foi a incapacidade
da conferencia multipartiddria. realizada
em Agosto e Setembro, em chegar a acordo
quanto ä futura lei eleitoral. A conferencia
teve de enfrentar obstaculos criados pela
Renamo. que exigia uma esmagadora
maioria da oposizäo na composizao da

e as suas

imposigäo de novas condi^oes ao processo
de paz ou outras tentati vas de ganhar tempo
e obter mais concessöes”.
Numa

resolu^äo unänime, a 13 de
o Conselho de Seguran9a exigia
que a Renamo enviasse de imediato os seus
homens para os centros de acantonamento.
O Con.selho “apela å Renamo a juntar-se ao
governo de Mozambique e autorizar o
Setembro,

acantonamento

imediato das tropas, e

recomenda que tanto o governo como a
Renamo iniciem imediatamente com o
processo de desmobiliza^äo”.
A Renamo respondeu com a

retörica
lamentazäo deque o Conselho de Seguranza
näo compreendia o seu ponto de vista.
Continuou a insistir numa série de précondizöes para a desmobilizazao —
incluindo

novos

militäres,

a

uniformes para os seus

chegada dos observadores da
poli'cia, e o

ONU para supervisar a

futuraComissaoNacional Eleitoral (CNE),
o

organismo

que que estara encarregue

de

organizar todo o processo com vista as
eleizoes presidenciais e parlamentares do
proximo

ano.
A Renamo. apoiada por um grupo de

oito

pequenos partidos da oposizäo. exigia que
13 dos 21 lugares na CNE fossem

preenchidos pela oposizäo (sete para os
rebeldes, e seis para o resto dos partidos da
oposizäo), enquanto que o governo ficaria
pelos oito lugares. O governo rejeitou esta
proposta,considerando-ade desequilibrada.
mas a Renamo manteve a sua exigencia.
17
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Dhlakama. which he later described
The

at a

three

agreed that the
dismantling the
militias simultaneously with the sending of
fighters to the assembly points. However,
the Secretary-General did not get a firm date
for the beginning of demobilisation and
could only receive a guarantee that
success.

government would start

discussions

on a final demobilisation
timetable would be concluded by October
24. Ajello said demobilisation would begin

in December, but could not specifify a date.
The three also decided that the CNE would

be

composed of ten representatives chosen
by the government, seven by Renamo and
three from the rest of the opposition. It will
be chaired by an independent president
elected by the 20 members of the
Commission. In

case

the 20 members fail to

up with an acceptable candidate, they
will submit a list of no more than five, for

come
<

§

President Chissano's final decision..
UN

Mozambique peace-keepers

It lookes as if Dhlakama has final ly
to

warned, "if

we

want

to

obtain financial

assistance from the international

community
for the reconstruction of the country".
He insisted that, in any conflict situation,
reaching peaceful solutions depended on
the political will of the protagonists.
Aconferenciacolapsou a 17deSetembro,
quando os oito partidos apoiantes da
Renamo iniciaram

um

boicote. Embora

o

governo, e outros cinco partidos nfu) ligados
ä Renamo quisessem continuar. a Renamo
Sem

participazSo da Renamo.
era impossi'vel continuar com a reunido, e
o
governo viu-se obrigado a redigir uma
segunda versdo da proposta da lei eleitoral
apos consultas com a Renamo e os outros
partidos.
Ajello advertiu que se a lei eleitoral ndo
för aprovada até finals de Outubro, isso
colocara cm causa a realizaydo das eleioes
em Outubro de 1W4. E se
aseleizoes forem
recusou.

a

The UN could offer assistance, "but

we

cannot

impose peace. If there is not political

will

solve the

to

problem, then the UN will

just withdraw."
a

that any undertaking given
Renamo is committed to paper, and that

meeting with President Chissano and

loopholes

Este

conclui'das até

"se

novo

ensure

impetoera necessario. adveiliu,

pretendemos obterassistencia financeira

da comunidade

internacional

para a

reconstruyao do pais",
Insistiu que. em qualquer situayTio de
conflito. alcanyar solu^öes pacificas

dependia da vontade poh'tica dos
protagonistas.
A ONU pode prestar assistencia. "mas
nao podemos
impor a paz. Na ausencia de
vontade poh'tica. a ONU ird simplesmente
retirar-se". disse Boutros Ghali.
A concluir

visita

adiadas. ndo havera garantias do tdo

Mozambique.
tripartida
com o
presidente Chissano e Afonso
Dhlakama. umencontro que posteriormente

indispensdvel financiamento

classificou

de

estima que
custar cerca

por parte
o

da

governo

todo

o processo eleitoral ird
de 80 milhoes de dolares. dos

quais 95

a sua

a

reuniao

sucesso.

As

tres

personalidades acordaram, na reuniao. em
que o governo iniciara o desmantelamento
das milfciasem simultaneocomoenviodas

de vir de

tropas para os pontos de acantonamento.
Contudo. o Secretario-Geral nao

Logo apos a sua chegada a Maputo.
Boutros Ghali
disse a jornalistas que

conseguiu obter das duas partes uma data
firme parao iniciodadesmobilizazäo, tendo
obtido apenas a promessa de que discussöes
com vista ä elaboraz'ao de um calenddrio
definitivo para a desmobilizazSo seriam

por cento terdo
financiamentos externos.

encontrava-se

Mozambique
processo
18

de

para

paz.

em
pessoalmente
dar "novo I'mpcto" ao

are

by
all

closed. □
ao

dia 24 de Outubro. Aldo

Ajello adiantou que a desmobilizaz'dodeve
comeyar

em

Dezembro.

mas

nao

especificou nenhuma data.

teve uma

—

suggest that the rebel leader sends different
messages to different audiences, and the
United Nations would be well advised to

At theend of his visit. Boutros-Ghali held

Boutros Ghali

comunidade internacional

bowed

international pressure, but past experiences

Quanto

a

lei eleitoral.

o

encontro

tripartido decidiu que a CNE serd composta
de 10 representantes do governo, sete da
Renamo, e tres representantes dos restantes
partidos da oposi^Tio. A CNE serd chefiada
por um presidente independente. eleito
pelos 20 componentes da comissao.
Caso os 20 membros niio cheguem a
acordo quanto ao presidente da comissao,
terdo que submeter ao Presidente da
Republica uma lista de ndo mais de cinco
candidatos para a decisao final.
Dhlakama parece finalmente ter se
rendido as pressoes da comunidade
internacional. mas experiencias do passado
jd demonstraram que o lider rebelde tern o
hdbito de utilizarlinguagensdiferentespara
audiencias distintas, e as Nayoes Unidas
devem ser aconselhadas a garantir que
qualquer promessa da Renamo deve ser
porescrito, e com o mi'nimode ambiguidade

possi'vel. □
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MASS DEFECTION IN MMD
Square Yalemana
Probably, the new leaders would like to
fight to re-establish multi-party democracy
as according to them, they lent their ideas to
promote a more “honest and competent
national economic management”.
The statement released alleged the

ruling MMD Government has
suffered a major setback in its short
history following the resignation
of ten party pioneers and Members of
Parliament to fomi their own party — the
National Party, yet to be registered.
However, the MMD Party has reacted to
this mass defection with caution, saying this
was anticipated even when the MMD was

T
formed

HE

as a

insensitive attitude of Government and

“continuing burden of social injustice” had
stifled their contribution which have been

Allegations are that there
“credibility gap regarding corruption
and illegal drug dealings
dishonest and
alamiist politics” which had undermined

arrogant rule”.

Among the resignees are four former
ministers, namely, Mr,

by “political exclusion and

worsened

movement.

was a

Emmanuel Kasonde

(Finance), Mr. Akashambatwa Mbikusita-

...

Technology and I
Vocational Training), Mr. Arthur Wina
democracy and compromised the style of
(Education) and Mr. Baldwin Nkumbula ! Governance.
“There is a process of elimination taking
(Sports, Youth and Child Development),
place
and a deliberate effort to create
and one former Deputy Minister, Mrs.
Katongo Maine (Sports, Youth and Child | conditions for a centralised, undemocratic
patron state,” they alleged.
Development).
However, despite all these allegations, no
The MPs are Dr. Thonge Mbikusita-

Lewanika (Science,

Lewanika, Ms Chilufya Kapwepwe,

Mr.

I one has ever had the courage to substantiate

Muyovwe, Mr. Febian Kasonde and | the claims leaving the public with second
John Mulwila. Other members of the
thoughts of whether these MPs are being

Aaron

Dr.

| fair or they harbour a hidden agenda.

party who resigned are Mr. Charles
Mutemwa, Dr. SamChipungu and Munalula i

Songiso plus the whole"committee of
Bweengwa Constituency in Southern
Province which fell

Mainly, the debate is about what

i alternative economic policies can be

expected from the “new” group and whether
they muster enough grassroot support to

under Baldwin

retain their seats and

Nkumbula.

They all claimed that corruption, political,
economic and social programmes

For the

had been

compromi.sed by the Government, alleging
that “a critical national leadership and
Governance problem had arisen”.
Announcing their resignation in Lusaka,
the new interim leadership of the National
Party alluded to discrimination, dishonesty
and insensitivity of the MMD“in placement
and treatment of political loaders in

even

defeat the MMD

and UNIP to form the next government.

opposition, especially UNIP, the

action presents them with new seats to grab.
UNIP leader in parliament Mr.

'

Dingiswayo Banda said the resignations of

j

j the MMD MPs and the subsequent fonnation

of the National Party was a blessing to

|

UNIP

in that “the much acclaimed

democratic party, the MMD, had been split
into two”.

Government” as reasons for the action taken. 1
“It leaves us no honourable option other
than to withdraw our membership and ;

But

even to

the MMD, the defection has

j '’oen taken as a blessing in disguise with the

support from
a

that party (MMD) to establish
serving the genuine
democracy and national

better framework for

cause

of

Youth Movement of the party saying it was

even

long overdue.

MMD National Vice-Secretary, Mr.
Derrick Chitala. said in an interview that

development,” Mr. Mbikusita-Lewanika

the MMD had

said.

beginning, it

come

of age as, at

was a movement

the

with people

party, however, seems to follow
similar economic policies to the MMD

of diverse interests which made it even

although the only difference lies in the
implementation part and not the structural

split was
They have moved out and it is a
blessing in disguise that the party cleanses

The

new

one.

Sapem October, 199.J

more

“In

bound

to

split.

historical terms, the

inevitable.

itself and remains with

dedicated and

are

people who are
prepared to follow the

party’s code of conduct and democracy,” he
said.
Mr. Chitala,

however, said that it was

time for the party to sit down and look at
some of the criticisms labelled on it, such as

neglect of young professionals, corruption,
arrogance and many other claims.
But he claimed most of the attacks on the

MMD leaders

were

deliberate aimed at

tarnishing the image of the party in order to
take over leadership and “be presidents”.
The MMD youth wing called it good
riddance and what the youth movement had
always wanted. “It is a good riddance and if
there

are

others who have remained in the

MMD, they should
we

immediately resign

or

force them out,” MMD Youth Chaimian,

Ben

Sinyangwe, said.

The church has taken

a

neutral stand in

the whole issue. Catholic Secretariat,

Secretary-General,
Father
Ives
Bantung wana said the development was not
an extraordinary case and Zambians should
from now
on
expect more such
developments, since the country embraced
plural politics.
Whatever the development, it is envisaged
that the MMD Government would not make
same grave mistake UNIP committed
dealing with MMD in its formative stage.
Depending on how President Chiluba

the

handles the matter,

an

exodus could be

stemmed because signs are that more
Members of Parliament (about 15) and other
members of the party are likely to follow.
It is for this reason that Mr, Chitala said
the MMD
some
see

Party would sit down to look at

of the criticisms labelled

against it to
rectify

where action could be taken to

them.

credibility of the new party is dented
by the fact that the resigning leaders seem to
be sharing a common feature in that either
they had a tiff with the leadership or had
The

been fired from their

This is also
the

new

positions.
likely to create problems in

party especially

choice of

new

with regard to the

leaders.

UNIP has been courted to abandon its
for the sake of uniting with them, but
leadership of the former ruling party

name

the
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was

apprehensive that if these MMD MPs

had caused trouble in theirown organisation,

they were likely to do worse since they were
their avowed political foes.
The major reason for mass defection from
the party seems to 1 ie in the corrupt practices
in the party and drug trafficking which are
used as weapons. Most of these allegations
are based on
past history when most of the
present ministers were allegedly involved
in drug trafficking. These were Princess
Nakatindi Wina (Minister of

Community

and Social

Development), Mr. Vernon
Mwaanga (Foreign Affairs), Mr. Sikota
Wina (Deputy Speaker).
Although there have been these allegations
from the start, when President Chiluba
announced his cabinet,
come

out

no

in the open to

one

has

ever

substantiate the

allegations.
It

Akashambatwa Mbikusita-

was

Lewanika and Baldwin Nkumbula who first
announced their

resignation from their

ministerial posts on allegation of corruption.
This

last year

in September but no one
has ever proved the allegations.
On corruption, the President had at one
point admitted that there was corruption in
was

the Government and had taken

some

action

by firing the first Minister of Works and
Supply, Mr. Ephraim Chibwe, when he
gathered enough evidence. But apart from
that, none of the architects of the new party
has so far substantiated his or her allegations.
Mr. Chitala admitted that

endemic in Africa

corruption

was

especially in backward

countries, but warned that it was no good for
to

someone

just sing about corruption

without substantial evidence.

He said the President would
action

on

the basis of

those ministers who

not

rumours

were

fired

take any

adding that
were

fired

for

wrong-doings as one minister was
involved in corruption in the purchase of
maize for drought relief, whereas others
were fired for
dishonesty and negligence.
Minister

of

Labour

and

Social

Community, Mr. Michael Sata, said the
former ministers who had formed the

new

party had done so because they had never
been fired before.
Whatever the
situation is

reasons each side gives, the
quite hot in Zambia, and power

and sectorialism

politics. □
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seem to

be paramount

in

INNOCENT CHILD LANGUISHES IN JAIL
Cheushi CHEUSHI
HE Zambian government's

legal system is under attack from that country's human rights
public who are demanding the immediate enactment of a law
to prevent a prolonged stay in prison of children bom there.
The attack follows recent local press
reports of a female convict serving an eight-year jail temi
with her prison-bom daughter now aged three, at Kabwe's Mukobeko Ma.ximum Prison for

T

association and the general

manslaughter.
The convict,

Evelyn Shamwata. in her mid-20s

her sister's husband and

was

five years ago implicated in the murder of

later arrested and

subsequently convicted for murder.
Shamwata was sentenced to eight years imprisonment in 1991 and her case,
being a serious one
was sent to Mukobeko Maximum Prison, a four-walled tail-fenced
building.
But what

seems to

was

be unusual about her

case

is that Shamwata

was

pregnant when sentenced

and

barely five months after her stay at Mukobeko Prison, she gave binh to a baby girl and named
her Nkumpu (meaning
suffering). While the birth of a child traditionally brings happiness, for
Shamwata and her daughter the situation was different, because as the mother w as a
prisoner, little
Nkumpu too had to be subjected to prison life.
According to prison officials, there is no special treatment for inmates and "intruders" like little
Nkumpu “who are not budgeted for as far as prison authorities are concerned." Because of her
mother's situation, young Nkumpu has been forced to be a
"prisoner" for an offence she did not
commit and has been feeding on prison food from her mother's share.
Although the “normal" procedure was for the child to to be remosed from prison soon after
she .stopped breast-feeding, the situation was different for
Nkumpu because none of her mother 's
relatives had gone to visit the duo.
Shamwata who, according to prisons

public relations officer. Jethro Mumbuw a. insists that her
family (sisters and mother) including her husband whom she named, were aware of her
predicament, believed she was and her child were being shunned because of her conviction in the
manslaughter case.
This ca.se. however, could not have come to light if it was not for the
Young Men's Christian
Association (YMCA) Kabwe Branch, who visited the inmates
recently to provide them with
spiritual support.
A YMCA member, who is also Chairman of the Kabwe-based Child Care and
Adoption Scxiiety
(CCAS), Rogers Muzumara told this writer that he could not believe his eyes when he saw a little

girl play ing with an inmate. “I got very puzzled because I did not expect to find a child in the prison,
especially inside the place where they kept prisoners."
"And since

we were not

the poor kid's plight.
warders, I decided to
about the “little

allowed

to

have direct chats

w

ith the inmates. I

was

concerned about

After hearing some whispers about the child's plight from some prison
approach the prisons public relations officer Mumbuwa to find out more

prisoner."

Mumbuwa said he had contacted the prison aid
all efforts proved fruitless hence the continuous

stKiety to help locate Shamwata's relatives but
w ith its mother.
Many human rights activists and prominent lawyers in the country are not happy about the way
the prison authorities handled this issue,
saying “the three years the child has stayed in prison
might prove very damaging to her psychologically."
Law Association of Zambia (L.AZ)
Secretary. George Kunda. says although the national laws
do not give exemptions or sftecial treatment to convicts. "1 feel it is inhuman to
keep a baby in
prison and under pri.son conditions, especially with our pri.son environments which are not even
stay of the child in prison

conducive for adults..”
Kunda

like many

other human rights activists, felt that the child .should immediately be
prison and be kept by some Child Care Organi-sations until such a time when
the mother finishes her jail term in 1998.
But the other school of thought dominated by women and church
organisations is pleading for
government to release the convict together with her child, stating that the two have suffered
enough. While some charity organisations and individuals have shown interest in claiming the
three-year old child from her mother and take care of her until the mother's jail temi ends, others
feel it is about time government looked at the law in
regard to pregnant convicts.
Although government says it will consider releasing Shamwata, most people expressed
.

removed from the

different views

on

the issue.
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GUEST COLUMN

CUBA-UNITED STATES RELATIONS

T

hostility acquired new dimensions topursue
the same old objectives.

O understand better the current

Cuba-US

relations.

some

New

fundamental aspects of a historical
characterhave to be taken intoconsideration.

Bill

geographical proximity of Cuba to
only 90 miles —
explains the American historical interest in
—

the small Caribbean island even

As

early

1823. in

as

a

another

Union.

likelihood of US annexation of Cuba.

Following a policy dubbed the “ripe fruit",
when Cuban independist forces were almost
defeating the Spanish colonial army in 1898.
the United States intervened in the war
which ended with the first US occupation of
the island.

the military
occupation in 1902. Cuba was obliged to
cede territory to the United States,
acquiesced to limitations of national
sovereignty and agreed to future North
As

a

condition of ending

American interventions.

developments had far-reaching
consequences in the decades to come. New
military interventions "to restore order"
occurred in 1906-9,1912 and 1917. Political
These

intermeddling was constant and virtually no

of Cuban national life escaped US
attention. During the decades that followed,

aspect

US control

over

the Cuban economy

expanded immensely in all spheres.
As a direct consequence, the social,
political and economic situation in Cuba
was characterised as a typical neo-colonial
order.

regimes, the opulence of a
very small elite at the service of foreign
interests vis-a-vis the vast majority of the
deprived population, a very backward
economy, unemployment, lack of health
care and education, illiteracy, prostitution,
US-led puppet

racial discrimination and all

kind of human

rights abuses prevailed.
Any expression of opposition was
countered with the most brutal policy on the
part of the successive pro-imperialist
governments.
Sapem Octobkk. 1993

end its economic blockade

letter to the US

representative in Spain, Hugh Nelson.
Secretary of State Adams described the

the Torricelli’s

years ago,

giving

rejected the US intentions to dictate their
foreign economic relations. This fact was
reflected in last year's UN General Assembly
resolution where the majority of the UN
members requested the US government to

country developed into an imperialist power.
In fact, due to the strong resistance of its
member of the North American

as

relations with third countries that have finnly

before that

people. Cuba did not become

such

approved two

extraterritorial character to the existing
economic blockade which even affects US

The

the United States

measures,

were

C uba has

Therefore, it
w

was,

perhaps, inevitable that

ith the triumph of the

Revolution in January

with the United States without any pre-

conditions.

1959, relations between Cuba and the United

steadily deteriorated.
The early revolutionary measures to
rescue the national resources and improve

States

living conditions of the Cuban people had
affected US interests and privileges.
On the other hand. Cuba

made the

community aware that it had
adopted completely independent foreign
policy.
international

As Cuba advanced in

its revolutionary

programme, successive United States
administrations embarked on a policy to

destroy the Revolution at all cost.
A world scale campaign of slander and
distortion of the Cuban revolution was

against Cuba.

always been open for a dialogue

Regarding the present US administration,
a

different tone towards Cuba has been

perceived, but the fact is that the economic
blockade remains.

hoped that the new US administration
finally understand the immoral character
of this host i le pol icy against Cuba and respect
the wishes of the international community,
by ceasing hostilities.
Meanwhile, the Cuban government and
its people are striving against serious
economic difficulties caused by the
disruption of its economicrelations with the
former socialist countries of Europe and the
It is

will

effects of the intensified US
The fundamental aim is to

blockade.

safeguard the

accompanied by all kinds of measures in the
diplomatic,economic, political and military
fields, including the organisation of
mercenary forces and CIA attempts on

achievements of the Revolution and continue

life and his

deep and complex historical roots

complete

spearheaded by the intentions of the giant
north neighbour to dominate the small
Caribbean island and the Cuban people’s

President Fidel Castro’s

colleagues. The imposition of a

economic blockade which includes

food

1962. has been

a top

and medicine since

priority in the US strategy against Cuba.
Despite the serious obstacles that this
hostile policy presented for the solution of

Revolution

the grave problems that the
inherited from the neo-colonial past.
has

achieved great successes

programmes

Cuba

in its

for social and economic

development, thus exposing the failure of
the unjust policy followed by various US
administrations.

Recently, however, encouraged by the
Europe and the

demise of socialism in

disappearance of the Soviet Union, the

US

the

path of development in prioritised social

and economic areas.
The current US-Cuban differences

have

determination to defend their national

identity, independence and sovereignty.
This explains one of the goals of the
national hero of Cuba and leader of the war
of

independence against Spain. José Marti,

when in 1895 he described his

duty

as

"to

the independence of Cuba, the
United States from spreading over the West
Indies and falling, with that added weight,
upon other lands of our America. All 1 have
done up to now. and shall do hereafter, is to

prevent, by

that end. 1 have lived inside the monster and

| know its insides . . .’’. □
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LESOTHO SWIMMING AGAINST THE TIDE
KENEILOE PHITS’ANE

D

ESPITE the introduction of

an

Economic Structural Adjustment

Programme in 1988, supervised by
Monetary Fund (IMF) and

the International
the World

continues
From

a

the

performance of parastatals generally.
“We may need to create
special institutions

very slow pace.
US$33.7m deficit between 1988/

Lesotho, A.

Maruping,

adopt the SAP

says

at that time

i

because of .serious

urgent,

inadequacies in the

Although progress is rather slow in
shaping up her economy, Lesotho made
significant progress during the past year,
with

the need to
was

I

expenditure

on wages

declining foreign

SAP has been

designed

to cut out all

unnecessary activities and to promote those

generating income for the country.
This is not, however, in line with

military

practice,

consumes the second

highest portion of the country’s budget. In
the

1993/94 financial

expenditure is

set at

education which
The

defence

US$39.4m, following

was

generates
the government revenue through

departments of

customs, has been

a

high

vacancy

enterprises
financial

are

terms

“Some incur heavy

burden

a

people
who

are

made

able

are

to

to

losses and continue to

taxpayers, and it is time
aware

take

of this,

over can

US$ 136.7m, accounting for about 34 percent

to

had

a

di.sappointing

This lower

out turn of US$36.7m

out turn

occurred

despite the
of sales tax
exemptions in 1991. It might have been
removal of

a

wide range

expected that inflation, which was 17
percent, could have boosted sales tax
revenues.

“This trend is a bone of contention because
many

households heavily depend

on

of

of Lesotho’s public
performing badly, both in
and in quality of service

economy’s benefit,” he

US$49.2m, exceeding budget estimates,
while revenue generated through sales tax

cause

they provide.
be

He said it

was

so

do

that tho.se
so

for the

says.

make a greater contribution to economic

growth and Job creation.
The government has decided to
Motors

Motors (owned

by the Bank of Lesotho), on
practicalities of privatisation.

The Lesotho Flour Mills which

remains

fragile. Political uncertainty in
impeding investment, and
for Lesotho, the recent severe
drought
continues to have lingering effects.
South Africa is

Lesotho aims to minimise the impact of
drought and the continuing retrenchment of
mine workers from South Africa

account to a

on

that

country’s growth prospects. “We intend to
intensify efforts to expand employment
opportunities at home and to improve
delivery of social services. At the same
time,

maintain

we want to

Although the
the

a

healthy fiscal

a

legally constituted

recent

government has attributed

economic

gains to SAP, there

have been calls from various
quarters

of the

society

to scrap the programme to ease the
economic burden on the poor.
“Government does

not

think twice when

increasing taxes. We taxpayers are tired of
being milked like endless mints while people
who abuse the funds
a

Maseru resident.

on

the other end.” says

Mojalefa Rakobeli.

Maruping believes there is no alternative

yielded

US$8,9m last year, is being changed from

trading

the short temi, the medium tenn outlook

implement

companies such as Pioneer
(owned by the Lesotho National
on

Development Coiporation) and National
the

The government recognises that with
improvements in economic perfonnance in

urgent for the government

positive steps to promote
development of the private sector so that it

reforms

exceptional circumstances and that
Justification for help must show the
significance of work is being done,” he said.

balance of payments position,” said Batholo.

take

can

most

an

says many

allocated US$6.6m. Last year, revenue
collected through customs totalled
of total recurrent revenues, income tax netted

of

underspending of the wage/salary
provisions.
On privatisation and public sector reform,
Maruping

improve their perfomiance. Demands for
subventions will be tolerated only in the

less

salary
partly
factory', which for

many years seems to have been the

allocated US$57.3m.

ministry of finance, which

most of

the

year,

! due to

to carry out the task. I advise all parastatals
to

and salaries

totalling US$93.3m. about US$7.4m
than budgeted.

This decrease occured in
economy which included deteriotation of |
spite
increase of five percent in wage and
the government budget, increased balance
rates from April. The
of payments deficts and
savings were
reserves.

from the

monitoring

Bank, Lesotho’s economy

The Governor of the Central Bank of

since the

Selometsi Batholo, said apart
reforms the government was also

to recover at a

budget surplus of US$20.9m.

exchange

minister and

exceptional circumstances...

89, the government has achieved this year,
a

Presenting the 1993/94 budget, finance
Deputy Prime Minister,

Demands tor subventions will be
tolerated only in the most

to

the SAP.

can

saying the only

avoid it is

to

have

a

way a country

sound economic

remittances of mine workers (from South

parastatal which will pave the way for private

perfomiance.

sector

Africa). As

privatisation is the National Abottoir

“Each country every year restructures
and adjusts its economic policies and

a

result, unemployment in

Lesotho has become
there
who

are

are

even more

difficult

as

already 23 000 productive Basotho
waiting for Jobs,” says Maruping.

participation. Also in line for

Feedlot,

Lesotho

and

Pharmaceutical

Corporation and Lesotho Investment
Holdings.

plans.

Whether it

different
argues.

gives such

name, to me

programmes a

it is still SAP,” he

□
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THE WORLD IS TIRED OF ACTIVISTS
Tendayi Nyakunu

many countries in Europe,
particularly, people are getting tired of
being given advice on how to live their
lives. They are tired of being told one day
that a fibre diet is good for you because it
protects you from bowel cancer, and the

I

N

following day that you must not eat too
much fibre because it causes other diseases.
a media seminar on the
surrounding the tobacco
industry recently in the eastern Transvaal,
South Africa, Dr Sharon Boyse said a book
published in England discusses these issues.
The media .seminar, attended by 14
journalists from the Preferential Trade Area

Addressing

controversy

Southern African Development
Community, highlighted the anomalies in
the data on smoking and lung cancer. It was
organised by the United Tobacco Company
and the

of South Africa and its parent company,
British As.sociated Tobacco Company,

which invited delegates from

BAT; Kenya,

Mauritius and Zimbabwe.

day media information seminar
by six other experts on
the tobacco industry who have been involved
in extensive research on cigarette smoking
The two

was

also addres.sed

and its consequences.
Dr Boy.se said that book

called “Health,
Lifestyle and the Environment: Countering
the Panic”, resulted in press coverage with
such headlines as “Experts are bad for your
health”. The book asks why the healthiest,
longest -lived societies in the world are so
concerned about their health. The diseases
that remain in the.se societies are

mainly

and there is a
lifestyle can
reduce one’s chances of developing certain

those associated with old age,
limit to which altering one’s

disea.ses,

or

increase one’s life expectancy.

People are beginning to feel that they
would have a less .stressful existence if the
health activists and pressure groups

would

only leave them alone, and to make their
own choices about what they want to eat
drink

or

smoke.

“Smoking might or might not cause
disease. However, the story is clearly not as
simple as we have been led to believe and
it’s particularly important to look critically
at claims and statements made by anti¬
Sapem October. 1993
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major foreign currency earner for a lot of countries in the sub-region
companies in the region are trying to counter adverse publicity from
activists campaigning for a Smoke Free World By The Year 2000 by challenging
activists to prove beyond doubt that cigarette smoking causes lung cancer.
Tobacco is

a

and tobacco

smoking groups and health education groups
on

the.se issues.”

Boyse also noted that there was still a
controversy on these issues. Between 1957
and 1983 a large number of scientists and
Dr

before the US Congress
they too, did not believe
smoking had been proven to be a cause

doctors stood up
and reported that
that

long as it follows the establishment line,”
argued.
Dr Boyse explained why the subject of
smoking and health is not, “as some people

as

she

would have
still

us

believe,

a

closed

case,

but is

of scientific research and

matter

a

controversy.
She. however, conceded that it was not

of disea.se.

categorically possible to state that smoking

question whether or not smoking
causes disease in smokers is. perhaps, the
most controversial one facing the tobacco
industry today.
Anti-smoking groups, the World Health
Organisation, some medical doctors, and
others all say that smoking is the largest
preventable disease today, “this is said as if
there is no question about it and the subject

did not

The

-

is not open to debate”.
“But when people make pronouncements
about

smoking, they are in fact giving

on complex statistical data
that most of those who hear or read the
statements never have the opportunity or

opinions based

training to check,” Dr Boyse said.
therefore, unfortunately true that
practically anything can be said these days
about smoking without fear of contradiction

the

“It is,

cause

disease,” because this is not

something that we cannot conclude any
more than we can conclude that smoking
does

cause

disease. The facts of the matter

simply do not know - that
simply do not know".
A number of questions have arisen in the
course of the debate about smoking that
have not been satisfactorily answered by
those who insist that smoking is the major

are

that

we

scientists

cause

of diseases.

Smoking receives so much publicity in
lung cancer that it is frequently
forgotten just how many other factors there
are that have been associated with lung

relation to

cancer as

well.

Other factors associated with
include

radon

gas,

lung cancer

diesel exhaust.
23
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occupation, diet, familial and genetic factors,
and
geographical factors,
environment and air pollution, and many
ethnic
others.
Radon gas is a radioactive gas that collects
underground. When it has collected under

associated with

lung cancer, and even if it is
only statistical, it is certainly true that
epidemiological studies have established
that those people who are continually
exposed to high levels of diesel exhaust
fumes, such

bus

as

rock that is very porous, such as granite, it

higher rates of lung

seep up through the rock and escapte into
the air. Houses and other buildings on such

that when

can

types of rock can, therefore, accumulate

high levels of radon gas. Radioactive gases
are very highly associated with the
development of cancer, and radon is no
exception.
Radon is a by-product of uranium mining,
and in countries like Sweden where

a

lot of

or

that have been associated with

lung cancer
keeping of pet birds.
The first study on this subject was carried
out in Holland in 1986
Although the study
was quite small, it
reported a statistically
significant association between the keeping
of pet birds and lung cancer incidence, so
that people who kept pet birds were around
seven times more
likely to develop lung
is the

truck drivers, have

cancer.
There is also evidence from animal studies

laboratory mice are exposed to
high levels of cigarette smoke, they do not
develop lung cancer at a rate that is
significantly different from that of control
mice. With diesel exhaust fumes, the picture
is quite different, and in such cases they
have been reported to develop lung cancer.
The latest in

a

cancer

than those who did

not.

Although the result might

seem

strange,

in fact it has been

suggested that a plausible
reason for this is that birds
produce a lot of
dust and particles from their food, feathers
and other things in the cage, and this
might

series of different factors

cause cancer.

□

uranium

mining takes place, there is a high
rate of lung cancer among the miners who
|
are exposed to this
gas.
|

CITES CLASHES WITH

In 1986 the US Environmental Protection

Agency stated “radon is a .serious public
health problem, but virtually no-one
recognised it as such 18 months ago.”
In fact, it was so serious that they estimated
that one in eight US homes harboured
dangerous amounts of radon, and that radon
could be responsible for up to 30 percent of
all lung cancer deaths in the US.
“It had been previously estimated that
smoking was responsible for 90 percent of
all lung cancer deaths. No one seemed to
notice that, since 90 and 30 percent add to
more than 100 percent,
they ought, therefore,
perhaps to revise their estimates about
smoking.”
A lot of occupations are associated with a
high risk of lung cancer, including shipbuilding, mining, painting, welding, truck
driving, cleaning and carpentry. Some of
them are quite surprising - no one knows for
instance why butchers should have a high
rate of lung cancer.
However, the point is that there are a lot
of these common occupations that carry a
higher risk of lung cancer. One group of
authors recently estimated that as much as
40 percent of lung cancer deaths could be

restocking
“Operation Phoenix”.
The jumbos are being sold to South Africa
at US$459 (ZS$3 000) each,
including
transport which was called “a bargain” by
Bophuthatswana Parks Board assistant

attributed to occupation.

director, Mr Steve Johnson.

“If you add that 40 percent to the 40percent

for radon and 90 percent

for smoking,

you

may have to seriously question whether
the.se risk estimates are realistic”. Dr Boyse
observed.
Diesel exhaust is another

SET-UP
Zerubabel Mudzingwa

TOTAL of 150 Zimbabwean

per

jumbos,

game reserves and national parks?
The Director of Parks and Wildlife

A

20 years,
have been plucked from their home
some as

old

as

interesting

kilometre in each of the country’s 25

in Zimbabwe’s remote, rugged Gonarezhou

Managem.ent, Dr Willie Nduku.was

Game Reserve and ferried

however,

across

the

Limpopo into the Madikwe Game
Reserve,South Africa.
The programme is designed to restore the
Gonarezhou’s natural ecology and to help

South Africa in its massive

programme dubbed

Zimbabwe is

expected to earn more than

US$0,2 million from this exercise,

a much
lower price as compared to the international
trade market before the ivory ban. This,

has, however, been justified in order to

subject. There is substantial evidence
indicating that exposure to diesel fumes is
24
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the balance between elephant
populations and their habitat. Is this a fair
restore

return

after an annual investment of US$100

not

available for comment

on

the

desparity.
Ironically. Johnson states that,
“Everybody benefits with this programme.
We return elephants to a range where they
have been absent for all

practical purpo.ses
for almost 150 years, we save some animals
from being culled, and the Zimbabwean
government gets the badly needed

foreign

currency.”
Zimbabwe
kilometres

-

set

over

aside 44 000 square
12 piercent

of its land area

exclusively for wildlife protection.
Elephants have increased so much in this
area thatculling is
necessary if vegetation is
-

to

be maintained.

Zimbabwe's

large and

increasing elephant populations, combined
with damaging effects of the worst drought
this century, compel
to

the wildlife authorities
elephants for the

cull 5 000 of its 70 000

Sapem October. 199.^
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today's 70 000 at an annual rate of 5 percent.
This alone indicates that elephants have a

in order to balance the

7''()(K)elephants in an area whose capacity is
3 000, lost 1 500 to the drought but retained

alternative is to allow
elephants to destroy their habitat in their
desperate search for food, starve to death
just as the 1 500 which died at Gonarezhou
in 1992-3 devastating drought period and at

5 500 which is double the number that the

remarkable

park can carry.

numbers.

time hasten desertification. It is an

of International Trade in Endangered Species

and

quota forZimbabwe forendangered species
for 1993 was endorsed as 250 elephant, 500

next

14 years

ecosystem.
The unsavoury

the

same

depressing irony that the ban
elephant products
may actually make this .scenario a reality.
Elephants are by far the most valuable of
animal species.after the rhino, with a unit

extreme
on

international trade in

value of US$2,6 million

(Z$16 748

million),largely on account of their ivory.
The potential revenues from the .sale of
existing elephant products, and those from
culling would more than pay for the costs of
the culling operations but as of the ban,
Zimbabwe expects to

lose US$(),7 million

(Z$4,5 million) from this year’s culling
alone.

Elephants in the Hwange National Park
have increased from less than 1 (K)0 in 1900

32 (X)0

today. This is more than the park
support given its size of 14 000 .square
kilometres, and its vegetation has also been
undergoing dramatic changes as a result.
to

can

On the other hand, Gonarezhou National
Park which started the

season

with about

Zimbabwe has a total of 70 000 elephants

The ban

ability to
on

recover

from low

international trade in ivory

today whereas its protected areas can only

and other wildlife

accomtxlate 34 OCX). Theofficial Convention

imposed at the 1989 Convention of the
International Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES) meeting in Kyoto,Japan,and

leopard and 50 cheetah.
“Endangered species", is simply a term
which applies to virtually any species that
either exists naturally in low numbers, or
shows declines from any cause.

Yet the

elephant with a total population of 600 000
over the whole continent is being termed
“endangered". A section on the charter of
the CITES Appendix 1. reads “if a species is
to be listed as endangered, it must be
currently threatened with extinction."
Many biologists feel that the criteria for
as.sessing the status of a species should be
linked to long-term genetic considerations.
By these criteria, a species is only below a
certain Minimum Viable Population (MVP).
The MVPforthe Africanelephant isthought
to

be about 2 000 animals.

Zimbabwe's elephant
grown

population has

from less than 5 000 in 1900 to

products which

ammended in March 1992

seems to

was

be

a

determining factor for the translocation
exercise.
The cuiTent ban

on

the

ivory trade is

assumption that it will depress
ivory, and hence reduce
elephant poaching. Trade in rhino has been
prohibited for .several years. Yet rhino
poaching continues unabated. During 1988
there were 50 incursions by rhino poachers
in Zimbabwe's Zambezi valley. In the year
to July 1992 there had been over 180 such
incursions.The Zimbabwe government has
based

on

the

the demand for

now

resorted to the translocation of rhinos

to overseas

countries.

Elephants have certainly been increasing
They
were heavily exploited between 1850 and
1910.when the annual ivory harvest reached
1 100 tons, compared to 700 tons in 1987.
in Southern Africa for many years.

South of the Zambezi and Kunene rivers,

probably fallen below 10 000
by 1900. In 80 years, elephant
populations in the region made a remarkable
recovery; raising the question; Are elephants
really endangered'.’
numbers had

animals

Most rural Zimbabweans, however,

regard

game reserves as

wasted land that

could better be used for

agriculture. They
are against their country being transfomied
into a gigantic zoo for the enjoyment of
wealthy overseas visitors while they languish
in poverty perpetuated by lack of arable
land.

The

staggering amount of foreign aid that

would be required to protect elephants across
the continent, estimated at

000 000 is far

over

US$1 (H)()

beyond the capabilities of

agencies and tourism alike. Moreover, such
aid isdesperately needed to provide Africa’s
human populations with basic needs like
Large elephant populations can cause environmental imbalances
Sai>f:m OcTOBt;R. 1993

food, health and sanitation. □
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SECOND-HAND CLOTHES
TRADE BOOMS
Cheushi Cheushi

Penza maintains that he

nothing
wrong with second-hand clothes trading
because dealers contributed to government's
economy by paying 40 percent levy and 20
percent sales tax on every imported bale of
saw

second-hand clothes.

His

colleague. Dr. Machungwa, simply

says, "there is nothing unfairabout ‘salaula’”
that textile manufacturers should

complain

about.
He believes that people are shunning the
locally-made clothes because they are too
expensive, while “salaula” was affordable
to most people whose existence was heavily
marginalised by the effects of the Structural
Adjustment Programme (SAP). Dr.
Machungwa said closures and redundancies
being experienced in the clothing industry
are a result of liberali.sation and
“companies
failing to operate in this environment should
not use

A. MUCHAVE'AIM

“Salaula” trade continues to boom in the

region with mostly

women

involved in

cross-border trade

B

ARELY

decade ago,

trading in
regarded
“cheap” business for the
a

second-hand clothes
as

was

uneducated and the lower class

people in

Zambia.
But

nowadays, trading in second-hand

clothes, locally dubbed “salaula”, is booming
business which has drawn the attention of

nearly every unemployed youth and woman.
“Salaula” has al.so become
concern

a cause

of

for the local textile manufacturers

who face stiff

competition from the trade

which threatens their business

Zambians

now

as

most

prefer buying from second-

hand clothes dealers who.se network has

spread countrywide.
Already, 18 textile firms in Zambia have
closed down and manufacturers
more

could fold up

ofieration,
either
26

that

due to lack of business.

The textile firms which

them

moan

are

still in

begging government to bail
industry collapses, by
controlling “salaula” or banning it

out

are

before the

altogether.
But the “.salaula” traders, whose items are

cheaper by almost 80 percent of new clothes
manufactured by the local textiles, have
found pressure groups to resist any form of
interference and control of their business.

TTiey argue that in a liberalised economy,
intervention and control on
marketing of products has no room.
government

However, the textile manufacturers’
argument that they received unfair
competition from “salaula” traders have
drawn conflicting views from government

as a

scapegoat.”
He saysju.st as government would not call
for a ban on imported beer to save Zambia
Breweries from whatever problems it may
face, those in the clothing industries should
begin to price their goods competitively to
remain buoyant.
He ruled out an outright ban on secondhand clothes trade as it would kill the spirit
ofliberalisation and competition, apart from
sending the now self-employed youths and
women to street-vending. “Salaula” traders
pressure group chairman. Joseph Banda,
says banning second-hand clothes trading
would be the

worst

mistake government

would make because “the trade is
of income for many

a source

of us.”

The trade is at present the “occupation” of

nearly 70 percent of the informal .sector in
according to Mr Banda, traders

Zambia and

reali.sed between US$40.0() to US$5().00

officials.
While Commerce, Trade and

Industry
Deputy Minister, Dick Matutu, says the
government should ban commercial
importation ofsecond-hand clothes to revive
the textile industry; Finance Minister,
Ronald Penza,

the second-hand clothes trade

and Labour and Social

Security Deputy Minister, Dr. Peter
Machungwa, have ruled out the possibility
of banning “salaula”.

from

a

bale of children’s clothes

average

of US$20.

While is
come

costing an

to

seems

say,

the “.salaula” trade has

economic observers feel

government should seriously find out the
root cause

of the textile manufacturers’

problems and bail them out before the local
textile industry becomes history. □
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SOUTHERN AFRICA ECONOMIC
INTEGRATION
Richard Kamidza

s

early 1990, when President F.
W. De Klerk unbanned the ANC and
INCH

released its historical Leader Nelson

Mandela, there has been talk among

politicians, academics and other intellectuals
in Southern Africa that a majority ruled
South Africa may eventually become
member of the regional economic bloc,
known as SADC, to create a large, integrated
market capable of achieving an “impressive
regional economic growth and high
.standards of living”.
The democratisation process in South
Africa which is expected to ensure equitable
distribution of the country’s resources, the

in Mozambique and
presumably Angola and the collapse of oneparty states within the region creates
peace

process

favourable environment for

regional

integration.
Of all the group countries, including South

and Swaziland had
impressive real economic growths. All the
countries too, except Botswana had
economic growth rates well below those of
population. Population growth in the region
exceeds economic growth, indicating
declining real per capita income, a clear
indication of falling living standards.
The region is well endowed with human
and natural resources whose joint

Africa, only Botswana

exploitation and utillisation can attract
foreign investors and increa.se regional
productivity through large economies of
scale and better-quality inputs. The
assumption is to bring economic relations
among different countries very close to those
prevailing among different regions of the
same country, thereby stimulating an equally
internal economic relations within a

single

country.

places like
Okavango Delta, the

Tourist attractions of such
Victoria Falls, the

Serengeti Plain, Mt Kilimanjaro, Kalahari
and Namib desert, bring in more than
Sapem October. 1993

annually which
can be sustained by direct flights from one
country to another within the region.
Joint development and production

from Zambia and Zaire while Luanda

strategies and harmonisation of policies is
needed to co-ordinate the exploitation of

facilitates the

US$3(X) foreign currency

the natural resources and free movements

production and investment
on the basis of

of factors of
across

national boundaries

equitable mutual, balance and economic
benefit. These strategies should form
production linkages that significantly lead
to large volumes of trade in raw materials,
intermediate and manufactured products.
For instance, regional electrification can
combine high quality distribution
transformers from Tanzania with copper
wire and metal towers from Zambia and

Lobito

are

and

fully developed.

still to be

Botswana and Gababis terminal in

Namibia

railway line which
exploitation of rich minerals
in that part of the desert. These corridors
while reducing the dependence on South
Africa’s routes and ports favour the north.
South Africa has strong trading links with

are

linked with

a

SACU member .states and such countries

Mozambique, Zambia, Zimbabwe and
three-quarters of
her exports. Her gross national product
(GNP) is more than three times the total of
its 10 neighbours and will act as stimulus to
regional economic growth as well as
attracting investment in the region. The
country has a giant manufacturing sector,

like

Zaire which account for

respectively.
Optimisation of both production and
consumption levels within a large market,
previously fragmented by numerous trade
barriers, ceteris paribus, enable consumers
shift from purchasing higher-priced to
lower-priced sources, while intense
competition among producers increa.ses
production in relatively low factor cost areas.
This adjustment process would significantly

which is about five times the

lead to trade creationand diversion,

increasingly competitive and hostile

employment creation and more foreign

international economic environment. The

investment flows into

regions’ total mineral contribution in 1988
to gross domestic product (GDP), foreign
currency and employment was 20.2, 15.6
and 4.8 per cent re.spectively. The sector
produced almost all the minerals required

Zimbabwe

currency reserves as
the

region.
Tran.sport and communication is the major

integration. Sectoral
such as “corridors” are
designed to facilitate production, trade and
to reduce heavy costs on such landlocked

facilitator

to

programmes

combined

companies are likely to
advantage of relatively low wages

SADC total. Her
take

prevailing in SADC, hence reallocating their
financial and capital equipments to these
countries. She will also provide potential
markets for such products like electricity.
The relatively smaller economies of the
SADC countries con.stitute

constraint

on

a very

their performance

for industrialisation

serious
in an

(gold, manganese,

platinum, diamonds, oil, copper, nickel,

countries like Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi,

ferro-chrome, etc.), but lacked the necessary

Swaziland, Zimbabwe and Zambia, where

processing facilities, hence the sector is
almost vertically integrated into the global

of goods pass through
the corridors and ports. Tazara, in Tanzania
and Beira, Nacala and Limpopo, in
Mozambique link all the landlocked
countries to the sea. In Angola, Benguela
more

than 75 percent

port facilitates

trade of copper and zinc

economy.

Agriculture which consists of farming,
fishing, livestock production and game
farming contributes about 24 percent to
total GDP, and employs between 70 to 90
27
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percent of the total population.
currency

Foreign

earnings is generated from such

crops like cotton, coffee, sugar and tobacco.

Angola, Tanzania, Malawi, Mozambique
and Zambia have extensive suitable arable
land

currently underutilised, while

Zimbabwe has

relatively realised full land

utilisation. Beef and fish is

extensively

entire S ADC region, to reduce her
stockpile,
a situation which in 1992
proved suicidal to
the

region.

than 12 percent

sector accounts for less

of total export earnings and

70 percent

of the total imports bill.
Only South Africa and Zimbabwe have the
most

integrated manufacturing sectors

produced by Botswana and Lesotho and

whose value added in 1987

Namibia

respectively.
The group heavily depend on
primary
products such as copper, diamonds, tobacco
and maize, whose global demand and terms
of trade is ever-falling vis-a-vis
high
imports of manufactured goods. Processing
is heavily concentrated in food,
beverages.

respectively. The subregion is,
therefore, capable of being the “net-food
exporter”. However, US A and the European
Community .should not dump food on the
regional markets. This had forced Zimbabwe
which had achieved “food self-sufficiency”
in the mid-1980s to

a

point of feeding the

was

50 and 42

percent

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT
PROGRAMMES IN SADC

F,XPF,RIENCF,S AND LF.SSONS FROM MALAWI,

TANZANIA, ZAMBIA AND ZIMBABWE

iron and steel

products and fann implements.

Trade in Southern Africa is dominated

Manufacturing
over

chemicals, tobacco, textiles, pulp and paper,

the “North” due to the flow of
which in

by

funding

is designed to further
exploitation of the region's

most ca.ses

facilitate the

wealth and the historical trade connections
and bias

against local “inferior” products.

SADC and PTA
without any

can

exist

independently

detrimental effect, when

SADC member

states

say,

pull out of the latter.

However, since all the regional projects are
donor-funded, the historical trading patterns
which favour the “north” and the confusion

between the
continue

at

two

economic blocs will

the expense of

integration. □

Structural Adjustment Programmes in SADC:
Experiences and Lessons From Malawi, Tanzania,
Zambia and Zimbabwe
Edited by Allast M. Mwanza
All countries in the Southern African

Development

Community (SADC) except Swaziland, Botswana and
Namibia are implementing Structural Adjustment
Programmes (SAPs) aimed at eradicating varying
degrees of economic crises, characterised by iow or
stagnant economic performance, increasing income
inequality, declining currency vaiues, rising inflation,
unemployment, declining terms of trade and high

debt commitments.

The case studies of Malawi, Tanzania, Zambia and
Zimbabwe show that, far from eradicating internai and
structural imbalances and achieving more efficient
use of resources through trade liberalisation, economic

deregulation and privatisation, the SAP model is in
danger of collapsing in the absence of a clear debf
alleviation mechanism, since the debt crisis exacerbates
resource outflows atfhe very time that these are needed

by poor countries. The record of SAPs is

a mixed bag,
negative aspects.
Finally, it is unequivocally stated that Structural
Adjustment is not a development strategy, but merely
prescribes efficiency conditions.

but with

EDITOR: ALLAST M. MW ANZA
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PRIZE: WHEN
“RECONCILIATION” BECOMES A DIRTY WORD
THE 1993 NOBEL PEACE

IBBO MANDAZA

T

HE theme of this
a

series

instalment, the first in

designed to probe key political

issues that pertain to our sub-region in
particular, is best illustrated through this brief
but anecdotal account of the

official opening of

joint CODESRlA/SAPES International
Conference on Human Rights held in Harare two
years ago. The guest of honour was Zimbabwe's
Minister of Justice. Legal and Parliamentary
Affairs. Emmerson Mnangagw'a. I had just
a

introduced the Minister as one of the first ZANLA

early IdbOs. saved from the
Rhodesian gallows because he was under age

combatants of the

punishment tor the vanquished in war. including
the persistent hunt to this day for both war
eriniinals and those responsible for the millions
that perished in the holocaust. There could he no
reconciliation without justice! Likewise, the
democratic process in the northern hemisphere
is based firmly in the principle of "w inner takes
all". Who would dare demand let alone advise,
that Clinton or Major should form "governments
.

of national

unity and reconciliation" with the

Republicans and Labour Parties respectively?
That issue does not
context w

arise except in the African

herein, it is implied,

reconciliation and

and therefore condemned to a ten-year sentence

Jeniocracx have to be carefully engineered, albeit

until his release in Ib74.

with

speech
sought to highlight Zimbabwe's experience with

rebels and bandits of

Among other things, the Minister's

"reconciliation",

as a

a

little

help from our friends. So now the
yesterday, systematically

suggesting that we. too. in Malaw i,
'promote' the 'Life President' when
we come to power!" Yet two years hence, and
notwithstanding the breath of democratisation
that has swept through Africa (including Malawi
and Kenya), the dictators and other adversaries
of this post-independence era remain firmly in

Mkandawire. it must be quite disgusting to realise

IRISH VOSS

Banda remains firmly

that the Banda

—

external and internal

parameters and content of
"reconciliation" between former "enemies" in
that determine the

African context. What is that balance of
forces that iniposes this nen- democracy in the
African context, that peculiar conception and
the

practice o(reconciliation '.' For. elsew here in the
world, particularly in the northern hemisphere
itself,

reconciliation has always meant

Sapkm Octobkr.

I99.J

world will have it.

in Africa,

or

really a policy option for
merely the residual response of a

Commenting on the latter, a British newspaper.
The Independent (October 16. I99.J). wrote as

elections. Forthe Malawian patriots like Thandika

—

post-colonial state, as those who supervise

people with no real option, the ultimate expression
of weakness, a desperate cry to be heard and
pitied? 1 have to close with another illustration,
ill the hope that my readers w ill be able to assist
in answering these questions. I refer here to the
related issues of the 199.') Nobel Peace Prize and
the conclusion of the Chris Hath murder trial.

place, "promoted" into legitimacy by
internationally supervised referenda and

and/or power relations

piecing

our

us

Minister is not

post-colonial period; it is

yesterday. The outcome of

the

hope the

concerned particularly tibout the balance of forces

will have voted;

democracy might require that the

So is reconciliation

will have to

and Black in the

structures against

together of old and new. as much in personalities
as in ideas and practices; but mostly continuity of

ian exile
standing), the Executive
Secretary of CODESRl A, was sitting next to me
and. with that characteristic naughty smile,

legacy is being systematically
reproduced in Malawi.
Therefore, my theme goes beyond the usual
discussion of "reconciliation" between White

as a policy

"democratic" elections has been a

agencies!" My

at me. "I

new

and evil-doers of

promotetl them to

of almost .^0 years

a note

"reconciliation"

dealing with their former enemies or
adversaries, then they will remain forever
vulnerable, and even likely to be compelled into
submission as the only basis for survival in the
meantime. Thus the democratisation process in
Africa has meant little or no transformation of

people will have to accommodate the murderers

friend. Thandika Mkandawire(a Malaw

scribbled and shoved

buried. The

in

and the

rit^hls par excellence: "When we came to power
in 1980. not only did we forgive our former

higher positions within the state

governments accept

the very political and economic
which the majority of people

demonstration of Innnan

jailers and torturers; we even

site where Samora Machel is also

caption below Botha's photograph published in
one of the rightw ing South African newspapers
is an appropriate stricture of this kind of mockery;
"South Africa formerly supported rebels trying
to overthrow the Marxist government that gained
power after independence."
The message is clear; unless African

follows;

in place
lint the monumental irony is that the ANC.

supported by external factors so intent on
undemiining and compromising regimes not to
their liking, have become viable contenders for
power, assured at least of a position in a new
"government of national
unity and
reconciliation". Savimbi

was.

of course, a fool to

spurned the opportunities in a formula so
well-prepared by those who had supponed him
in all these years; no doubt. Dhlakama will not be
so foolish in Mozambique. .And so I felt like
vomiting when I saw (in Maputo. October 20)
South Africa's Foreign Minister. Pik Botha,
laying a wreath to honour heroes of
Mozambique's w ar of independence, at the very

have

which is certain to head the t>overtnnent

after elections ne.xt year will probably
save their lives. "We don't want Wains

Derby-Lewis to hani’.' said Tokyo
Se.xwale. the ANC's senior official in

and

.loh(nmesbnr\> and a close friend of Hani.
"ANC policy is to oppose the death penalty
and

ICC

will revoke It when

nr are

In

i;overnnient'.
Tokyo Sexw ale w as speaking
consumption of those he knew to be so
fascinated by this infinite African capacity to
forgive; afterall.it is that kindof language which
It is obvious that

for the
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Mandela could not turn down the award because it

those who supported the

touches the heart of the White liberal. But it is

at a

pattern so aptly illustrated in the recent decision
to

his share; Mr Mandela said he could not turn

and Nkosi Sikelel'

down the Nobel

“transition” in South Africa.

between

and the gross

the

show the thin

overzealous

show

on

the

to

one

of

the

hand,

insensitivity to the feelings of the

majority of the African people

on

the other.

Likewise, the 1993 Nobel Peace Prize. The
statement condemned

de Klerk's share of

the

prize on the grounds that it was the first time
an “oppressor” had earned such an award.
Indeed, contrary to the conclusions of the

that

international liberal
owm

campaign which extolled

act of contrived

reconciliation

as

“a

victory for peace and democracy" in South Africa,
Africans

across

the continent and

wilt have been offended

beyond

by the inclusion of de

Klerk in the honour. But it is not the first time that
the

Norwegian organi.sers have blown it; the
1973 Nobel Peace Prize went jointly to Henry

30

angered by his inclusion

the Paris Peace Talks. Le Due Tho rightly declined

international liberal movement

most

were

Tho, the leader of North Vietnam’s delegation to

not so soon after the

magnanimity and reconciliation

their

Africans

will have dared to make such a statement

anyone

murderof the hero. Yet it alt goes to

PAC

De Klerk: Most

by

Kissinger (the man at the centre of the US
bombing campaign in Vietnam) and Le Due

or

rally in Soweto, at least

line

awarded

else for that

doubtful that Sexwale,
matter,

was

anti-apartheid struggle

prize

as

it

was

awarded by one

of the Scandinavian countries which had

Liberation Movement itself,

“compromise” and

reconciliation will remain the order of the day. A

recognise two national anthems — Die Steim

iAfrika

—

during the
Remember

Zimhahwe-Rhodesia! Not that the Lancaster

supported the anti-apartheid struggle “when

House

Western

supporting

improvement either. But I remain forever

apartheid.” That may well be so. But through
such poor judgement of the historical process,

convinced that "reconciliation" is but a reflection

not to

governments

were

mention the sheer

insensitivity to the
feelings of most Africans, the organisers of the
Nobel Peace Prize have successfully demeaned
the enormity ofthe African
sacrifices—including
Mandela’s own 27-year jail term — in their
attempt to reconcile these bloody sacrifices for
liberation with the faint-hearted and slow
response

of

an oppressor

whom history has

already condemned.
Yet, all this is but

a

reflection of the (internal

Agreement

was

a

fundamental

of Africa’s inherent weakness in the world order,

euphemism designed to conceal the essentially
pejorative import of this current political
vocabulary. It is not only that Africans want
others to acknowledge them as having this infinite
capacity to forgive (and even forget) theirenemies
(albeit their White enemies in particular —
because Africans are less inclined to forgive
other Africans unless they are forced to do so by
outside pressure); more often than not, the African
conception and practice of reconciliation
a

and external) balance of forces that characterise

becomes

the South African situation in

particular; and,

slave

given the relative weakness of the National

mu.st

so

ridiculous that it

mentality. Those that
be laughing at us! □

can

we

best reflect

forgive

so

a

easily
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AFRICA DOES NOT BENEFIT FROM ITS OWN
FILMS
Olley Maruma

A
that

LTHOUGH Africa

screens

about

9 (XX) films per year which collect
overUS $50 million it is unlikely
,

receipts from all African films since

1962, when the first African film was made,
are much above US$2 million.

Many African films have never been

origin. The
distribution of these films is thwarted by the
distribution monopolies of Europe, the
screened in their countries of

United States, Lebanese and

Indian

who are often not interested
promoting and screening African films.
These companies, which often own the
cinemas they u.se, ensure maximum returns
by showing European, Indian Rung Fu films
which have moulded a taste for very high
consumption of mediocre foreign films.

entrepreneurs
in

Because most cinema theatres are

cities, very few rural people,

who

in the

are

the

on the continent, get a chance to
these films. Most of the films they see

majority
see
are

i.ssues
health, nutrition, agriculture and

educational films on development

such

as

conservation of the environment. These

Federation of Pan African Cineasts

event, the masses

(FEPACl) have orchestrated efforts to create

attitude.

such

a

festival.

The first, titled the

Festival,

was

Southern African Film

held in Harare, Zimbabwe,

during the first week ofOctober. Altogether,
100 film-makers from the

than

more

diaspora gathered in the
bustling sunshine city of Harare to see or

continent and

50 feature films which have

present over
been made

on

the continent in the last three

years.
For an event of its

magnitude, which

was

taking place for the first time, most things
seemed well organised, with only a few
glitches affecting the programming and
screening of films.
With US$380 0(X) million provided by
the European Economic Community (EEC),
the Norwegian Agency for Development
(NORAD) and the Commonwealth
Foundation, the Danish Development
Agency (DANIDA), the organisers had
enough money to put together an exciting
event.

did not seem to share this

Film-making is relatively new to Africa.
Europe and America the art
form dates back a hundred years, the first
African film was made by the Senegalese
Whereas in

“Father of African

film-making”, Ousmane

Sembene, in 1962.
There is little documentation and not much

statistical data to chart its
the last decade

or so

history. Only in

have academics started

showing interest in carrying out studies on
the industry.
What has become clear is that festivals

generate interest in what is
happening in the industry.
As could be expected with their well
developed infrastructure, the South Africans
had the biggest contingent of participants at
are

vital

to

the festival.
The films screened at the festival were
divided into two

categories. There

was a

showcase of films from all overthe continent,
and another category in which films from
Southern Africa were eligible for

In reality, the event turned out to be
something of a damp squib, with public

competition. There were nine cash prizes
Film, Be.st Short Film, Best Director, Best

forum for African films, the

response to it quite subdued to say the least.
One ob.server described it as a “film-makers

Burkina Faso,

festival”.

an

films

are

screened

on

mobile cinema units

which crisscro.ss the country.
In 1971, in an effort to create a market and

government of
following a resolution by a
group of African film-makers, established
the Pan African Festival of Ougadougou

(FESPACO).
Up to then, there was only one festival

"It

was

the festival of Carthage

in Tunisia. Even so, this festival put emphasis

promoting films made in the Maghreb.
inception, the FESPACO has
become successful beyond the dreams of its

on

Since its

initiators. The biennial festival attracts about

people from all over the world for a
period of ten days.

5 (XX)

As these two festivals have

prospered and
acquired international prestige, focus has
turned to establishing a third festival on the
continent, preferably in Southern Africa. In
the last few years, both the OAU and the
Sapem October. 1993

shortcoming seemed directly

This

organisers’ failure to u.se
the press and media to ignite public interest.
Becau.se cinema-goers in Southern Africa
rarely see African films, they have inherited
many of the negative attitudes towards
cinema which will require Herculian efforts
to

change.

Instead, the attitude of the organisers
seemed to be predicated on the smug idea
that they

that the
out

had done the whole region a favour
should spontaneously pour

masses

of their homes to witness

a

great event.

Sadly, for what could have been a great

OAU award.
The award for Best Film went to More

of
today’s teenage dating games.
Zimbabwean director, Chaz Maviyane-

Time,

a

feature film about the problems

AIDS in

festival, commented.
attributable to the

competition, including Be.st

Documentary, Best Actor, Best Actress and

though we had all these famous

people in town having a private party,” the
banker, who went to two films during the

which showcased African films on the

continent. This

was as

for films in

Davies,

won

the award for the Best Short

Film with \\\s After Wa.v, while South African

Chris Austin

won

the award for Best

Documentary with his SalifKeita: Story of
a

Noble Outcast.
One remarkable

is that

over

thing about African film

90 percent

of the films

are

by

Francophone film-makers from West
African, and the Maghreb! Anglophone
Commonwealth countries have not taken

indigenous film-making seriously despite
was introduced through the

the fact that it

Colonial Film Units, decades before it

reached the French colonial countries.
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Tunisian Film

C MABASO

Editor, Kahena Attia (left) and Producer, Ahmed Attia, took part in the festival

In 1939 the Colonial Office in London,
formed film units in several African

countries. From 1939

to

1955, these units

produced 280 short films, 85 of which were
related to the war efforts, explaining why
Britain was at war and inviting recruits.
Mo.st of the other films were on community
development, agriculture, health and
colonial civics.

workshops held during the festival,
delegates agreed that:
The role of film should be fully exploited on the continent;
That governments should provide the
basis for initial growth in film-making
in order to encourage its development
and financial viability;
That the problem of di.stribution should
be seriously addressed to redress the
present situation where the market is
flooded by multinational companies
•

•

•

that control, and

,^2

stands for International Public Television.

INPUT is

an

international conference

introduced in

At the

•

their resources together to establish
joint technical facilities.
For three days before the festival, filmmakers and television producers from the
continent gathered at a rural retreat to take
part in a workshop titled INPUT, which

own

the cinemas; and

That African countries should

pool

Europe 17 years ago to bring
together annually about 700 television
producers and programme planners to
discuss the aesthetics of

a

television

production and the problems confronting
public service television.
“The ethos of INPUT is

a

commitment

to

good public service television in the face of

increasing global
commercialisation

pressure
of public

towards

service

television.” explained Celine Gilbert, the
conference coordinator.
"It is

particularly important in Africa

where subsidies to

public service television
are
being cut and broadcasting corporations

struggling
together.
are

to

keep their

"INPUT is forum

programmes

look

to

practical
of overcoming this because there are
means for broadcasters to do
quality work
cheaply and to guarantee that they undercut
foreign competition."
The idea of organising Africa’s first
chapter of IN PUT was proposed earl ier this
year at the annual international conference
held in Bristol, England.
During that conference, representatives
of FEPACl requested INPUT International
to hold an African INPUT
during the first
at

ways

Southern African Film Festival.
At the end of the festival,
was

issued

asking

a

communique

the

Zimbabwe

government to make the festival a regular
event. The communique called for the next
festival
If it is

to
to

be held in 1995.
be

of Carthage

as

successful

as

the festivals

and FESPACO, the organisers

will have to do

a

lot

more

to

get the public

involved.□
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SAPEM INTERVIEW

MEET AFRICA’S MOST PROMINENT FILMMAKER
Yes,

Three situations. Too much
means when ever I shoot a

sure.

most
prominent film producer, was among

difference. This

the Southern African Film Festival

three

delegates who converged on Harare
between October 1-7,1993. A Tunisian,
Attia, has worked in cinema tor the past
27 years. To find out his views on the

films in

indigenous

success.

There arises

Ahmed Baha Atfia, Africa’s

film, I have

an

obligation to translate into

languages. Besides 1 have to shoot my
or
a

local languages for
problem of costs for

dubbing. This costs over US$40 000.
However, my

fledgling African film industry and what
lies behind his phenomenal success, was
journalist Clemence Mabaso. Excerpts:

immediate pre-occupation is
the languages of

dub all my films into
other African countries.
to

What schools of thought

exist

yourself a
big name in the African film business.
What do you attribute your success to?
ATTIA: Maybe it is because 1 have
substantial experience in the film business.

There

MABASO: You have made

industry for the
past 27 years. This has been either as an
Assistant Film Director, General Manager
or as an Executive Producer. I have a film
I have worked in the film

Cine-Tele-Films. My first preoccupat’on in film production is with the
“scene”. 1 always strive for credibility and
sincerity of my subjects. At the same time 1
want my subjects to open new ground.
Artists have to play an avante-garde role in
.society. To explore new possibilities of
freedom of expression for society. Besides,
company,

one

has to know that cinema has, as a

principle, minimum conditions for success.
are a good sound — and a good
frame. A good example of these attributes
are found in my film, Man of Ashes (1986
production, Nouri Bouzit Director), a film

These

that has achieved international success

overnight.
Very often, African film-makers lack the
resources

to engage

in big time film-

making. How have you overcome this
financial hurdle?
The African market is very small. It is
impossible to get money from the African
market, no matter where you are. Be it in
North, East, West or Southern African.

However, in Tunisia 1 have an advantage
my colleagues in other parts of Africa,
there is a special fund specifically set

aside to assist film-makers. The Tunisian
National Fund of Production Commi.ssion

gives USS2(X) OCX) to US$300 000 for every
feature film production. Besides, 1 always
Sapem October. 1993

in nim-inaking,

the African continent?
are

three schools of thought.

The.se

Neo-Realism; African Legend; and

are

School for the

Foreign Market. The school

of Neo-Realism is similar to the Italian

pre-sale my productions with television
companies in Italy, France, England and
Germany. On the other hand, European
countries have a special cultural fund to
assist countries in the South. The risk in a
film investment should be 20 percent. If
there is no money, my philosophy is toclo.se
the company.

Personally, I now have enough

equipment that in every film 1 make, 1 buy
less and less additional equipment. My real
exceptional success, Halfaouine or Boy Of
the Terraces cost over US$1 m to produce.
But the distribution of this film on the African

continent is

a

small deal.

paradoxes of African filmmaking centres around the ownership of
African produced films. Copy rights for a
One of the

Zimbabwean produced film, for example,

be held by a film baron
headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland.
How do you explain this?
It is a fonn of co-operation. But you have
to command a majority of the shares. My
organisation always strives for a 51 percent
majority share-holding. This is because 1 do
not want interference in my Scenes, etc. The
costs of film production are very high and it
is impossible not to have some form of cooperation. Besides, 1 do not like monopoly.
1 like co-operation.
might

over
as

on

legacy has it that African
were grouped into French,
Portugue.se and English colonies. Did this
affect the development of an .African Films

Colonial

countries

Culture?

School of Neo-Realism. This school is

achieving better success with the African
or audience. Leading film directors
of this .school include Burkinabe Idrissa

public

Oudraogu, Tunisian Nouri Bouzit and
Malian Oumasi Sekoto. From Zimbabwe
the film Jit falls under this category.
.second school has

The
inspiration in African

Legend. The leading African figure of this
school is

no

doubt Malian Sulako Mansist.

The third .school is primarily geared towards

spiritual needs of Europeans. The
productions of this school are not based on
objective reality but are created from
the

artificial situations.

Hollywood very often favours actionpacked, violent, adventure, disaster or
sex

fdins. What does the African Fdin-

maker favour to show in his films?
“Hoi ly wood” fi 1ms have a bigger market.
America is the first such market. It is

for them to have such a market. In
Africa, the low or small budgets put forward

necessary

for film

productions

means

that

you

need

good “inspiration” for success. The priority
in African films is the scenario of subjects.
of films do you encourage
people to watch?
1 like films which have a regard to my
What types

people, especially when it touches on taboo

subjects. I like to look into societal problems
without prescribing solution. □
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REGION’S WORLD CUP DREAMS SHAHERED
Sports Correspondent

T

HE

long and winding road to next
year’s World Cup soccer finals in
the United States came to an abrupt

end for both Zimbabwe and Zambia

on

October 12.

April 28 robbed them of virtually the cream
of national players.
Eighteen footballers perished when a

a

Zambian Airforce Buffalo CT15,

in

of their crop

to

The dream that

at

least

one

Southern

African nation would represent

on

Dakar, Senegal fora World Cup qualifier
May 2. crashed into the Atlantic Ocean

Africa at
year’s jamboree for the first time proved
to be just that — as dream for millions of
supporters who were rudely woken from

after

their slumber

the

next

to

the realisation that

again, it

was the North and We.st
nations who would be going to the

once

It

Group C and book their

time the

Zambian

side, given the somewhat simpler
task of holding Morocco in their final Group

qualify, went

and lost their ticket to the

Moroccans.
Both Zimbabwe and Zambia had

cause to

complain about the refereeing of their
matches but at the end of the day, they were
both beaten by the better team and that
should give .some indication as to where the
strength of football really lies in Africa and
dispelled, for the time being anyway, that
Southern African nations had
their

come

into

own.

Not

only did Cameroon and Morocco
so did
Nigeria, arguably the
finest African team at the moment. They
drew 1-1 with Algeria in Tunis on October
10 and ousted African champions Cote
d’Ivoire to win Group A.
was no more

than the

Nigerians

deserved.
As for the Southern Africans, well,
deserved

countries would

thinking in Zambia

team out

was

for

a

of pulling

of the world and continental

After more than
new

they
the back along with the

side

came

a

month in Denmark, the

into its

own

qualifier a week later.
On July 25, the icing on top of the cake for
the Zambians, who travelled to Harare and
held the much fancied Zimbabwean hosts to
1 -1 draw to clinch

the Africa

Group 5 and a place in
Cup of Nations finals in Tunisia

next

a

World Cup

qualifier in that

month in Harare.

A 0-3 thrashing by Guinea in Conakry in
May seemed to blot their copybook but that
victory over the “Indomitable Lions” and a
1-0 win over Guinea in the return leg on
September 26, gave the Zimbabweans fresh
hopes.
Those hopes were, however, dashed by
an insipid
display in Yaounde when

Fabisch’s shrewd tactical

awarene.ss

failed

him.

On

pitch before a vociferous
plus crowd, which included

an uneven

600 000

Cameroon’s number
President

one

fan

soccer

Biya, Zimbabwe came a cropper.

Fabisch’s insistence of playing too many
defenders (six in all) and the team’s woeful
lack of

adaptability to the physical game
proved costly.
A debatable penalty and two well executed
field goals left Fabisch in a predictable rage
their hosts demanded of them

and

a mess near

hot. sultry

the end of the match

on a

evening in the Cameroonian

capital.
And with Fabisch, who

was

escorted

out

following the tragic air crash in 1958 which

dream

it

made of and

brought back memoriesof the successfully

decimated their great team.
Zambia drew 0-0 on August
neutral

venue

8 at the
Abidjan against Senegal,
whipped 4-0 in Lusaka on

of

Zambians had a realistic chance of qualifying

Indeed, Zambia can feel doubly proud of
their achievements. A horrendous air crash

Butin Ca.sablanca, the script changed and
Zambia were out.

.^4

football, in
same

re-built Manchester United team which arose

were

very well and proved that, on their day, they
could match the big guns in the North.

early hours of

Cameroon, the standard bearers of African

of the

who

off the coast of Gabon in the

unseen

a

ground by Cameroonian police much
of the
Zimbabwean supporters who had
accompanied their team, went Zimbabwe’s

year.
It was the stud dreams

pat on
commiserations. Zimbabwe and Zambia did

a

passion and commitment hitherto

nondescript team.
Although they had failed in theirque.st for
a first ever
appearance at the Africa Cup of
Nations finals after falling to Zambia in
July, the Zimbabweans had beaten

in the month of

July when it confounded critics by first
beating Morocco 2-1 in Lusaka to put
them.sel ves at the top of the qualifying Group
B of the World Cup.
The Zambian capital also proved the
graveyard of the South Africa who were
hammered 3-0 in An Africa Cup of Nations

a

make it but

And it

most

Thankfully, sanity prevailed and with the
help of many of their overseas international
players like PS V Eindhoven striker Kalusha
Bwalya and Johnson Bwalya (EC Bulle,
Switzerland) and Gibby Mbasela
(Germany), who were not on that fateful
flight to Senegal, a new team emerged like a
phoenix out of the ashes.

third appearance in the World Cup finals.
While further north, the newly structured

down 0-1

m

qualifiers.

win in the lions’ den in Yaounde, fell 1-3

to

setback

not have been able to overcome and

world’s

and allowed the ”Indomitable Lions” of

B encounter in Casablanca

refuelling in Libreville.

was a

African

premier tournament.
On that fateful day, Zimbabwe, needing a

Cameroon to win

en route

been riding the cre.st of a wave underGerman
coach, Reinhard Fabisch. who had instilled

were

then

September 26 and all of
for the World

Zimbabwe,

a

sudden the

Cup finals.

on

the other hand, had al.so

the embarrassment of many

to

But it
was

was.

after all, just a dream. One that

attainable.

not

Despite Fabi.sch’s be.st attempts to make
people believe otherwise, the Zimbabwean
team compri.sed, after all, just a bunch of
very ordinary players, spiced with a little bit
of outrageous but unrefined talent in players
such
It

as

Peter Ndlovu.

was

not

enough to get the ultimate

prize. □
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THE LAND QUESTION - WHICH
WAY FORWARD?
Sam Moyo

I

N AN earlier article (SAPEM June

details

on

1993),

Zimbabwe’s land distribution,

the resettlement programme

and recently
designated lands were examined. It was argued
that mostly marginal lands on extremely large
estates were designated, and
that most land
targeted for acquisition was not owned by
political opponents of the Government, and that
growing black capitalist farming aspirations
propelled the land redistribution agenda. We
now assess the fundamental
political and
economic issues surrounding Zimbabwe’s land
question, and propose a way forward.
The 1992 Land Acquisition Act and the
subsequent designation of land beginning with
the Osborne dam area in that year, has spurred
heated land debates, particularly in the media.
The debate has been reduced to frantic and
mundane instruments of

opposition politics for
variety of political groupings and parties. Over
the last 1.3 months, opponents of the land reform
programme have been shooting wild bullets
from all angles, in the media, skating the
fundamental logic and rationale for land reform,
while pretending that “everybody agrees that
a

Zimbabwe should have

a

land redistribution

programme”. It is said: “the only dispute is how
Government has handled this complex problem”.
Yet most opponents
viable alternative.

have thus far offered

Indeed, most opponents

no

of land reform
simplifying the

condemn the Government for
land

problem, suggesting that recent statements
by President Robert Mugabe, wrongly posed the
issue as a contest between “greedy land owners
and the majority of land hungry peasants.” (The
Financial Gazelle

,

October 7. 1993). These

critics

rarely consult the rural poor, most of
whom see it in these "simple ternis”. Most critics
reject the Government's nationalist idioms and
desire to resolve Zimbabwe’s national question
through equitable land holding. They doubt the
need to resolve existing and potential racial
conflict underlain by land hunger, and reject
Government’s present rather liberal approach to
land redistribution. Indeed the type of criticisms
levelled at Government’s land acquisition
programme leave little room for negotiating
land transfers between fanners and Government,

Zimbabwe's Approaches To Land
Reform
Since

1992 the Government has danced

Sapem October, 199,3

around

defensively, until Independence Day
(April 1993) when President Mugabe decisively
argued in historical context, that land
redistribution

was

fundamental and had

to

be

implemented speedily. President Mugabe’s
speeches emphasised the important role that
land plays in reconciling blacks and whites, in
resolving the Naiional Question by providing
land rights for the majority and in guaranteeing
the rural poor the basic means for their survival.
Given the potentially explosive consequences of
not addressing these issues, in a controlled and
fair manner, the President affinned the central
role that the state, as a sovereign entity, needed
to play in land reform. Land redistribution
anchored the role of the .state in adjudicating
over, not only the rights of landowners, but also
the land rights, needs and demands of the
“voiceless” rural majority.
Indeed, the Government sought a transparent
legal and administrative framework for land
acquisition, which was democratically enacted
by parliament, and which is explicit about
compensating land owners. The Land Acquisition
Act seeks an administratively swift process for
acquiring land by minimising legal contestations
of land designations, while clearly articulating
the reasons for land designation. Individual
fanners have explicit rights provided them to
object to the designation of their land. As the
impending "un-designation" of over 40% of the
70 farms recently designated shows, the
Government is responsible and morally obliged
to rescind designations where reasons »ii c/t are
valid. Moreover.normal political lobby processes
and the media are other valid means through
which suspected abuses of specific land
designations can be contested.
Land And The National Question

unequal
resources

national
al locations

including the fixed
heritage of land, were to remain largely as they
were given in 1980. Fears
by some that the
economy would collapse if whites were pushed
into sharing land had indeed led some to neglect
the need to resolve the land question. The white
community itself has for 13 years not made
concrete

offers of land for redistribution,

demonstrating a wait and see approach and
defending their rights to hold large tracts of land.
There has been little proactive action by white
land owners and their representative

Commercial

Farmers Union (CFU) to promote
reconciliation through reasonable offers
for redistribution, in

lasting
of land

of protecting

their
by fanner representatives
that they agree with the principle of land
redistribution are not backed by concrete land
offers, hence the poor negotiation climate over
the land question. Instead the CFU at times
adopts confrontational stance in the media,
basically presenting the Government of
core

a context

interests. Claims

Zimbabwe

as

an

irrational demon, which

“punishes those who have been productive
through land expropriation.” (see New.sweek.
Aiii>nst 9. 1993: "Punishing the Successful”).
Thus, white opponents of land reform have
negatively fuelled the racial question through
theirattempts to caricature black ruleand through
direct political gimmickry, posing as lobby for
fairness in land acquisition. For instance, white
farmers and critics play the salient politics of
belittling the low productivity and weaknesses
of black peasants and commercial farmers,
particularly black mini.sters. despite theirhistoric
constraints. To boot, their

one

time insistence

that ministers’ farms be

through
Mugabe and his
vice. Joshua Nkotno. that it is imperative to
redress the inequitable land ownership structure
of Zimbabwe because it is predicated on racial
privilege for a few whites, acquired through
conquest of black Zimbabweans in the 189()s.

designated first showed
real politick. Direct
confrontations with farming politicians implied
that white fanners were ready for political struggle
above principle, despite their weak political
constituency.
That white farmers exaggerate their political

have also evoked

role is also evident in their demands that tho.se

The Government's recent assertions

senior nationalists. President

new

debates

on

racism in

how oblivious

they

were to

Zimbabwe. Reconciliation between whites and

famis that

blacks, officially announced by Government in

the Government established committees, be the

1980,

was interpreted by some people, to mean
one-off process whereby whites are forgiven
for their past oppression of blacks, and whereby
a

they identify for designation, through

farms to be

designated. White farmers believe
they, not the state should decide on land
designation, regardless of the wider land
that

37
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requirements identified by Government. Indeed
such demands by farmers for decision-making
powers in designating land undermines the
legitimacy of the elected Government in
adjudicating the land problem. Essentially it is a
pretence that land grievances do not exist or are
irrelevant in implementing land designation.s.
Most interestingly it demonstrates an arrogance
which only makes sense in racist parlance.
That Zimbabwe continues to experience racial
problems is obvious to most black Zimbabweans
who witness the effects of white arrogance. For
instance, a recent characterisation of the AfricanAmerican

community of Los Angeles as having
"some incredible naivety", by a white critic of
the Government Land Reform Programme (The
Financial Gazette, October 7, 1993), not only
disparages the positive steps taken by
Government to clarify its policy at the
international level, but also smacks of racist
Indeed many

Zimbabwean blacks
international donors, many of whom
emphatically deny using land reform as a
condition for aid, are not forthcoming with
resources to facilitate land redistribution. Perhaps
most donors are unwilling to address this racially
charged problem because white resistance to
land acquisition has been justified through a
overtones.

wonder why

caricature of black rule.
Yet

resolving the land question is es.sential for
hannony. There is
no doubt that Zimbabweans need to face squarely
the race problem, which has hitherto been taboo,
due to prejudices and fears of sabotage by w bites,
and reprisals against whites. The call by blacks
for their greater participation in the economy.
Zimbabwe to achieve racial

among other things access to land, has
therefore to be addressed. A reasonable climate

through

for white-black reconciliation
balanced debate and

requires more
negotiations on the land

que.stion.
The

Argument Against Land Reform

What then is the substance of most

urban voters

through land, because the latter are
wrongly perceived to be preoccupied by current
economic hardships due to the Economic
Structural Adjustment Programme (ESAP) (eg.
employment), and not land distribution. Thus
opponents of land reform have reduced the
historic

problem

over

land to

a

partisan

opposition
to land redistribution? Such opposition as
expressed by the CPU, individual farmers,
opposition parties, the Catholic Commissionfor

preoccupation, thus providing fuel for the wider
competitive politics among parties and other
Government opponents. Consequently, land

Justice and Peace, white media writers and other

political point-scoring

individuals in the press,

needs to be examined
critically. Brietly. opponents of the land refomi
programme, focus their criticisms on the legality
of land designation,its administration and the
purported political motivation of land acquisition.
Some critics argue that the programme has no
overall logic nor any economic rationality. Many
of these opponents believe that the legal powers
of the Mini.ster in designating land are excessive
and open to abuse. Therefore they argue for an
unspecified legal dispensation w hich will control
the Government hand, while (perhaps) giving
land owners a larger intluence in the land
designation process, and allowing fanners to
contest the individual designation of their land in
courts. Some have even questioned the
Constitutional legality of land acquisition.
But apart from the demand by land owners to
dictate or influence land designation, many
opponents of land reform, including the CPU.
have attempted to reduce Government actions
on land acquisition to a mundane partisan quest
by ZANU PF to gather votes from the rural
masses. ZANU PF is .said to be electioneering
over the land issue. Some also argue scornfully
that the ruling party will at any rate not sway

debates have been reduced to

an

incoherent

game, which
the fundamental issues at stake.

conceals

From Radical To Liberal Land Reform
Measures
But

Government and

ruling party, which is
securing rural votes at any cost, would
have encouraged, as the odd parliamentarians
(eg. Lazarus Nzarayebani, Mutare Urban MP)
bent

a

on

threaten to do. the

numerous

and continuous

attempts by .so called “squatters” to pursue land
redistribution through systematic land
occupations. Instead the Government has
forcefully or legally rejected radical land
acquisition measures for 13 years. Government
has also refused to institute a legal land claims
process for all those who remember the
designation of their land over the last 1 (X) years.
Yet during the 1980s. the Zimbabwean state
pursued a rather conservative, market-led land

acquisition programme, based on the Lancaster
House negotiations. This allowed for the
speculative pricing of land acquired, given the
absence of land taxation.

Moreover, instead of radical land reform the

Government, for 13 years,

provided large white
preferential access to foreign
currency for their machinery imports
requirements, the bulk of Government loans
provided by AFC, market protection from cheap
imports, cheap electricity tariffs, subsidised
internal market stability, lower fuel duties and a
series of export incentives. Few black farmers
small or large, have had access to most of the
economic support benefitting large fanners before
andafter ESAP. In fact, political sense dictates
that the ruling party should long have begun
redirecting its resource allocations to a more
racially balanced mix of farmers. Even
resettlement areas did not receive these privileges,
hence theirrelativelyweakeroutputperfonnance.
This not only projected the Government's rather
generous reconciliation policy stance, but al.so
demonstrated the Government's care for large
white farmers. This required the repression of
farmers with

black demands for land redistribution.

a

I

The current Land

I

Acquisition Act is thus a
approach to land refomi. It rejects land
occupations and land claims by the erstwhile
dispossessed rural masses and urban population
which lacks land for housing, tampers marginally
liberal

s

Harare residents demonstrate their support for

38

the land acquisition programme
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and where

with the freehold land market. Unlike in the

land policy ideniitied
hectares for acquisition on the basis of

capacity. Indeed, the

quality of land to be acquired. While it
specifies that land acquisition will be compulsory
for reasons of public good, land underutilisation
and for resettlement, the Act provides for "fair"
compensation. Land acquisitions so far have
largely been based on the above reasons. When
applied to individual fanners, any of these
reasons, not merely the productive use of some
parts of farms, can form the basis of land
designation. The opponents of land reform have
to demonstrate specifically that, any or all of

5 million

and

these

reasons

minor

not to

be designated.

But

economic

rationale

of

Because, most large fanners

land

to

access

land. This

can

lead to an income di.stribution .structure

sense.

A

long tenn economic perspective on land
reform also requires that the age and the skills
structures in existing large farms be critically
examined. Forexample, most white fann owners

ageing while their sons and daughters
increasingly show less interest in farming as they
migrate into towns. South Africa and abroad.
Many farms are managed by blacks and a string
of skilled supervisors, who could easily manage
are

incomes base of Zimbabwe, through
anexpanded fanning structure based on increased

fanning
areas, where white farm crop outputs are lowest.

can

That does not make economic

the

Government was located in the marginal

supplies

be achieved if

employment benefits conducive to a
growing industrial sector. The concentration of
rural incomes among a few fanners is largely
based on unavailability of land to blacks, when
most of the prime arable land is underutilised.

The fundamental economic rationale is to broaden

argued earlier {SAPEM, June 1993)

(70%) of the land designated by the

material

can

and rural

beyond the static numbers
game of protecting currently cropped hectares
from being transferred to blacks. Firstly, black
output in resettlement has not been as disastrous
as claimed by many, as statistics increasingly
show. Such output can be improved as small
farmers gain access to financial resources,
equitable access to input markets and expertise.

The Economic Rationale For Land
Redistribution
we

etc.)

allocated to

redistribution goes

restrict their ability to fully use their large estates.

As

the

raw

famiers. This

begins to allocate finance, forex,
imports and other incentives to black fanners
and resettlement areas. A long tenn and broader
economic perspective suggests that land refonn
(as happened in South Korea, Japan, Taiwan

cropping and land rotations. Thus in a dynamic
perspective, there is a logic to and economic
sense in the land acquisition programme.

have management and financial constraints which

most

are

more

Government

large farmers are utilised.
Acquiring .6 million hectares would leave room
for production growth in tho.se areas, given that
less than 2 million hectares

industry and the rural service sector

underutilised land is made available, if the

Moyo 1986). As verified with
adju.stmenls even by the World Bank,

million hectares held by

for land

reason

from

these studies showed that less than half of the 11

have not been the basis of land

of fanns is valid

new

(see Sam

areas

to

and increase food and

studies of land under utilisation in white fami

designation. While some underutilised farms do
have parts that are cropped or stocked it is
insufficient to claim that the productive use of
less than

available

livestocking is below potential

198()s, the Act is intended to define the location

smaller commercial famts

widen the markets

many

on

their own. Indeed,

trained black agriculturists

are

ready to

VOLUME OF CROP SALES THROUGH MARKETING AUTHORITIES IN TONNES
SUNFLOWER

GROUNDNUTS

Year

TOBACCO

MAIZE

WHEAT

COTTON

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

1983

951

8389

3656

1065

371

4260

137523

481200

52641

115795

5822

118907

1984

1113

4599

9762

1915

418

4818

328396

605130

89966

160226

9352

89112

1985

3254

4541

11221

1994

250

2877

673111

1158876

121516

173780

11223

193970

1986

10034

8859

17698

2990

529

2116

617774

976363

176587

131821

14974

232325

1987

3226

13836

17607

5688

692

2770

145716

260895

111160

129060

14914

200803

1988

6670

11920

39604

6744

747

2938

694077

492981

165267

157674

28327

242433

1989

4794

14354

32498

4407

1041

4166

608701

535078

126106

135583

29085

252553

1990

10122

10122

2836

2836

1179

4714

393873

390991

93215

93525

3924

321267

1991

6064

8799

48582

3116

1579

6314

346327

258629

111643

92791

1457

258758

1992

8

206

9218

740

2029

8110

755

12392

20302

39778

49

57110

1993

386

386

36659

2906

3088

12353

330932

547898

132198*

70739*

38

848

NB

Figures for 1993, are from January-August, except for
(*) which is from January-September.
Figures for communal (A) include resettlement areas.

Cotton

B stands for commercial
Tobacco

figures

Sapem October. 199.3

are

areas.

for Burley crop only.

Source; C.S.O., Harare
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manage their own commercial farms.
redistribution can be used to develop the

Land

future

generation of commercial fanners, which should
be settled on viable fann sizes, ranging from 20
to 300 hectares, rather than the huge estates of
today. Both black farming skills and white heirs
of parts of larger farms should be developed now
so as to stabilize future commercial
farming.
Indeed the Government policy to identify capable
settlers for resettlement and to promote black
capitalist farming is based on the recognition of
the need to build

a

sustainable commercial

farming structure. Many opponents of land reform
are sceptical about the Government’s resolve to
develop commercial farming among blacks
because finance resources have yet to be al located
to this project.
But land redistribution whether conceived in

economic

or

Apart from the fact that such socially derived
supported to improve their
productivity, given better access to land their
unrecorded output contributes to national GDP
and has performed the vital function of
reproducing labour for the economy, based on
auto-consumption from small patches of arable
lands. While the critics of land reform wrongly
refuse toacknowledge the land rights of most
such rural peoples, they can not argue that the
so-called subsistence farming has no economic
value or that it will not continue to play a vital
settlers could be

,

economic function for decades until the country
industrialises and absorbs more rural wage
seekers. Meanwhile land redistribution needs
cater

for the residential, commercial fanning

survival needs of the rural and urban poor

planned

flashing

-

Freehold

An economic argument,

or

Leasehold?

which is used

as a

condition forfurther resettlement, is the proposal
that communal and resettlement

areas

need to be

provided with freehold land tenure because
investment and growth in agriculture cannot
proceed without absolute land ownership rights.
It is true that most Zimbabwean lending
institutions require assets as collateral for loans,
especially fixed property. Title deeds held on
land are an advantage for those seeking loans in
the present conservative money markets, which
so far face little competition due to the overregulation of banking in Zimbabwe, and the
parochial tendencies of the banking elite.
International research shows that farm

investment and

manner.

Critics of land refonn have also been

political tenns cannot reasonably

to

and
in a

Land Tenure

access

to

farm credit tend to

thrive where tenure is secured

through various
of titles including lea.ses, permits and
customary rights. While freehold tenure is useful
for loans, farm developments and movable assets
owned are equally important for farm credit
schemes. Title deeds do not guarantee optimal
farm investment as evidenced by the failure of
most large scale farmers to fully develop or
utilise their lands. Moreover many communal
fanners, who realise output surpluses, have used
types

remittances and various forms of formal and
informal credit, to invest in their farms. Their
constraints include infrastructure, access to
various inputs and limited
competitive credit.

access to

appropriate

Small fanners without title deeds to land, but

with

BIDDY PATRIDGE

More

upon

equitable access to land is essential for the stabilisation of a society which is dependent
and preoccupied with access to landforfarming, residence and survival

overlook the need to
the

numerous

provide

access to

land for

peasants in overcrowded areas, the

landless and some “squatters”. Parallel to
policy objective to settle capable fanners,
redistributing land to other rural people in need
near

the

is justifiable for economic and social reasons.
The economy cannot employ all adults in urban
areas or on commercial farms, nor can the state
afford

to

feed all the rural destitute who

are near

landless, unemployed or squatting on the margins.
Even “subsistence
numerous

rural

farming" which enables
peoples to feed themselves and

wild card, which suggests that

the Government
neglecting the plight of farm workers and
international migrant workers after farms have
been designated. This important detail simply
requires the state to affinn land rights for such
a

is

workers, in resettlement and communal

workers
must be by choice, based on the provision of land
for such workers. But it can scarcely be argued
that, providing land to farm workers, obviates
the need for land acquisition since they are
already employed. Indeed many are employed

their urban relatives, and which has been used to

on

educate many,

produce on their
large farms.

economy.
40

has

a

transitional role in the

areas.

The repatriation of long standing m igrant

underutilised land and could
own

use

their skills to

plots sub-divided from

tenure.are known in many

parts of
higher interest
rates than pertain today in Zimbabwe. The issue
is to improve the accessibility and forms of
delivery of the credit, inputs and equipment
rather than land titling which at any rate is
expensive and implementable over many
years.Selective provision of title deeds,
leaseholds and secure land permits may improve
investment opportunities in communal and
resettlement areas, especially as urban buyers
seek rural land. But title deeds are secondary to
appropriate agricultural and land redistribution
policies. Freehold tenure should be addressed in
the longer term, ba.sed on thorough consultations
with the rural population, and appropriate designs
of the tenure system preferred by the majority. It
must be recognised that further unregulated land
alienation consequent upon blanket freehold
titling could result in a more volatile land problem
secure

the world

to use

credit

at

much

in the future.
Land redistribution should, however, not await

the completion of the

land tenure review, although

immediate provision of secure tenure is necessary
for all the resettlement

areas.

The

politics of land
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rights, demands for access to land, state regulation
of land use and provision of incentives for farming
by the state, are interrelated problems, which
require careful political and economic balancing
with the state playing a prominent role. To rush
for land titling, while reducing the pace of land
redistribution is to risk the current relative political
stability found in Zimbabwe.
The Political Rationale Of Land

Redistribution
Mo.st of these issues need to be

carefully
examined by the majority of people, rather than
be steamrolled by a planning elite, a few
intellectuals and some large farm holders because
they control the media and dominate the
intellectual resources of the country. Yet it is
inconceivable that any ruling party, which secures
a majority vote can sideline land redistribution in
the next two decades. For the land

question is an

intrinsic, non-partisan issue that many
Zimbabweans wish to see addressed. It makes no
.sense,

is not

however, to pretend that the land question

political issue, and that it should only be
addressed following purely economic logic,
particularly of a short term nature. The land issue
is a political issue which has to be addressed with
fu 11 cogn isance of the political problems it evokes,
but in a manner which optimises the economic
benefits to the country. Therefore the ruling
party need not apologise for the utility ofresolving
the land question in its bid to be re-elected.
Nor need there be any apology for giving
a

black

capitalist farm owners time and necessary
resources to improve their fanning skills, land

practices and productivity. The designation
from those wantonly
neglected, should be calibrated according to
specific support schedules which promote the
growth of productivity on black farms. Failure
by large and small black farmers to improve
productivity based on clear incentives should
lead al.so to the designation of their farms.
Because, the overriding objective of land policy
is to improve farm productivity and land u.se
where access to land has been improved. The
political thrust of this argument is that
“Affirmative Action” is necessary for black
farming to grow,while more equitable access to
land by small and large black farmers is essential
for the stabili.sation of a developing society which
is dependent upon and pre-occupied with access
to land for fanning, residence and survival.
It appears that the political problem facing
Zimbabwe with regard to land and similar
resource ownership imbalances, is the absence
of good faith on the part of the land owners in
negotiating and redressing the land question.
use

of black farms, apart

Landowners and other critics of land reform
Sapem October, 1993

need to understand that Zimbabwe's national

be

question cannot be resolved unless the majority
gain access and rights to land for housing, farming
and other enterprises. Presently land is essential
for the security of residence and livelihood of
many. That all Zimbabweans cannot be
commercial or peasant farmers is quite obvious.

farmers.

complemented by land offers from large
But the Government must

now act

boldly on a

land redistribution and industrial

variety of issues if it is to maintain a semblance
of credibility with regard to resolving the land
question. First, all ministries need to be vigorously
mobilised to lend their full committed weight
towards implementing a better resettlement
programme. Government must increase
budgetary allocations for production, social

also that commercial

services and infrastructure in resettlement areas,

What is unclear is where and how the rural and
urban landless

can

be accommodated without

growth, given
farming has increasingly

mechanised and shed 30% of its labour force in

in small scale commercial

Growing unemployment coupled with lack of

farming areas and
large black capitalist farmers, A central
agency, such as a land commission, must be

basic

established to coordinate the land reform

the last 15 years.

access

among

land for residence and

to

some

survival needs, let alone access to land for“serious

the compounded problems that
Zimbabwe as a whole, not just the ruling party
faces. Access to land must be creatively planned
to see Zimbabwe through the current economic
transition while expanding output and the
farming”,

are

incomes base in the rural

areas.

In the final

analysis, historic grievances over land
dispossession and the present inequity in land
holding, are real political .sentiments fuelled by
the

of

absence

alternative

economic

opportunities, given the slow indu.strialisation in
mo.st parts of the developing world. This slow
economic growth requires that land be u.sed in
the meantime by the numerous unemployed and
landless for their survival and contribution to

and self-employment. This is a
political problem which Government must face
with courage rather than with doubts emanating
from the pretentious “de-politicisation of land”
by politically motivated opponents to land
national outputs

redistribution.

The

Way Forward: The Policy
Framework

The land owners must thus expeditiously come

forward with

a

land

negotiation programme,

which provides concrete offers of different

forms

and sizes of their underutilised lands. This couid

provide

a

committees

upon which designation
select land with the least cost to

basis
can

large farmers. Short of that, the said committees
will have to pursue the designation exercise with
farmers as ordinary members, and hence less

credibility.
a forum for large
their offers of land for
resettlement. Such offers can include farm plot
holdings in the urban peripheries, and small

Government should create

farmers to present

programme.

Second, the Government should produce
transparent inventories of the different types

of

settlers (small, medium and

large scale) derived
from among communal areas, agriculture
graduates and potential urban based farm
investors, in order that access to land is seen to be
credible criteria and procedures.
organisations, agricultural colleges,
local councils, NGOs and other related farming
interest groups should be mobilised to contribute
to the inventories of potential land holders. These
interest groups together with the agricultural and

based

on

Farmers’

technical ministries, in consultation with settlers
and experts,

should develop credible plans
resources required to enable the
new land holders to farm efficiently. Furthermore,
indicating the

inventories of the residential land needs of the
homeless should be worked out

according to the
suitability of different locations such as cities,
towns, growth points, service centres and other
village sites. Plans and budgets to implement a
programme for access to residential land should
be produced and debated.
Third, and most critically, the Government
needs to commit finance to land reform, involve
local

expertise and various interest groups in a
can produce a credible plan for land
reform. Widespread consultation on the land
needs and tenure preferences of rural and urban
dwellers, and public debates on the land reform
plan will be essential, if the Government is to
retain the popular support that a land redistribution
policy enjoys. The land question needs re.solution
ba.sed on an infusion of new and broadly based
ideas, rather than conservative opposition to
forum which

land redistribution. □

commercial farms based on viable sub-divisions
of various sizes. Land tax, income tax and other

incentives should be used to encourage

farmers
to identify suitable lands for the next round of
land acquisition. Land designation would thus

Sam Moyo is

a

Research Fellow

at

the Institute of

Development Studies, University of Zimbabwe
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CURRENT FARM
DESIGNATIONS IN ZIMBABWE
C. M. Mukora

T

he

farm

designations in
things to
classes/categories of people

current

Zimbabwe
different

mean

different

within different sections of

society. Views
held are therefore necessarily polarised and
divergent and even conflicting because the
exercise has political, social and economic
implications which may seem mutually
conflicting. But it must be stated, from the out
set, that

this does

Zimbabwe

not

our

constrain

Farmers’

nor

Union

frustrate the

(ZFU) from

establishing and holding to

seemingly
controversial on
designation,
i.e. eventual acquisition and subsequent

infrastructure. This

into full utilisation. The Government has to

distribution pattern

designate if it has to acquire the land it wants

pre-independence land
has endured into the postindependence era and is dominating the current
patterns. The table below indicates the situation
most

graphically.

To redress this situation, the Government has

acquire land from the “haves” and redistribute
nots”. To acquire adequate and
suitable land, the Government has to designate
it to the “have

some

farms

discussing the land question in
Zimbabwe, one is talking of the two separate
sub-sectors of the Agricultural Industry -namely:
the commercial free

-

communal/resettlement

areas, or

hold land and the

put differently

the "haves” and the “have-nots”. This division
is

function of a historical

phenomenon rooted
making reference to this
historical accident and in holding the views that
ZFU has adopted, no apology is made, nor does
ZFU feel sorry for itself and its members.
a

in colonialism. In

on

the basis of

some

major underlying reasons for the
supporting the current
designation in Zimbabwe may be

summarised

as

Programme

the application of the Land
Acquisition Act of 1992, and the subsequent
designation of the properties so far designated.
The Union now anxiously awaits the redistribution of this land, and the resultant
settlement of fanners

large scale commercial fanners do need
only some 3,5 million hectares for their current
enterprises out of their present 11.2 million

this land.

The

proceed with the second phase to maintain
production levels.
Support programmes to resettlement farms
should be implemented in the same way as
large scale commercial farmers have been
supported in the past. This will forestall the
arguments that resettled fanners are unable to

By the late 1970s, the fonner (but now
communal) Tribal Trust Lands were carrying 3,5
times more than their optimal carrying capacity.
It is this pressure that the Government seeks to

•

bring the

under-utilised 7,7 million hectares

Present Land Distribution

to

submitted to government on how it should now

hectares.

relieve. The Government also seeks to

on

following suggestions have already been

by Sector and Natural Region
NATURAL REGION

Zimbabwe Farmers Union

farm

do so,

and supports

formulated

Studies undertaken have shown that the present

Current Land Distribution
The

The Resettiment

Full Land Utilisation

or

to

The Zimbabwe Fanners’ Union welcomes

criteria.

unutilised

instrument

-

±4 000

When

some

have.

to

a
the i.ssue of farm

redistribution.

redistributed. Without

experience has shown that cooperation and
support will be rather scarce from those who

SECTOR

I

IV

V

Total

follows:-

a) The present land distribution patterns in Zim-

LSCA

babwe.

b) Full land utilisation for the benefit of the

country’s economy in general, and for the
development of the agricultural sector in par-

State

ticular.
Because of colonialism,

agricultural land
distribution in Zimbabwe was sectorally and
racially motivated. The minority 6 000 white
farmers own approximately 50% of all
agricultural land, whose largest percentage is
located in the mo.st favourable agro-ecological
regions of the country which are well endowed
with the agricultural infrastructure and services
conducive to viable agricultural production, while
the majority 850 000 black fanners occupy only
42% of the total fami land, whose greatest

proportion is located in semi-arid and arid agroecological zones, farm from any meaningful

Small
Scale Comm

Communal

Resett

(000 ha)

200

3690

2410

2430

2490

11 200

(%)

1,8

32,8

21,5

21,7

22,2

100

(000 ha)

10

10

160

60

260

446

(%)

2

2

32

12

52

100

(000 ha)

10

240

530

500

100

1 380

(%)

0,7

17,4

38,4

36,2

7,3

100

(000 ha)

140

1270

2820

7340

4780

16 350

(%)

0,9

7,8

17,2

44,8

29,3

100

(000 ha)

30

590

1240

810

620

3 290

(%)

0.9

17.9

37.7

24.6

18.9

100

Source: MLARR and CSO
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match the commercial fanners’

production
Output and productivity can be susif resettlement is implemented on the

levels.

tained

basis of maximization of the available

•

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION FIGURES FOR COMMERCIAL
AND COMMUNAL AREAS

re-

sources-particularly the land and the people.
Implementing resettlement at a pace that is

G round nuts
50000

commensurate with the resources

both

in terms of the competent

required
people re-

quired and the capital required to

support

them. The resettlement programme must not
seek to maximize
on

on

productivity. We

it to future generaoptimally and prop-

owe

erly.
settlers who
must be

are to

be settled and the settlers

etiable them to succeed.

0
1983 1984 1985

afso get our tenure system

be

Communal

no

this observation.

schemes

who
have gone through formal agricultural education (College and Degree Graduates) and
those who have been trained in the field (e.g.
Master Farmers). But they must get all the
necessary resources to

I

I Commercial

1992

1993

)
Sunflower

50000

40000

30000

20000

10000

O-l
1983 1984 1985

succeed.
Communal

Conclusion
I
In conclusion the

1990 1991

Settlers for future

be drawn from persons

can

1986 1987 1988 1989

We

right. There
justification behind transferring
land currently held under individual title by
one group of farmers to another under a
completely different type of tenure. We must
aim at .settling the best of our African farmers.
The best of our African farmers can surely
produce at the same levels as present commereial fanners. Figures from the Smallholder
sector of marketed produce currently vindimust

P

paid to the quality of

supported with adequate training and

resources to

cate

20000

10000

Close attention must be

can

30000

numbers but maximize

tions to do this exercise

•

40000

following points

I Commercial

must be

observed:•

•

That

agricultural land must be utilized for
agriculture by agriculturalists, and not for
anything else;
That among the smallholder farmers, there
are people who have both the will and the
capacity to perform as good as any commer-

i\laizc
1200000

cial farmer when the necessary resources and

inputs
•

are

available;

900000

That ZFU does not believe in

philosophizing

on

politicking or
the question of agriciil-

600000

tural land: and
•

1

■

That ZFU

fully supports the land acquisition
legislation and hopes that its application and
implementation will be satisfactorily andeffectively executed. □

300000

i

i

0

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

I
1992 1993

Communal
Dr C. M. Mukora is the Director of the Zimbabwe

I

I Commercial

Farmers Union
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REGIONAL COOPERATION
SERIES
SAFES BOOKS

THE MINING SECTOR IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Edited
The

I

hy Paul Join dan

Southern Africa is well endowed with mineral wealth which is not

Mining Sector

being exploited to the full. Less emphasis has been placed on

mechanisation and high technology due to political reasons and the abundance of cheap labour, not to mention the protection ofmining
companies by the national governments.
The issues discussed in this book include, inter alia, the following: mineral financing; the SADCC iron and steel industry; mineral

I in Southern Africa
I tssa™
__

legislation; and possible scenarios for post-apartheid regional strategies in the mining sector.
that if mining is to remain the engine for economic growth and development in the region.
SADCC should address the following issues, among other things: ensuring the smooth operation of mines; professional product
marketing; removal of trade barriers; introduction/improvement of appropriate mining technology and the revision of colonial mining legislation to suit
present circumstances. Furthemiore. SADCC's modus operandi should move away from nationalistic inclinations that emphasise the need for self-reliance
at the expense of comparative advantage.
beneficiation, ownership and

r*- *

The contributors in this book argue

FOOD POLICY AND AGRICULTURE IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Edited

by Richard Mkandawire and Khahele Matlosa
in Southern Africa cannot be adequately explained without focusing on the specific
Agriculbne
characteristics of the subregion's political economy. Its integration into the world economy has contributed to the strengthening of
in Southern Africa
i
the vertical unequal exchange of agricultural commodities between the subregion and the rich nations of the world.
i
The issues discussed in this book include, inter alia, the following: institutional and policy constraints to sustainable agriculture;
customary land tenure arrangements; macro and microeconomic policies and their effect on peasant agricultural productivity; the role
played by women in agriculture in general and food production in particular; the impact of the post-colonial state on agricultural
development; and the role of training as an essential resource input into the process of technological change and agricultural growth.
It is hoped that the expositions of the contributors in this collective will succeed in calling attention to all intellectuals, analysts and policy makers, to play
their respective role as providers of alternative interventions that can lead to the eradication of pervasive food insecurity and the achievement of equitable
and su.stainable development.
Food

The issue of the current food and agricultural crisis

P(4k7

aiul

THE TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS SECTOR IN

SOUTHERN AFRICA

The
and Coonnunicatiom

i-

Sector in Southern Attca

,

t

r--

>•

xt

Edited hx Suidiso Ni^weiixa

Transport and Communications is a key sector in the overall strategy of attaining regional integration and economic cooperation
among SADCC countries. Projects in this sector should therefore aim at reducing economic dependence of the member states and
the enhancement of genuine and equitable regional integration.
The issues discussed in this book include, inter alia, the following: an assessment of the donor preferences in the funding of regional
projects; the role of SATCC; a discussion of the major SADCC interstate rail lines, air and road transport and port facilities; regional
operational coordination and the efficacy of training and manpower development programmes.
Paradoxically, although one of the professed objectives of SADCC is to reduce dependency on its cooperating partners, after 13 years of cooperation,
the organisation still depends on them for technical and project financing. In addition, whilst SADCC has been able to divert some transit traffic from South
African ports, some member states are still dependent, to a large extent, on South Africa as a focus of transport and communications.

”5r”r
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SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE 1980s: Problems and Prospects

5]
SootbemAfiicAmtlie iSSOK
ftobtai» aad

of

Regional Cooperation
Edited

by Ihho Mandaza
imponant phase in the history of Southern Africa, particularly with regard to such ventures as the SADCC.
I This book therefore constitutes an important benchmark in the study of a sub-region that has pre-occupied the minds of intellectuals,
i analysts and policy makers in the region and beyond. The papers collected in this volume were presented at the Gaborone Conference,
3-6 October 1989. on SADCC: Problems and Prospects of Regional Political and Economic Cooperation.
Most of the contributions in this collection are a critique of SADCC and discuss, inter alia, the following: Debt and Structural
Adjustment, the Mining Industry, Transport and Communications, Technology. Industry and Environment, the Role of Non-Governmental Organisations.
Trade and Finance and the issue of Sanctions Again.st South Africa.
It is clear that the attainment of regional cooperation that will challenge the dependency of the South on the North will be an uphill struggle because the
latter is unlikely to look kindly to attempts by the former at economic cooperation and regional integration.

R
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The 1980s represent an

AVAILABLE FROM SAFES BOOKS
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SEE NEWSLETTER FOR ORDER FORM

BASIC DOCUMENT

MUGABE THREATENS DEFIANT WHITES
White Rhodesians who will have

This is

an

no social
ad-mixture with Zimbabwean non-Whites.

extract from President Robert

Because of their attitudes, we in Zimbabwe

Mugabe’s address to the ZANU-PF Central
Committee meeting held on Friday,

a

sad tale of two cities, the non-racial one

we

September 17,1993.

espouse and the racial one they

espouse. Observe the situation in
commercial farming sector and you
The issue of land has become

a matter

the
will
see these settler racists running exclusive
clubs, playing exclusive games, striving

of

great dispute between ZANU-PF and
Government, on the one hand, and the

all the time to maintain their own exclusive

colonial settler farmers on the other. What

schools and other amenities.

They will
deliberately increase their club, school

is

really at stake and is being disputed by
the settler farmers who are taking the
matter to court,

and clinic fees in order to debar Blacks.

is not the issue of

They will refer to “your Government" as
they denounce and disparage us. They

compensation, but the very right of
Zimbabwe’s Government to acquire land
from them and re-allocate

will treat the Black servants

it to the

impoverished landless communal people.
They argue that the land belongs to them
and is, therefore, beyond the Land
Acquisition Act, for it is in fact this Act they
are challenging, not so much from the
point of view of the mode of its
implementation as from that of its constitutionality. They hope that
through court action, they can freeze our land resettlement
programme, if not completely kill it.
But who are these people who today have suddenly grown
awake to the principles of legality and constitutionality? They are
either direct descendents

or

inheritors

or successors

of the land

and power grabbers of
land in question is land

1890 and the subsequent periods. The
they hold by virtue of conquest, and not
by way of either purchase of cession from our ancestors.
It is land they have, on that reckoning, held illegally all along and
not under any title from our ancestor. If it is argued that the fact of
conquest and defeat can transfer title, and actually did transfer
such title, in 1893 and 1897 and thereafter, then it can similarly be
argued that the fact of their defeat by us in 1980 has the equivalent
effect of re-transferring the land title to the Blacks. Perhaps this
is how we should have argued our case and acted. We have been
far too decent. If White settlers just took the land from us without
paying for it, we can, in a similar way, just take it from them without
paying for it, or entertaining any ideas of legality and
constitutionality. Perhaps our weakness has been the fact that we
have tried to act morally and legally, when they acted immorally
and

illegally.

We have tried to be

gentlemen and women guided by legal
principles, when they defied these principles and acted as inhuman
plunderers, guided by nothing more than the law of the jungle.
We, in a decent manner, established a new social and legal order
in 1980 as we became independent and freed our people from
their illegal and oppressive UDI order under which they coldbloodedly killed thousands of our people in a bid to entrench
themselves in power. We pronounced that, in spite of their
previous barbarous policies, we would maintain a democratic and
non-racial society. That in fact is the situation at present, and yet
they have in practice rejected it, maintaining their racial bigotry as
Sapem October. 1993

on

their farms

than

they treat their dogs. These
Rhodesians, creatures of the past,
certainly do not beiong to our Zimbabwe,
and the sooner they went to their Rhodesia,

worse

wherever it is, the better it will be for us

Zimbabweans who want

a society of
equality and non-racial harmony.
It is clear that the settler farmer's mentality cannot change
because of his ingrained racial attitudes. Like the ostrich, he
prefers to bury his head in the sand and ignore completely the
changed circumstances around him. I have, I must admit, met
some exceptions and admire their courage and sense of
adjustment, but these exceptions are often victims of ostracism
and become rejects among the racist settler farmers.
For 13 years, we have tried to make these people see that the
old order has given way to a new non-racial order, where the
demands of morality, equity and social justice have become more
impelling. We have appealed to them to understand and appreciate
the need for radical land redistribution so that the land-hungry
peasants can be resettled. But their insatiable land-acquisitive
instinct will not brook any measure, however equitable it is, that
will affect what they believe to be their sacred right of ownership.

And, of

course, some

of them still dream of the restoration of

in a redeemed or resurrected Rhodesia under a Black
stooge government. Look at their sponsorship of The Forum.
I want to assure you that my Government shall remain firm and
unyielding on the issue of land. For any group of affected land
owners to have to resort to courts to challenge our sovereign right
to rule and determine our national policies, including the present
land policy, is for them to indulge in an exercise in futility. We can
never ever surrender the people's sovereign right to a greedy
bunch of racist usurpers. To us, the interests of the majority are
and shall always remain paramount!
The resettlement programme, as planned, must, therefore,
never be allowed to fail nor must it be hampered by any extraneous
factors or considerations. The communal people, who are far too
land-hungry to remain in their present state, should never be
denied the land they stand in need of by the antics of a group of
selfish settlers. The land is the people’s heritage!
power
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ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

THE WORLD BANK AND
POVERTY REDUCTION
The World Bank Annual

Report, 1993, World Bank, Washington D.C.

Reviewed by Guy C. Z. Mhone

A

such

as

MIDST the usual administrative,
financial and

programming detail
usually expected of an Annual Report
this,

are some

welcome hints that the

World Bank is

beginning to cloak a humane
facial mask and beginning to relax its dogmatism
on the market strategy just a little. The Annual
Report begins by declaring its commitment to a
"poverty reduction strategy" an idea which was
first mooted in the World Bank Development
Report of 1990 as the centre- piece of its future
programming activities. This.strategy entails the
following:
lo promote a pattern of ;^rowth that
enables the poor to participate through
their labour and to support investment in

-

the poor

through expanded

access to

health, education, and other social
.services.

Ip.l I]

This is to be

pursued together with those
adjustment and
growth policies, environmental protection and
improvement.
The World Bank's emphasis that povertyreduction would be the overriding integrating
relief

come as

Sub-Sahara African countries,
the majority of whose population countinues to
wallow in poverty, in spite of the structural
adjustment programmes being pursued But as
a

to

many

.

w

ill be indicated below. this focus should also be

scene

added, the

policy thrust of the International Development
Agency (IDA), the concessionary lender of
importance to the beleaguered economies of the
Third World especially those in Sub-Sahara

stagflationary effects of stabilization
programtnes as the major factors underpinning
the depressed economic scene.
The poverty reduction strategy is discussed in
Section 3

as a

two-pronged strategy

as

follows:

The

first element is to promote broadgrowth that makes
efficient u.se of the poor's most abundant
based economic

asset,

in Section 2. Tt is noted that the recession

in the

major industrial countries has continued to
constrain growth prospects in the least developed
countries. Thus, while overall, the debt burden
appears to be lessening, for the most indebted
countries this burden has continued to worsen
such that

Africa.

The Bank underscores its desire to promote

participatory approaches to programming poverty
interventions.
Governments and

project agencies are
being encouraged to place greater
emphasis on participation, on involving
non governmental organizations, and on
carrying out beneficiary assessments.
These initiatives are particularly
important because they give the poor a
voice in poverty-focused operations.
[p.39d.I
also

reduction strategy also entails a
human resource development
as related to the improved delivery of primary
services such as education and health, particularly
forgirls and women, and "investments in human
capital and transfers of scientific and
technological knowledge and practice" [p.42|.

African countries, where overall economic

In addition, the Bank will continue its interest in

The poverty

welcome focus

on

discussion of the

that the IDA will

perfomiance criteria" are applied across
and countries to monitor:

regions

-application ofsound economic policies,
implementation of environmentally
responsible programmes, commitment to
poverty reduction
and aspects of
governance and public-expenditure
.

allocations

that

were

relevant

to

development ■[p.5'kj
The report

have been a
lapse in the 1980s with regard to concern for
poverty issues, but this had changed as reflected
in the increase in lending for human resource
development and programmes for targeted
intervations (PTIs) specifically to reach the poor.
The poverty reduction strategy is to be
undertaken
through country "poverty
assessments”, country economic sector work
(CESWs), and PTTs.

The report notes

a

continue to ensure that "transparent and consistent

labour. The second element involves

only about 50% of the scheduled debt
being undertaken. The situation has
been aggravated by the "dreary scene in
commodity trade, for which "non oil commodities
fell to a post World War II low" [p.25]
And as usual, the picture was nio.st grim for
the primary-commodity dependent Sub-Sahara
.service is
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Included in Section 3. is

ensuring u ide.spread access to basic .social
.senices to improve the well-being of the
poor and to enable them to participate
fully in the growth of the economy. The
strategy also emphasizes the need to
provide .safety nets to protect the most
vulnerable groups. [pd7]

for worry not so

much because of what
the strategy entails and includes but becauseof
what it implicitly leaves out.
The annual report reviews the global economic
a cause

environmental issues.

The Bank admits that there may

related to the usual economic

theme in World Bank assistance should

growth remained poor, with drought, civil strife,
low commodity prices, and. they should have

continues by noting that:

Four aspects

of governance have been
identified as critical to the development
process and to effective use of donor
resources-accountability, transparency,
the rule of law. and participation by
affected people in the design and
implementation of programmes and
projects Ip.59.]
From the

foregoing, it appears that the World
accepted the essence of UNICEF's
advocacy for "adjustment with a human face".
Further, the emphasis on human resource
development appears to signal a reversal of the
past uncompromising demand for cuts in
expenditures, usually as a consequence of the
Bank has now

conditionalities of its sister institution, the
International

Monetary Fund (IMF).
Problem Areas

The present thrust of the World Bank's strategy.

1993 Annual Report is
worrying and unsettling, for at least
two reasons. First, the poverty focus smacks of
a paternalism that is likely to be self defeating, in
spite of its good intentions. Second, the strategy
ignores, a possible complementary strategy that
needs to be at least explored as recognised by the
as

described in the

nonetheless

Bank itself in

a

brief comment

on

their research

on the East Asia experience.
In Africa at least, we should be wary

findings

of
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paternalistic welfarist interventions that leave
the larger economic issues unanswered. One
cannot help but get the feeling that what we are
being told is that we are incapable of initiating ,
let alone, sustaining more ambitious development
strategy initiatives designed to transform our
economies through industrialization and
diversification. The ‘appropriate’ strategies are
thus merely poverty alleviation ones. But then,
what do such
of the

strategies mean and imply in terms

resources

needed and the actual

transfomiations anticipated when poverty afflicts
60% to 70% of the

population. Is

a poverty

alleviation strategy a substitute for a development
strategy . or are

they the

same

thing? If not, then

where is and what is the needed

development

strategy?
In Section 5, the Annual Report comments on
findings of the research being undertaken by the
World Bank. With respect to

issues and

“macroeconomic

management" it makes the following

observation:

Among the study's findings were

ajfirniations ofthe importancefor growth
and investment of the government's role
in education and public infrastructure
and further confirmation of the adverse
effects of inflation, budget deficits, and
macroeconomic instability on growth and
investment. It also found surprisingly
strong evidence linking long term
increases in productivity to investments
the

in

narrow

category

of

machinery.[p.911
Role of Government
What

gathers from the foregoing is that a
proactive and facilitative role of government
needs to be coupled with a commitment to
stabilization measures, and that such a proactive
role could possibly go beyond mere human
resource development and provision of
infrastrature, but to fostering the development
and acquisition of physical capital, that is, means
of

one

production

as

embodied in machines and

technology. Indeed, the Bank’s own desire to
encourage governments to intervene on the supply
side through human resource development
requires facilitative interventions to ensure that
on the demand side, the absorptive capacity for
the ensuing human resources exists.
The major silence in the Annual Report still
remains that related to the optional role of
government, which as the Report notes “ has

long been
the Annual

a

S J POOLE

The

controversial topic". Nevertheless

Report observes

:

majority ofpeople in Sub-Saharan Africa continue to wallow in poverty, in spite of
adjustment programmes being pursued

structural

ofeight East Asian economies looks at the
effects of their economic policies and
actions. The studyfinds that growth rates
from I960 to 1990 were high and
su.stained. that the fruits of growth were
shared relatively equitably, and that the

influenced by the
government's close involvement with
subsectora! policymaking. What is also
dear from this research, however, is that
the prerequisites for success are .so
rigorous and the risks offailure so great
that policy makers .seeking to follow the
East Asian path should focus first on
achieving macrostability and promoting
the fundamentals, such as
human
re.source.s. [p.9l I
outcome

comprehensive evaluation ofthe success
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more

A

then cautions as follows:

degree of intervention with regard to

e.xport or industrial development could he

helpful, hut it should have lower priority
managed with considerable care.
[p.9ll

and he

Thus it appears

that the one major possible
structural adjustment
programmes, that of a planned approach to
development based on the market mechanism
requiring facilitative government interventions,
is precluded because it requires “considerable
alternative to present

as

such, cannot be entrusted to many

Third World governments,

especially those in

us

poverty alleviation strategies are
Now, is it that this

commensurate.

alternative strategy

is too complex or that the
problem with it is that it is more directly
challenging our inherited peripheral status in the
international division of labour while so-called
poverty

alleviation strategies actually reinforce

this role?

Indeed, ifthe World Bank were not the primary
custodian of the interests of the North and the

as implied by the existing international
division of labour, the research findings it alludes
status quo

to

should really

initiatives to
model

as an

provide the basis for serious new
experiment with the East Asian

alternative. This reluctance to do

.so

conspiratorial, and this 1993 Annual
Report vindicates this assertion . Unfortunately,
is almost

also
The report

care”, and
A

was

Africa. For

our

governments have demonstrated a

total

lack of

independent interest in this alternative
model perhaps awaiting a go ahead cue from the
Bretton Wood Institutions, which should really
not be expected, given their contradictory
interests. In any case, it may be noted by way of
concluding, that while the World Bank's human
face focusing on poverty reduction is welcome,
it is not enough to tackle the developmental task
at hand, and may. in the long run, merely
perpetuate underdevelopment with all its
accompany ing negative consequences for human
welfare. □

Dr Gi:y C. Z. Mhone is the Head of the Economic

Policy Division at SAFES Trust
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Why Men Violate
Patricia McFadden
WAS

reading an article on rape in wartime
history of the universal soldier!T/nVr/
World Resurgence, No. 35, 1993) and it
brought back vivid recollections of the numerous
exchanges, verbal as well as physically implied,
about the terror that stalks every female - young
and old and now increasingly, other men. The
war in
Bosnia-Herzegovina has ironically called
to international attention an
experience that
women and female children have been
living

I

the

-

-

taxi-driver, who very arrogantly stated that “No
be

raped by a man unless she wants
it”. Unfortunately, his opinion is shared by
millions of men around the world, not only
because the gendered construction of maleness
and male sexuality in particular, is run-through
with misogynist elements that rear their ugly
head every so often (battering, sexual abuse of
woman can

children, assault of

importantly, because

women,

rape

-

etc), but

more

the violation of the

with for centuries. RAPE-the ultimate violation

female

of

unproblematic, in political, cultural and military

a

woman’s human, sexual and

reproductive

rights.
Man and

underpin the exposure of rape in the
Yugoslav conflict, the following really says it all
in a myriad of ways.
In December, 1991

federal army soldier

a

said,'/ only remember that! was the 20th,
that her hold

was a me.ss,

that she

taboo and therefore

will ever have him on

trial. Her internal horror cannot findfind

words in the .social

hierarchy of values".

Reading what the soldier had said, I was struck
by the open, unadulterated hatred of women that
came through so clearly and which
speaks to the
misogyny that informs the actions of so many
millions of men who have raped and will continue
to rape, unless we do something about it.
My position on rape is informed by a feminism
which premised on the love and concern for
women living in a
female-hating world. I am not
going to spend any time apologising or consoling
the reader about not hating men, or trying to
explain that not all men are rapists, because we
all know that it is men who rape as individuals as
well as members of a gendered community. We
also all know that the issue is not about those men
who do not rape, or have not yet raped, although
the latter are of concern to all women anywhere,
because if and when they do rape,

it will probably

be

a woman or

to

get into the futile debate about whether a

woman

can

female child. And I do not

be

want

raped unless she wants it

to

happen.
reminded of

which had

a recent

discussion

on

know of one

or several cases of rape.
They might
raped (in the case of women) or been
the rapist (in the case of men). Or simply know
or have heard about a
rape or several rapes. The

have been

are

several. Men either

calling it
embarrasing
(for ‘feminist’ men), or they laugh, and treat it as
a Joke.
A friend in Botswana recently recounted a
case where a child had been
raped in their
community, and having suceeded in convincing
the child’s mother to report the crime, policeman
at the station laughed when he was given the
information. He said something to the effect that
some people are
lucky because they get it for
free, while some of us have to pay. It did not
occur to him that he was
speaking to the mother
of a child whose entire future had been destroyed
by a vicious, calculating criminal, who probably
had assumed that it is his male right to violate any
female he can access, and of course girl children
sick, perverse, abnormal or even

nothing changes in the world. No

institution ofjustice

men

woman reading this article, and some
too who are honest about the issue, will

disassociate themselves from the act.

her in the end'. Four bullets in her stomach.

And

Every

‘normal’ reactions

was

disgusting and full of sperm, and / killed

rape

begun in the class-room and was
continued by some women in a taxi. When we
reached our destination, I leaned over to pay the
48

as

Reactions

Rape

texts that

am

is treated

terms.

Whilst I have my own opinions about the other

I

-

are

the most vulnerable of all females in

our

It is well-known that the

supposed guardians
only find the rape of women
entertaining, but have been known to actively
of the law, not

participate in this terrorisation of women. Even
enlightened men still treat the issue of rape as a
“women’s problem”, - as something that women
should campaign against and protect themselves.
They say “don’t wear certain types of clothing,
don’t walk around at night, don’t open your door
to strangers, bla. bla. bla” - all that sexist crap
we

know is the evasion of

political responsibility

a

social and

the part of men who
should know better. Rape in particular remains
hidden, and difficult to drag out of the margins of
on

political agenda. Even

within the feminist project,
it is still treated in welfarist
terms as a social

ill, rather than as the fundamental

political issue that it really is.
For many women, an experience with rape
becomes the proverbial skeleton in the cupboard.
Because the system -culturally, legally, socially
and sexually - blames the woman for the violation.
She internalises the violation and blames herself

for what

happened. Women who have been
raped retain a deept-seated fear of sex and of men
in particular. Their sexual relationships are
truncated and painful, especially emotionally,
and many carry the physical scars of sexual
violation throughout their lives. The forced
entry into a woman's sexual organs is, besides
being murdered, the most annihilating experience
any human being could ever experience. Men
whose sexuality has been violated through
sodomy will understand what I mean. The whole
objective is to destroy the spirit of that person,
and in the

case

of women, the internalisation of

the filthiness of such

an act
compounds the crisis
in motion. Rape lives with a woman
even the best form of therapy can
never entirely remove the stigma that a woman
bears, especially when rape occurs during
childhood. Rape is truely the most absolute
violation of women’s reproductive, sexual and
human rights.

that rape sets
forever, and

Types of Men Who Rape
There

certain myths about rapists and such
myths are mediated by, and perpetuated through
racial stereotypes in much of the literature dealing
with the subject. I was reading something on
rape and the spread of HIVwritten by a White
are

South African which made continuous reference
Black male behaviour in Soweto. There

to

reference

was

White

policemen and White
soldiers, who have intermittantly occupied the
Black townships since 1976, in the transmission
of STDs and HIV as they rape and plunder the
no

societies.

that

the

to

bodies of Black South African
a

women.

It is also

well-known fact that Black women continue

to

be

sexually harra.sed and raped within White
households by White ‘ba.s.ses’, but no mention
was made of this White male category. This is
obviously racist, and it speaks clearly to the
racist stereotype of the Poor, Black, Male being
‘a savage’ who now is the ‘vector’of HIV/AIDS.
It is vital that

we

of the Black male

debunk the racial stereotype
as the rapist, especially in

white dominated/white

majority cultures of the
Sapem October, 1993
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Consequently, many women continue
raped in marriage by men who did not want

North, (and in the US this myth has been debunked

to marry.

by the prevalence of white rapists anyway). We
must not, and cannot forget that Black men do
rape, and in Africa, they are the rapi.sts. in spite
of white colonial power and in spite of the fact
that white males have been raping Black women

to

be

to

be married with them anyway.

ever

since the advent of colonisation. And over

the past 30 years in this region, war has provided
Black men with a suitable context to rape and
violate

women

and children without any

fear of

legal or political sanction. The context of war has
remained largely unproblematised.
Who then is the

be any

rapist? The rapist can literally

adult male (although young teenage males
increasing in this category), who

no

Marital rape is a very contentious issue, and
tend to argue that first of all. it is not possible

men

rape one’s

wife. But it happens all the time, for
and since it is assumed that rape

is
only perpetrated by strangers or men who are
sick, or drunk or both, women who experience
marital rape have great difficulty getting anyone,
least of all their partners, to accept that, when she
says or even indicates, that she does not want to

some women,

have

sex.

right to violate a woman or child
There are men and women who still deny
(usually a girl-child), as an expression of his i
that there are Africans who rape and
patriarchal sexual power. In Africa, the majority
of rapists are Black men. who are usually known
molest their children, because they
to the person who is being raped, and often, rape
themselves may have been molested,
occurs in the family situation.
and keeping that experience ‘forgotten’
Men rape women they work with, and this
is one way of dealing with it.
occurs across all classes. The setting is usually
chosen by the perpetrator, and very seldom do
Being your wife does not change the fact that
women “put themselves” in asituation of danger.
when a woman does not want sex. you as a man,
Having to walk home late on a Friday evening
must not plead, touch, or insist on your 'conjugal
because your employers were having guests and
right ■. For anything to be a right, it must be based
you had no choice in the matter, is not putting
on mutual respect and the recognition of the
oneself in danger. It is simply a situation of
other person's right too. Rights do not exist in a
exploitation and irresponsibility on the part of
vacuum, especially sexual rights, and the con.sent
those who employ domestic workers and treat
of the other persons - regardless of their status in
them like “things”. Nevertheless, because a
the power relations that characterise especially
woman has to walk the long distance to her home
heterosexual relationships cannot be assumed.
at night can never be argued as a reason - in any
Marital rape is one of the most invisible and least
sense
for a man to jump and rape her. 1 do not
problematised fomis of gendered violence. If
care what the right-wingers argue about being in
most married men would care to listen, they will
the wrong place at the wrong time, whether it is
realise that they ’probably’ raped their wives
day or night, women have an inalienable right to
several times in the course of their marriage and
be where they want (or do not want) and no man
never thought of what they did as rape. To them,
has any right to rape or abuse them.
Women do not attack men because they are
only strangers rape and the process will involve
the woman’s clothes being ripped off. There
alone, disabled or disadvantaged. Recently, an
must be a knife, or some ugly-sounding threat.
unsighted male, who, with the active col laboration
of his abled male friend, raped a disabled woman
But, regardless of the assumptions husbands
and he barely served a sentence. The sentencing
make, marital rape continues to be a reality.
of rapists cannot be treated as the total solution to
Rape is about power. It is about asserting male
the problem, because clearly men have continued
sexual power through the violation of another’s
to rape inspite of minimal increases in rapesexual rights, usually through the entry of that
related sentencing. In many African legal systems,
person's body. 1 say usually, because in some
rape is still considered a marginal crime, to be
cases other objects, besides the male organs are
horrified about when it is really vicious. This
used to violate women and children sexually. In
attitude of benign neglect on the part of lawKenya.ther was case of a young woman who was
enforcement officers is one of the clearest
arrested by three policemen during a raid on a
expressions of patriarchal bias in the legal systems
shebeen. She was gang-raped by the policemen
of the region and the continent.
throughout the night. Later they stuffed a broken
Women are also raped by men who are courting
beer bottle up her vagina and left her to bleed to
them
boy-friends, men-friends, prospective
death. That was a clear expression of male power
lovers and husbands. Most women will admit

considers it his

-

-

-

they have been threatened with rape and
many have been raped by former boy-friends
and by the men they now call husbands. Often, a
rape ends in pregnancy, and the couple are forced
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it must be realised that in
is not ready for sexual
penetration, and or is resisting, the probability of
skin and membrane breakage in and around the
vagina is very high. However, becau.se even
those organisations that are dealing with rape

cases

where

a woman

and domestic violence still consider th issue of

marital rape "tooclose forcomfort". they continue
to skirt the issue in their research and campaign
activities.

However, in light of the

.statistics recently
by the World Health Organisation on
the extremely high prevalence of HIV/AIDS
among married women (70%). who are infected
by their husbands, we can safely argue that not
only are women raped because the man considers
sex his conjugal and 'traditional' right as a
husband. Women who resist sex in marriage
because they suspect promiscuity or know that
their partner sleeps around, and or is infected
with the HIV and other STDs, may be among the
70%+ who are raped as a result.
released

have been

that

studies have established a direct link between

HIV infection and rape,

Marital Rape

to

marital rape to the fore is the high prevalence of
HIV infection among married women. Although

over a woman

who could not defend herself in

any way. and the physical mutilation
after a violent rape is not unusual.

One of the issues that has

of women

ironically brought

Child

Molesting

ever-rising spectre of child rape,
by fathers, uncles, older male siblings, cousins
and other male members of the extended family
within the domestic sphere. A recent report in
Horizon (September. 199.3), describes the results
of a study done in Matabeleland Province in
Zimbabwe, where the numbers of children raped
There is

an

of age are rising with alarming
rapidity, and most if not all the cases reported
were of childrenwho had been raped by relatives
and or fathers. The rape of children, especially
girl-children (only one boy out of 57 children
reported had been raped), has always been a
feature of human society, underdifferent regimes,
yet it has until now, in Africa, been dismis.sed as
‘a European disease’.
under 11 years

Even

as

1 write, i

am sure

that there

are men

who still

deny that there are Africans
molest their children, because they
themselves may have been molested, and keeping
that experience 'forgotten’ is one way of dealing
with it, or, they are so conservative and
uninformed, that they fear an admission of the
facts, even when those facts are glaring at them.
The assumed ’unAfricaness’ of rape within
families is one of the reasons why the rape of
children (and women in marriage) has remained
a silent and largely invisible problem.
Being a child can be very disempowering in
our societies, especially when one’s parents are
traditional (meaning authoritarian, disciplinarian
and use fear and the threat of punishment to

and

women

who rape and

control children
are

-

characteristics which 1 think

quite generali,sed in most African families).
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One child in the Matabeleland

study said;

One can he so afraid ofthe conset/nences
(of reportiiii; rape). Like some people,
your parents can ask "Bat where were
yon yesterday? Yon were .supposed to he
home" Yon really weif>ht the situation
and yon end np keepint; quiet when it's not
your fault...when yon know yon were
forced".

Blaming the victim - whether she/he is a child
tends to underpin the male defence
for having raped. The report makes a very
important observation which serves as a clear
progression from previous responses to rape,
especially the rape of children, that
or a woman

These findinsts dispel the belief that a
rapist is a psychologically distnrhed male
who is basically different from other
members ofthe society. Instead it appears
that rape is committed by all kinds of men
in all kinds of situations.
Most

i
o

I

I
Men have

always been responsible for

wars

importantly regarding the above

statement, is that this is not a 'claim ‘ that feminists

making (even though feminist activists and
scholars have been saying this for decades), but
it is something that has been substantiated by
researchers who are generally considered ‘safe
and objective'.
are

Universal Character of Soldiers
Then of

course

there is the soldier

universal character who
manhood has

-

that

important, or at least they come second to
everything that makes a soldier who he really is.
The moulding of the soldier is based on a
misogynism which emanates from most of our
not

cultures

-

that

women are

wives and lovers,-to be

there for

men

as

-

possessed and devoured

w'henever the urge arises. This definition of
womanhood, which is juxtaposed with women

being the custodians and guardians of nations
morality and cultural worth, comes into clear
play during times of war.
It is an established fact that men have always
been responsible for wars - regardless of their
as

speaks

come to mean

in

so

well to what

our

societies

-

violent, arrogant, above any law. haterof women,
and

rapist. 1 know that some readers will argue
am being provocative beyond the
pale, and
that my claim to the above is unsubstantiated.

that I

feeble claims that
make

the world

during such times, women
become part of the enemy for each side, but in a
different way from men as enemies. With men.
they are shot when captured or encountered, but
women are raped, violated, assaulted and
desecrated as sexual and as human beings. The
atrocities committed against women in situations

have

of

But that is

only according to the myths about the
military that they prefer to perpetuate. Of course
soldiers fight on behalf of their countries (most
of the time, except when they are soldiers of
fortune, and

we

know who has most of those in

today). And no doubt most civilians
bought the propaganda that most soldiers
are noble human
beings who give their lives for
the safety of us all. and they are correct, but only
in

a

relative

sense.

Becau.se the soldier is also

a

schizophrenic character, projected as caring
and altruistic on one hand, but daring and hard on
the other; courageous and loyal on one hand,
yet
violent and capable of vicious multiple rape on
very

the other,

as expressed in the sentiments of the
quoted in the first part of this article.
And it is this ugliness, which is also very
gendered, and in Southerti Africa, remains very
racist, that 1 want to demystify a little. The
ideology that informs the general behaviour of
soldiers towards women universally, but
especially during times of war. is that women are

soldier

50

war are

horrendous, and the mind

think of what

men

do to

women

boggles

who do not

present the remotest of threats to them,
war

to

even

even

in

a

situation.

But it is not simply that a woman might betray
endanger the life of a soldier, because anyway
most women do not
carry arms nor do they know
or

how to

use arms

either side

of

war.

Instead,

women

from

provide the opportunity to committing

the most outrageous

desecration of

a

orders from

faced with

human

numerous

that has

to

killing-fields, and second,

women

victimi.sed. The soldier who is

one

can

be

of the many

thousands
men

following a cause that more powerful
have defined for him; the soldier who

probably has

no

other identity outside of his

other men before him, anyway, a thing

no

power, no human rights, no voice,
w ill take the trouble of
bringing all

justice.
War is

and

a

men's game,

women come

otherthe

they have fun with guns

with the fun. Men

give each

prerogative of fighting their wars-with

guns and words-on women's bodies. I remember

observing
political

a

vicious fight between

power

two men for

and influence within

international NGO. and the allegation
them had had a sexual affair with

a

an

that one of

senior woman

staff member in the

organisation, becatiie the
arena on which they traded insults and abuses at
each other. Her body was the field on which they
wrestled and the stabbing and stomping that they
both engaged in - with great relish it seemedleft herbody bruised and bloodied in theend. Her
reputation as a professional was dragged through
the mud because her sexuality provided a
convenient theatre of warfortwo.selfish, arrogant,

with

full bloom in the

He

those hundreds of thousands of .soldiers who
have raped and killed women over the centuries

uncaring

comes

woman.

because who

informs

cultures

unarmed, defenceless

be in

being because first of all, the misogyny that
our

superiors, becomes powerful when

an

charge, do what he pleases, even kill,
and later admit to having murdered - but hey. it
is only a woman, a thing that had been raped by

can

Men

women cause some w ars.

and

wars,

military garb; the soldier who might not ever
have any other identity besides that of taking

wars

men.

One

between

can

or

draw similar parallels

within countries. Women

raped as an act of vengence against the
but also as the ultimate defilement of the
men of each
respective nation.
That is why virtually not a word has been said
about the rape and sexual abuse of women during
are

enemy,
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region, otherwise

we

the continuation of

everything

we

a

would be participating in
practice that goes against

claim to be.

Gays, Lesbians and Prisons
Finally, I would like to make reference to a
phenomenon of sexual violation which has
remained

marginal

evn

in the wider discourse

about rape as the exercise of sexual power,
because of tbe location of this form of violation
in

only after I saw a film about
'raped' by other women in
prison that 1 realised that the concept of rape is
much more complex than it appears to be.
However. 1 want to make it very clear that
rape, as experienced by women when men are

-

prisons. It

a woman

who

was

was

the violators, is, for me, the most

fundamental

violation of sexual

BIDDY PARTRIDGE

Can

a woman

rights and human rights. And
there is a very important distinction between the
violation of women's rights by other women in
lesbian relationships, or in prison situations, and
the violation of men's sexual rights by other men
in gay relationships and in the pri.son context, on
the one. compared to the rape of women by men.
What provides the essential difference between
rape and the violation of sexual rights is the
gendered power that men wield over women
within

'rape' another woman?

our

societies. The fact that

men

realise

a

misogynist power of women in the act of raping
liberation

wars

and the violation and terror and

liberation and

independence, 1 always wonder

and sexual assault is

an

extension of the wider

destruction of women's lives in the wars in

silently how many women they raped and

hegemonised position that

Mozambique and in Angola. Because establising
male power is more important than ensuring that
women's human and sexual rights are preserved
and safe-guarded. I have listened to news reports,

becoming such great
heroes". It might sound cynical, but as far as 1 am
concerned, all the glamour and hand-clapping
that accompanies the legitimation of the military
in all our societies is meant to provide a cover probably quite deliberately - of the horrors and

arenas

read numerous accounts about the war in Southern

Africa, in Somalia, and elsewhere, and it is only
now, with the war in Eastern Europe, that the
issue of rape of women in the war zones is

murdered

the way to

on

in other

Conclusion
We live in

a

men's world, where

men

control

and wield power

Think about the statement" All is fair in love

in the economy, in politics, in
the religious and cultural as well as in the sexual
spheres. Sex is a means of control over women,
whether we like to admit it or not, and changing
tho.se sexual relations is as political an act as
calling for the wider democratisation of all the

war”, and you will realise how insiduously

other social structures and relations in the society.

filth that

men

commit in so-called

war zones.

War and Violation

becoming visible. Yet the international media
has covered the Angolan and Mozambican wars

men occupy

of social existence.

for decades, but where are the women's voices

and

about what

happens to those who are not armed.
Nothing, just silence.
They are just peasant women, seen fleetingly
on the infrequent newscasts about the devastation
of their countries by men from their countries.
They have no news value because they are Black,

the violation of the unarmed is Justified.

Therefore, the term rape cannot be

fair about

situation where a man

alone the countless women who have died, or

consent,

poor peasants

and they are women. And that is
why Black men in these countries, and even in
the receiving countries continue to rape and

continue to live with the memory

women who are already
severely traumatised by the loss of their homes,
the murder of their spouses and often children,
and the very crisis that male-created wars wreck
on our social existence as human beings. And the
ultimate violation is the rape and the eventual
murder of women who have absolutely nothing
to do with what is happening.
So whenever 1 watch soldiers on parade, see
them represented in huge statues in our public

Vietnamese

reject and campaign
against the violation of anyone's sexual rights,
expecially when these involve the physical
violation of another human being by same sex,

assault and violate

squares,

immortalised in his-story about
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What is
the gang-rape and ultimate murder of

hundreds of thousands of

women

and often

children. What is fair about the sexual and
emotional

degradation of one human being, let

of such
violation, and there is no legal recourse, because
it happened 'during war'. The Cambodian and
women

have demanded some kind

reparation from the Japanese violators who
kept thousands of women in stable to '.service the
great hope of Japan'. And 1 celebrate even the

of

mention of such demands, because
the voices of

women

centuries. When

hear

who have been silent for

are we

both white and Black

one can

-

going to bring the men who violated and abused

during the past thirty years of liberation wars
and civil war in this region to justice? This must
become an issue on the post-war agenda for the

man, or a woman

applied to

a

sexually penetrates another
forcibly has sex with another

woman. In my opinion, such situations speak to
the violation of the others' sexuality and right to

but it is not tantamount to rape.

Therefore, while

we must

we must

maintain the distinction between rape
The one is premised on

and sexual violation.

male hegemonic powerover women (andchildren

in many

instances) and the other is amanifestation

of a sexual
as

inequity that must also be challenged

part ofthe democratisation of relations between

human

beings. □

us

Dr Patricia McFadden is the Head of the Gender

Division

at

SAFES Trust.
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REFLECTIONS ON ACADEMIC FREEDOM
Stan I. G. Mldenge
CADEMIC freedom is

a concept that,
understandably, was developed by
university academics in the last hundred
years or so in order to protect their work of
research and the dissemination of their findings.
In the Middle Ages, there was very little, if any,
academic freedom. A brief survey of practices in

A

DR STAN I. GORERAZVO MUDENGE:
A Profile
Higher Education
Secretary to the Ministry of Political Affairs
Permanent Representative to the United Nations (1985)
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (1980)

Senior

—

older countries and universities will suffice to

—

lay the background to this
an

Hon. Minister of

—

es.say. Edward Shils,
eminent American scholar informs us that:

—

Born in

In the German Univer.silie.t

the
outbreak of World War I. .weialists and
./cm .? rarely became professors in most
faculties. In British Univer.dties up to
/(SY)5, it was prohibited for anyone to
become a fellow of a college at O.xford
and Cambridge unless he subscribed to
the 39 Articles of the Church ofEngland:
—

up to

dissenters. Roman Catholics, and .lews
were

African-Americans for appointment. In
all these countries it was difficult, if not
impossible, for a women to gain an
academic

appointment.'

until the
195()s that women were al lowed to graduate with
Cambridge degrees! Thus, throughout history
up to very recent times, neither state nor church

Cambridge University, it

was not

universities them.selves subscribed to the

of academic freedom as we understand
today. Race, gender, religion and political

concept
it

beliefs

were

used

as

because universities

disablements. This

was

part and parcel of their
socio-political environment, whether that
were

environment be the State,

or

the church,

universities often reflected the views of their
societies. The I niversities continue to reflect

their socio-historical

background.

In the United States of America, the
Carta

on

Magna

Academic Freedom is the landmark

1940 Statement of Principles on Academic
Freedom and Tenure and the subsequent

"interpretive comments" adopted by the
American As.sociation of University Professors
(AAUP) and since endorsed by over 13.^ learned
societies in the USA. I want to quote the section
of that seminal document dealing with academic
freedom in toto.
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Teachers

are

performance of their other academic
duties: hut research for pecuniary return
should he based upon an understanding
with the authorities of the institution.
(b) Teachers are entitled to freedom in the
classroom in discussing their .subject, hut
they should be careful not to introduce
into their teaching controversial matter
which has no relation to their .subject.
Limitations of academicfreedom because
ofreligious or other aims ofthe institution
should he clearly .stated in writing at the
time of the appointment.
(cl
College and university teachers are
citizens, members ofa learnedprofession.
and officers of an educational institution.
When they speak or write as citizens, they
should be free from institutional
cen.sor.shlp or discipline, hut their .special
position in the community imposes special
obligations. A.? scholars and educational
officers, they should remember that the
public may judge their profe.s.sion and
their institution by their utterances. Hence
they should at all time, he accurate, should
e.xercise appropriate restraint, should
show respect for the opinions of others,
and should make every effort to indicate
that they are not speaking for the
institution.-'

Academic Freedom
(a I

He lectured at the Universities of Sierra

Leone, Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland

prior to Zimbabwe independence. He is also a founding director of the Institute of
Southern African Studies at the National University of Lesotho.
He is the author of A Political History of Munhumutapa: 1400-1902.

was

unwillingness to consider .lews and

nor

educated at Goromonzi

thereby e.xcluded. In American

Universities, until the I93()s, there

At

Masvingo, married with fourchildren, Dr. Mudenge
High School, the University of
Zimbabwe, where he was expelled for protesting against
UDI. He is a holder of a BA degree from the University of York and a PhD from the
University of London. He was detained at Gonakudzingwa.
was

entitled to full freedom

of the document deals with
again in 1990.
adopted the following interpretive

The second part

comment on

the 1940 statement.

Membership in the academic
community imposes on students,faculty
members, administrators, and trustees

obligation to respect the dignity of
to acknowledge their right to
e.xpress differing opinions, and tofoster
and defend intellectual honesty, freedom
of inquiry and instruction, and free
e.xpres.xion on and off the campus. The
e.xpression ofdissent and the attempt to
produce change, therefore, may not he
carried out in ways which injure
individuals or damage institutional
facilities or disrupt the cla.xses ofone's
teachers or colleagues. Speakers on
campus must not only be protectedfrom
violence, hut also be given an
opportunity to he heard. Those who
.seek to call attention to grievances must
not do so in ways that significantly
Impede the functions ofthe institution.'
an

others,

Let
view

me now turn

on

to the

of

University Teachers at the University of
sums up academic freedom as the
unfettered freedom of the university to decide

Zimbabwe

on:
w

ho shall teach

who shall be

taught
taught

In research and in the

"AcademicTenure". In 1970 and

what shall be

results,

the AAUP

how it shall be

subject

publication of the
to the adequate

African academics'

academic freedom. The Association

taught
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It is therefore

only right that

we

look at how

the State in Africa has addressed the above four

important because what
these freedoms encompass is closely associated
to the social environment in which they operate
and which they are expected to serve. The state's
wish is that there should be dialogue between the
university and the state, commerce, industry and
other interested professional bodies on all the
issues. This is most

four issues. Once the substance of these freedoms
has been established

interested
freedoms

by a broad consensus of the
parties, then the exercise of these
can be rightly left to universities.
What

May Be Taught?

On "what may be taught", Mwalimu Julius
Nyerere of Tanzania said:
This (Iocs not mean that all the planning of

teachiiift and research at the university
can he left to the sole discretion of the
academic staff. The community has too
much at stake to allow any one i;roup siu h
complete control. Ideas about what Is
needed, and

can

he done, should

come

"how to conduct it" to the

university, the private

in Zimbabwe,

represented by the National
Manpower Advisory Council, at its annual
congress at the Victoria Falls (1992). made very
loud and clear demands that university-trained
engineers "lacked an industrial culture, norms
sector

and behaviours based

on

business ethics,

good

universities have much

to

Who Shall Be
On "who shall be

recommend.

Taught?

taught", the universities and

the state have shared interests. In the United

by law, to admit all students who produce
certificates to prove they have successfully

particular course is likely to contribute to
our development: whether It Is one which
Is appropriate to a university institution
rather than .wine other (and po.s.sibly le.ss
expensive) educational body; and whether
this u.se of our re.sowres is justified in the
llftht of possible alternative uses In other
sectors of the economy. Such decisions
must
uecessari ly
be made by
representatives of the .society. But they
must be reached In the liaht of advice
ftiven by those (/ualified to tell what can he
ftai liedfrom a particular .study. And once
a course has been decided upon, the
academic staff must be allowed to decide

completed their secondary education. Thus these
state universities do not decide whom they shall
teach. In Germany, universities are required to
admit any student who is assigned to them by a
central admission office.

universities have

no

autonomy to

While it is

academically legitimate for a
study and teach about
the number of geese eggs produced yearly in
medieval Yorkshire or the incidence of syphilis
in 19th century London, the government of
Zimbabwe may feel that a study of the creeping
de.sertification of Matebeleland South Province

Masvingo Province or the Kariba Weed or
drought resistant crops, etc. would be more useful

or

to

the nation. When the state tries to intJuence the

university to do that kind of research, 1 do not
believe it is interfering with academic freedom.
The state does have legitimate interests in the
matter.

While

Taught?

Nyerere is prepared to leave the issue of

Sai’em October, 199.^

nor

the

say on where they shall teach
shall teach. From the tibove scenario, one can

argue

that academic freedom and university
in part, conditioned by historical

autonomy are.

and socio-cultural

practices of a country. In
Britain. America and those developing countries

following their tradition, appointing of lecturers
professors is seen as an important part of the
university autonomy and therefore is a
responsibility of the university authorities.

and

In Western countries, since the Second World

War. the freedom

to publish research findings in
strategic areas has been curtailed. Scientists and
academics researching in physical sciences had
to renounce their freedom of publication and
even free discussions wiih colleagues on their
conduct of research and theirresults in all military
and defence related matters. More recently, joint

researches

w

ith industrial firms have also led to

further curtailment of the freedom to

publish
findings. This is because the firms that
fund such research would like to patent the
finding for commercial purposes.
research

Financial

Patronage and Academic
Freedom

With

choose who

regard to the financial dependence of
the state, in mo.st of Africa, this is

universities

where the state has tended to allow the

c|uite important more so because our societies do
not yet provide enough private funds to support
university work. Because the government

a

free hand

to

decide

on

who shall

university
be taught, this

right has always been subject to the question of
"equity" being properly and adequately
addressed. The state has a responsibility of
"equalising access to social goods, one of which
is education.

“5

In Africa, w'here less than 2.*)% of students at

in the population
large, females outnumber the males, the great
“equaliser", i.e. the state has an obligation to
redress the position by direct involvement, if
necessary.

On "who shall teach”,

practices again vary. In
Gemiany forexample. university faculties submit
lists of acceptable candidates from which the
Ministry can select professors, but in many
instances, entire lists are rejected and new ones
have to be submitted. And in

Ministry

even

.some ca.ses.

the

has imposed professors from

outside the lists! In Sweden, school and university

curricula

given by parliament. Professorial
by parliament. Thus
universities cannot decide how many professional
chairs they are going to have. In France and Italy.
are

are

also created

on

disburses

public funds to state universities, it
rei|uires audited accounts and wants to
be sure that monies are spent for the purposes for
which they are voted. Government is concerned
that these public funds be efficiently managed
and effectively utilised so that it can get value for
its money. For these reasons, the government
wants to see greater transparency and
acconntahiliiy in the way university finances are
therefore

administered. But at times, universities fear that

Who Shall Teach?

chairs

How Shall It Be

the
the list.

person must accept

they shall teach. However, even in those countries

at

Zimbabwean scholar to

various

a

Hence German

universities are female although

conduct it.^

appointed

or lose his position on
Therefore, neither the academics

given post

or

entrepreneurial spirit” and urged
ith employers to
place the students on industrial attachment so
that they can acquire some of these attributes".
Clearly, industry is advising universities on how
certain disciplines can best be taught. Not long
ago. the University of Zimbabwe Law Faculty
had to change its Law Degree curriculum to
include industrial attachment because the legal
fraternity in this country demanded it. Evidently,
the state's wish to have the widest possible
consensus among the stake holders and those
who benefit from the manpower trained at

are sent to

by the nati('nal appointments boards.

In France the

"the universities to co-operate w

community at laiute. The deci.sions must
then be made on the basis of whether a

to

universities

universities have

States, forexample, state universities are required,

how

lists of successful candidates

attitudes and

the

both from the university staffandfrom

university academic appoiiiiments are done
centrally by a national board of academics. The

the State may use
w

financial patronage to interfere

ith academic freedom. This fear is not baseless,

but the most effective way to counter

it is by
financial
management. However, there is no doubt that
financial dependence on the State, church or
businessman is a possible threat to the autonomy
and academic' freedom of a university. This is so
because universities require revenues toconstruct
and maintain buildings, remunerate staff

effective, efficient and transparent

(academic's included), to establish and
libraries and laboratories and to

run

provide vai'ious
.“i.J
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services for staff and students. This condition of

genera lion and cross-fertilisation ofideas

financial

hetvreen the State and the

dependence can lead to the curtailment

of both academic freedom and

university

autonomy especially in situations of tension and
conflict.
Recent developments

do
in

in the western university
provide food for thought. Since the 1980s and
the 1990s, the western university has faced a

financial “crisis” in the wake of the

ideological

dominance of radical conservatism committed

reducing public expenditure, market principles
and privati.sation. The “crisis” in the western
university today is primarily a fiscal crisis,
concerned with funding sources and financial
management of the institution, i.e. there is a new
emphasis on its performance and accountability.
There is a great deal of debate on the
implications of the recent changes in the western
university. The opponents of the changes see this
government-inspired restructuring of universities
as an ideologically motivated move for
political
control of the universities. They argue that the
changes are not primarily aimed at making
university operations more efficient, but at
undermining the ”dramatic tradition” of the
western university as a “community of scholars”
to

or an

“autonomous” “humanist” institution able

independently look at and comment on changes
in society.

to

On the other hand, the proponents

changes
the

them

see

western

function in

of these

inevitable and necessary if
university is to have a role and
as

post-industrial western society with
managerial rationality. Some
advocates of the new changes have gone so far as
to urge for the complete
privatisation of all
university education, so that universities could
be run like any other business concern with
managers, workers and commodity for sale and
customers, etc. To writers of this persuasion, to
mention “humanist” and emancipatory impulses
of the Enlightment usually associated with the
university is to indulge in myth.s.
a

its demands for

When African countries call for greater

efficiency in the management of university
finances, they are not motivated by ideological
considerations, but necessity.
Whereas, the developments in the west, have
a potential of destroying the we,stem universities’
concepts of academic freedom and autonomy as
it has emerged over the centuries, the call for
financial restraint by African governments
contains

no

such threat.

The Role of the State
Zimbabwe’s

president and Chancellor of the
University of Zimbabwe, Robert Mugabe,
commenting on the role of the state noted that;

Accordingly, state involvement in charting
and regulating the role of the university is
necessary. We want to facilitate the
54

objectives in full view ofthe parameters of

University, with
the State setting out the broad outlines of
national policy and national goals, and
the university and other institutions of
training providing the necessary
manpower training and development as
well as undertaking diversified
programmes

the broad national ob jectives. Within these

the university should
goals and
e.\erci.se its energies. Accordingly, a
university, or any institution for that
matter, should create, define and pursue
objectives that are in consonance with the
broad national objectives as set out by a
legitimate and democratic government.^
set

of research.''

The President here underscores the State's

policy responsibilities for expanding
opportunities for university education to address
concerns for equity and national
integration. The
.state has an interest in
controlling costs and
fostering efficiency in the use of public funds by
the universities; it has responsibility in
coordinating policies in relation to all levels of
the educational system including the flow of
secondary students going on to universities; it
has an interest in the length and content of
programmes of study and requirements for
graduation to ensure equivalence of degrees,
diplomas and certificates awarded. The state has
an interest in who is
taught in order to address
gender equity issues and to determine the level
and distribution of student intakes to programmes
in anticipation of future labour market
requirements, or to correct existing imbalances.
Finally, the state has a vital role in supporting
research in order to generate new knowledge for
the common good, including knowledge with a
potential for commercialisation.
It is regrettable, that at times some of our
academics go on fal.se “jihads" or “crusades" in
a vain attempt to
prevent the state from exercising
its legitimate responsibilities of providing
regulations, supervision and guidance in relation
to higher education. When such conflicts occur,
the interests of universities

usually suffer.
by society to serve its
needs. It is proper that society and universities
should have clo.se and regular constructive
dialogue to define the purpose and role of
Universities

are

created

universities. This would
academic freedom, but
if universities

institutions in

are

to

not

be interference with

necessary

requirement

continue

as

a

relevant

society. In the words of President

Mugabe,

free

to set Its own

University Autonomy
Broadly speaking, university autonomy is
university as
a corporate body from interference
by the state or
by achurch, or by the power of any other corporate
body, private orpublic, or by any individual such
understood to be the freedom of the

ruler or a politician, a government official or
businessman. It is asserted to be the freedom of

as a
a

the members of the

university, acting in
representative capacity and not as individuals, to
make decisions about the affairs of their

university. Historically, however, no university
ever been wholly autonomous. Even the
right of a university to award degrees has been a
privilege conferred through a charter, an act of
parliament or a decree by the state or church.
Consequently, a degree received from a university
is a claim for public acknowledgement by the
employers and the public at large, that the degree
has been authorised by the highest authority in
the land. Since the privilege to award degrees is
granted by the state or church, the autonomy of
the university is to that extent comprised, because
whoever establishes can destroy, and whoever
givesaprivilegecan withdraw it. The implications
for university autonomy are quite clear.
A survey of practices in several older or
developed countries should suffice to indicate
the extent to which university autonomy and
academic freedom vary. In some western
countries, e.g. West Germany and the
Netherlands, the government promulgates the
statutes and by-laws of the universities. In others,
it delegates that power to university councils,
has

boards of

trustees or

regents, or courts of

appointed or elected under the state
given acts or charters to run the affairs of the
universities on behalf of the highest authority of
governors,

the land, the state. In either system,

higher education is

important a
left entirely to deans,
professors, lecturers and university
business

parameters,

remain

to

too

be

administrators to the e.vciusion ofthe State.
It is both

logical and imperative that
government as the chief architect of
national policy, including that on
education, he Involved in the affairs ofthe
university through participation in its
council, in order

university

autonomy and academic freedom can still
flourish.

University Governance
Coming now to the governance of the
universities in independent Africa and the
question of university autonomy, it has

now

become, with differences, the norm that the head
of state is the Chancellor of the
the Vice-Chancellor

or

University, that

President of the

that the

University, is, after various forms of

university defines and pursues its policy

consultations, appointed by the Chancellor and

to ensure
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direct government

To research into critical

nominees constitute various

majority proportions in university councils. In

and

short, governments do have an interest in who
administers the universities. It is interesting that

for overall development.

in the council of Africa

character of

the new nations, because
growth Into nationhood depends upon a
dear understanding’ofthe "critical mass"
that forms the basis of the nation.

responsible authority (Methodist Church) has
the power to nominate 2.^ ourof the 3()Uni versity
Council members. As long as govemment/the
church pays 90-1 (X) percent of the cost of running
the universities, it is inevitable that they will
continue to have an important say in the
appointment of persons who run the universities.
Universities would prefer to appoint their vicechancellors and to dominate the university
councils. I fear that we are some way before we
come to that. As far as governments see things,
the university staff are ultimately paid by the
state and hence it is hard to see how they can act
as the sponsors of the universities by appointing

However, in 1991. the Dares Salaam Aeaciemic
Staff

Assembly rejected the imposition of what
they saw as "notions of relevance, national ititerest
or developmental needs of the country" which
they saw as "aimed at constraining the activities
of institutions of higher learning". They rejected
the reductionist concept of universities as state
think-tanks and mere suppliers of high level
manpower to fill state posts which they argue is
contrary to the fundamental objectives of
academic institutions. According to these
academics, the university's mission is.

the Chief Administrator, i.e. the Vice-Chancellor.
The very
dominated

thought of a university council,
by staff and students, successfully
negotiating with the Government for 90 to l(K)
percent of the university budget is something to
some

ofscience
prerequisite

areas

are a

To research and dl.scover the national

University in Mutare. the

marvel and wonder at. At

technolofty which

scientific inquiry.the pursuit ofknowledge
the whole truth in the
Interest tf .social transformation, and
human emancipation. The responsibility
of the university is to act as a catalystfor
social transformation, to iintlate the
necessary struyttle. to agitate for
democracy and to do so by defendini’
academic freedom and autonomy tf

and the search for

future date,

perhaps, it might work, but today I have serious
doubts.

Academic Freedom and the Mission of
the University

Finally, the question of the mission Statement
university has sometimes been a cause for

of the

academic institutions. This is their historic

conflict. This is how Kwame Nkrumah. the first

missioti’"^

president of Ghana, perceived the role of the
African university:

Here

the “humanist", "democratic"

emancipatory impulse of the Age of
Enlightenment being vigorously asserted. The

tendency to u.se the
words "academic freedom" to a.s.sert the
claim that a univer.sity is more or less an
institution of learning haviny no respect
or allefiance to the community of the
country in which it e.xists. and which it
purports to serve. This assertion Is
unsound in principle and objectionable in
practice. The University has a clear duty
to the community which maintains it and
which has the riyht to express concern for
its pressing needs. True academic
freedom, the intellectual freedom of the
university.iseverywherej'ully compatible
with the service to the community: for the
university is and must always remain, a
living, thinkiui; and serviiif’ part of the
community to which it beloni>:'
There is sometimes

we .see

and

a

radical conservatives in the West of the 198()s

and 1990s would

regard these assertions as 18th
with late 2()th
century realities. Whereas African governments
find the rejection of "relevance" and
"developmental needs" quite unacceptable, and
reference to initiating the "necessary struggle",
"agitate for democracy" by the university as an
century "myths" out of touch

institution

as

distinct from individual citizens at

university, equally disturbing. To argue for the
pursuit of knowledge for its own sake and to
emphasise excellence and quality in research
and training at the expense of relevance and
pertinence, is to marginalise higher education.
"Quality,/)(’/■ .VC. is an abstract and sterile concept
if new and itntnediately useful applications for
new

research are not found

institutions

must

Highereducation
of quality while

become agents

assuring the relevance of their knowledge."'"
Acadetnic freedom is
what

no

licence to do

to

Academic Freedom is

not

of
anythini’.

to follow any impulse or desire or to say
anythini’ that occurs to them. It is the
freedom to do academic thinys: to teach
the truth as they see It on the basis tf
proloiiited and Intensive study, to dl.sciiss
their ideas freely with their colleaftues. to
publish the truth as they have arrived at it
by .systematic methodical research and

the

African

university as a
developmental university whose main functions
saw

are to:

i

To train and produce hif;h level manpower.
To spearhead and catalyse
development if the new nations.
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the

Governments

politicians

say

the freedom

academic individuals to do Just

In brief. Kwame Nkrumah and other African
leaders

or

one's head. It is

responsible
freedom that allows the academics to perfomi
their professional/academic obligations of
teaching, research and publication. These are
obligations to seek and communicate the truth
according to "their best lights". Edward Shils
again reminds his felknv academics that.
comes

often feel that universities have hijacked the role of opposition parties and

VIEWPOINT
assiduous analyses. That is academic
freedom proper."

constructive and

In recent years, the African university,
academic and student have at times found the
above definition somewhat restricting. Instead,
they have seen themselves as the “voice of the
voiceless majority" with aduty to criticise, expose
and attack what they see as growing
mismanagement, corruption and inhibitions in
the emergence of a civic society. At times the
university has assumed or is perceived as having
assumed the role of the official opposition. The
attacks and criticisms are rarely the result of
profound and thoughtful study and reflection as
advocated by Professor Shils, but vigorous and

.sometimes hurried denunciation of government

or/and the ruling parties. To the government, it
often appears as if the universities have hijacked
the role of opposition parties and politicians. The
increased involvement by the university with
public affairs has naturally invited increa.sed
governmental interest in the affairs of the
university. And this has in turn led to tension and
conflict between the state and the university over
such issues as its governance, its mission,
financial accountability and provision as well as
sometimes

can

be

compromised by internal structures and decisionmaking processes at a university or by actions of
tho.se who undennine, harass

prevent others
stating their points of views. Universities
need to be as vigorous in resisting the “enemies”
or

from

of academic freedom from within
outside if

they

are to

as

those from

retain credibility.

Conclusion
In

keynote address to the First InterUniversity Colloquium on African Universities,
the State and Civil Society, held at St Anthony’s
College. Oxford on Septembers, 1992,1 stated
a

that:

The state has the
to create an

duty and re.sponsihillty

environment where freedom

of thought and opinion are protected and
guaranteed. Scholars need to feelfree to
pursue the truth and to publish their
findings without fear, for without the
academic freedom to e.xplore new fields,
to challenge prevailing orlhodo.xles and
publish the results of their researches,
universities... and become glorified high
schools, valued more for their prestige
.symbol, rather than as generators of new
knowledge and transmitters of advanced
knowledge. But there cannot be rights
that do not entail responsibilities. The
freedom ofthought and opinion as defined
above Is predicated on the assumption
that the challenge and criticism offered
are inspired by a genuine Intention to be
56

desire to

academic freedom when they come under
political attack on such occasions. If
universities play their proper roles of
teaching, research, publishing and
pursuing of truth as they understand it
honestly in differentfields, they do have a
constructive role in fostering national
stability and civic society through
widening the scope for rational debate of
Important national issues. But when they
play at being pseudo-political parties,
they betray their mandates and cheat their

objectively

as one sees

it. But

herein lies the

first possible source of
conflict, ifthere is no dialogue and mutual
tru.st between the slate and the university.
No man can ever possess, discover or
stumble

onto

the whole truth. What

we

discover is

often partial truth. And then
what is true today may not nece.s.sarily be
true tomorrow. This is particularly so in
the social .sciences and the humanities. I

believe that it

can only be through our
objective commitment to
pursue the truth, in the service of mankind
in general and our communities in
particular, that we can best promote the
climate where academic freedom can
thrive and best be defended fp.5).

honest and

On

students. In

a

situation where there is

a

free pre.ss. a plethora ofpolitical parties,
regular free and fair elections, it is sheer
academic arrogance for the university
community to assume the role of being the
voice of the voiceless majority.'In conclusion, let

political participation by the academic

staff, the following are the views expressed in a

gain underscore the
university, and how it

me once

fact that in the life of

a

Keynote address to the Association of African

interfaces with its societal environment, there

Universities:

are

Does the African
the creation
so

internal democratisation.

Academic freedom

a

advance the TRUTH

University have a role in
ofa civic society In Africa ? If

what is that role? Some academics

believe that

by constantly churning

rhetorical outbursts

of

out

partisan
against their
governments and the ruling parties, they
promote the growth of a civic society and
widen the space for academic freedom. I
beg to differ. This is not the role of an
academic per see. It is the role of the
opposition parties and politicians.
Academic freedom Involves the freedom
and

to

confrontational

a very

and rational

freedom and

reasoning. If this is done, academic
university autonomy will be better

exercised for the benefit of all concerned.

nature

teach, research and disseminate the

of research and reflection. This
freedom to analyse or
constructively criticise all e.xisting
institutions, including government policies
and actions as well as those of the ruling
party, hut not to abuse the latter and
misinform the public. The universitv
community should he objective educators
and critics of society and not selfappointed prosecutors and judges.
includes the

as

where both the state and the

confrontation, but through consultation, discourse
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THE STATUS OF AFRICAN LANGUAGES IN
ZIMBABWE
Herbkrt Chimhundu

than those that obtain elsew here in Africa. Shona.

indigenous languages of their own

spoken by at least T.Sfif. and Ndebele. spoken by

specified minority languages should he taught

to

be vernacularized.* The

foreign language that was used in the past
by a racist colonial minority is now used by an
indigenous elitist minority to keep the majority
disempowered by making grassroots
participation in national issues and debates
difficult or impossible.
same

Antagonistic Ethnicity

wider communication within and outside their

borders, that

they make it possible for them

do business with the rest of the world, and that

in any case any attempt to promote any

of their
own languages and to make them the official
languages would he divisive because there are so
many of these languages, and in Africa language
equals “tribe", “tribe" equals “tribalism" or
antagonistic ethnicity, therefore promoting
African languages would be promoting
“tribalism". Recent studies in ethnolinguistic
history have shown that these arguments are
based on exaggerated distortions inherited from
the colonial era. and they have only derived
some credibility from being repeated so often
over such a long period of time.
As a result of this mentality and the selfish
designs of a minority that seeks to entrench itself
in power, no serious attention is paid to language
issues in many African countries. In other w ords,
the ruling elite feels safer by simply doing nothing
to promote or develop the main languages of
their own country although these may be called
national languages and, by and large, the minority
languages are ignored. Under these
circumstances, the development, or indeed the
survival of many African languages, will depend
on

the numbers of those who

use

them

as

the

mother-tongue and on the creative genius of
their speaker-writers.

*T<>

iiliirizc

laiixiia;^c is lo rnliii e il lo a
venuK iiltir. hi /y.TL UNESCO itcfiiieil a venuu iihir
asllwf(in[iua^V()fa\*nHip fhat is politically or suvially
itimiiiniH’il hx u amnp tiuil speaks aiiollicr laiipiiape.
This paper arxpws that this domination need not he
ycnuH

eoloiiial

ar l

a

aeial.
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Zimbabwe's

language situation is less complex

lO-IbCf of the

country's estimated population
of lO..*! million, are the clearly dominant
indigenous languages. Both are Southern Bantu
and

are

sometimes referred to

as

national

languages, along with English, which in fact is
used for
There

most
are

official purposes.
about six small but

significant

groups, which together
for another tiVi of the population,

minority language

Defenders of the status quo advance the same
old arguments of their former colonial masters,
that English, French and FAirtuguese facilitate

to

commitment that had been made

situations that are contrived to ensure

countries continue

own

Language Situation

through the
Minority Languages Committee in 198.*^ that, in
certiiin areas where they were predominant,

post-independence African
rulerships are more comfortable in

M

that the

The

ANY

account

particularly in the two western provinces of
Matebeleland North (notably Tonga and Nambya/
Dombe) and South (notably Venda and Kalanga)
that in the past have heen designated Ndebelespeaking, and also in the southern, eastern and
northern border areas that have previously been
designated Shona-speaking (notably Kalanga
and Shangaan). Other indigenuos minorities are
Lilima. Shangwe. Birwa. Tswana and Lozi in
Matebeleland and Barwe-Tonga. Hlcngwe and
are

a

the exclusion of Shona/Ndebele. The new Act

merely staled that these minority languages could
be taught in addition to Shona/Ndebele. as the
case might be. As a result, the whole situation
became unsatisfactory, particularly with regard
to the availability, use and quality of syllabi,
materials and teachers, not only in the minority
languages, but also in the teaching of Shona and
Ndebele as second languages in the whole
education system, particularly in the former
whites only or Group Aschools. while English
remained entrenched
instruction

number of African

well

the

as

medium

of

the

key to qualification for
further education and training at all levels.
as

as

1987 Education Act

The

states

that either

Ndebele may be used as the medium
for instruction in the first three grades at school,
Shona

or

where the

language is

commonly spoken
by the pupils, but. from
fourth grade upwards. English becomes the
more

and better understood
the

Chikunda in Mashonaland.
In addition, there

to

medium of instruction in all the schools while

migrant minorities, notably Cew a/Nyanja. Sena.
Bemba. Sotho and Fengu. as w ell as non-African
migrant minorities, notably English. Afrikaans.
Portuguese. Hindi. Hebrew. Italian and Greek.
While the distribution of all the indigenous
minorities is regional, that of the African migrant

Shona and Ndebele

minorities is scattered and both rural and url

m,

Ndebele and Shona available in Zimbabwe than

migrant minorities is
mainly urban, except English, the
national official language.
Although not more than Iff of Zimbabweans
can be mother-tongue English speakers. English
continues to dominate, not only as the language
of business, administration, politics and the
media, but also as the language of instruction in
the w hole education system at primary, secondary
and tertiary levels, while African languages
continue to be downgraded in the schools and
vernacularised outside in the w ider community.

is found in the languages of many other African
countries. Published literature in Zimbabwean

and that of the non-African
scattered but

Language in Education
Policy on language in the schools in Zimbabw e
is quite confused. The l‘t82 Population Census
gave reasonably accurate estimates of
ethnolinguistic statistics on w hich more definite
policy could have been fomiulated.
The Education Act of 1987 failed to honour

a

as subjects.
teaching of
minority languagesmay be authorised in addition
to English and Shona/Ndebele.
are

taught only

Furthci'. where these exist, the

Literature and
There is

relatively

more

Literacy
written literature in

African

languages covers a wide variety of genres
ranging from folklore, proverbial lore and oral
poetry to modern novels, anthologies of poetry,
plays and playscripts. This literature is growing,
particularly in response to the demands of the
high school market where prescribed texts for
literature courses are changed routinely.
In theory, there is a sizeable market in
Zimbabwe for all the books published in Shona
and Ndebele because of the massive expansion
of education in the country after independence,
which has seen primary and secondary school
enrolment increase tenfold and the educational

literacy rate climb from about ■i5Vc to nearly
8()‘/r from 1980 to 1990.

The Media
After

independence. English has continued to
51
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Elias Rusike has listed
more

than

40

other

independent

weekly

newspapers,

regional
monthly

newspapers,

and
magazines
professional or special
interest magazines that
are published
weekly,
monthly, bi-monthly and
quarterly. Virtually all of
them are published in
English, although a few.
particularly the rural
newspapers,
sometimes

articles

in

may
include

Shona

or

Ndebele.

Language Use
Chimhundu

(198.1.

2.17) points out that the
Ndau.

Karanga.
Manyika and
Korckore are "arbitrarily
chosen, but accepted,
terms

Zezuru.

I
<

I

labels for clusters of liKal

English has remained entrenched as the medium of instruction
education and training at all levels
dominate in both the electronic and

print media.

as

well

as

cal led Radio Rhodesia, play s adult contemporary

Shona and Ndebele have continued to be

and classical

vernacularized, while the other local

"popular" (i.e. mainly foreign) music station,
tries to emulate Western, and especially
American, pop music stations in both presentation
and selection of music styles and tracks.
Zimbabwe Newspapers (1980) Limited
dominates in new spaper publishing. Zimbabwe
Newspapers (Zimpapers) owns all the three
dailies in the country, the two main Sunday
newspapers and the only weekly newspaper that
is published in Shona and Ndebele. Zimpapers'
publish The Herald, which had a circulation of

languages
hardly used. In 1990, the percentage usage of
the majority language Shona at the Zimbabwe
Broadcasting Corporation (Z.B.C.) was 11% on
are

Radio 2. 49%
I%

on

Radio 4. 1.1%

on

Radio 1 and

Radio I. At the time of

writing, there are
Shona.
having
regular slots. Only 1.1% of cinema is in Shona.
and this comprises mainly films that are
development and education oriented, such as
those on health and family matters. The reasons
given for this embarassing situation are lack of
funds, negative attitudes and what is perceived to
be lack of development in the African languages
on

still very few television programmes in
with only the daily news summaries

Of the four radio stations of the ZBC.
Radio 2. is dedicated to

only
broadcasting in

African

languages. Almost all of this channel's
in Shona or/and Ndebele, while
oidy very few indeed are in only some of the
minority languages such as Vendaand Shangaan.
programmes are

The second channel that also
Ndebele in

a

uses

Shona and

number of its programmes

is Radio

4, which is educational and also broadcasts

a

few

programmes in some of the minority languages.
The other two channels broadcast in English and
pay only minimal
Radio I. formerly
18

music. Radio 1. the

new'

116 (KH) in late 1990. The Chronicle (66 401).
The Sunday Mail {117 021

)imdthe Sunday News

(66720). AnotherZimpapers' daily. TheManiea
Post, had

a cirulation of only 17 464 in 1990.
Zimpapers' Shona weekly Kwayedza.
which incorporates the Ndebele weekly
Uinthnnywa. had a circulation of 62 16,1.
However, it is interesting to note that the actual
readership of Kwaycdza/Uintinniywa is much
larger as it is estimated that each copy sold is read
by II people in the rural areas and by 10 people
in the urban centers. This newspaper is very
popular, not least because it has more

while

themselves.

one.

western

attention to African music.
the English Service that was

entertainment and human stories than
sand

current

political commentary as such. Even so.
its total readership comprises only l.19f of the
newspaper buying public and l().79f of the
Shona-speaking population.
new

speech forms" w ithin the
wider Shona-speaking
community. As is
typically the case with natural languages the
world over, linguistic variation w ithin the Shonaspeaking community is only partly regional. The
capital Harare seems to have an important
unifying influence linguistically because a
prestige-laden Harare-based variety has emerged
as having the dominant innuencc on both the
spoken and the written Shona that is used
throughout most of the country today. Standard
Shona is developing or/and w ill develop on the

the key to qualification forfurther

basis of Zezuru-ChiHarare

as

the selected

norm

that is

being promoted widely, but mostly
informally, as the spoken language on radio and
television as well as through public speeches,
and as the written literary language in the
published literature, as well as through
newspapers, commercial consumer advertising
and the performing arts. However, there are
differences between the emerging, predominantly
Zezuru-ChiHarare general spoken Shona on the
one

hand and standard written Shona

on

the

other.
As elsewhere in the

post-colonial world,

we

have in Zimbabwean unbalanced bicultural and

bilingual situation in which the H or high status
language is the official language of the fonner
colonial power, while the indigenous languages
are the L or low status
languages. At the broad
national level,

we

thus have

a

situation of

diglossia where roles have been assigned as
societal norms to the languages avaible to the
S.APENt October. 1991
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speakers with English (E) as the H and Shona (S)
or Ndebele (N) as the L. If we igore English, we
have a similar diglossic situation at the provincial
or

district level, where either Shona and Ndebele
H status vis-a-vis

minority
language (ML) such as Shangaan or Kalanga.
Again if we ignore English, we have yet another
diglossic situation within the Shona-speaking
community itself at the local or ideolectal level,
where a predominant and generally spoken (GS)
variety of Shona becomes the H while the local
patois or spoken variety (LV) becomes the L. In
temis of general patterns of language use within
a
multilingual setting, we thus have patterned
access to the language varieties available to
bilinguals which may be represented either as
multiple diglossia and illustrated as follows:
now

assume

a

from

life. In this situation, where the absence of

from

comprehensive policies to promote them is not
only significant but deliberate, one can actually
argue that the vernacularization of African
languages is policy in many countries on this
continent in the post-colonial era.

Nguni and Afrikaans, and to a less extent
Cewa/Nyanja, Sotho, Portuguese and
Arabic. There are also the odd vocabulary items

that

can

belraced to more distant

sources

such

as

Swahili and certain Oriental

languages.
borrowing does not seem to

This extensive

have influenced the basic structure of the Shona

language in any significant
fact that

way, apart from the
consonants and consonant

new

combinations that

part of the indigenous
in via borrowed forms.
The five-vowel system of Shona has remained
intact. So have the morhology and the syntax

phonology have

because

,

once

are not

come

the borrowed forms have been

assimilated into the

people of particular areas and these are the result
of influences ot other languages spoken in those
areas, notably Kalanga in Plumtree. Lilima
(Tswana?) in Gwanda, Lozi in H wange, Shangwe

language during the process
integration that involves phonological and
morphological adjustments, they will behave
like any other fomis in the constituent classes to
which they will have been allocated.
There is also widespread code-swtching in
the speech of most Shona-English bilinguals. It
has sometimes been claimed that many Shona
speakers cannot finish a sentence without using
some English. Several different patterns of code
switching have been observed by Chimhundu
(1983), Chikanza (1985) and Ngara (1982). All
are characteristic of unequal coexistence of
languages in a bilingual community in which the
first language or mother-tongue is the L variety
in a diglossic situation and the second language
is the H variety. The code switches themselves
range from single morphemes or switch-words
and phrases and clauses within Shona sentences
to whole sentences and paragraphs or speeches
in English.

in Gokwe-Nka and Shona in Gweru-Midlands.

Conclusion

H

E

or

S/N

or

GS

L

S/N

or

ML

or

LV

or as

triglossia (diglossia at two leves) and

illustrated

as

follows:

H

E

L

S/N

or

GS

=

H

ML

or

LV

=

L.

Unlike Shona, Ndebele has no dialects or

regional varieties as such. However, there are
certain forms and usages that are perculiar to

Both Shona and Ndebele

changing, mainly
borrowing is extensive.
by the present writer has shown that
are

at the lexical level where

Research
Shona has

adopted numerous lexical items from
languages with which it has been in
contact, not only through direct importation of
lexemes or elements that are then used mainly as
several

roots

in verbs and

as stems

in

nouns,

but also

through changes or/and shifts in the meanings of
both indigenous and borrowed forms. At the
same time, completely new terms are aksocoined
to

match tho,se that are used in the other languages,

while

some

archaic

or

of the older terms have become

obsolete as the

things they refer to (e.g.

traditional forms of dress) have been discarded

in the modern culture. The

borrowing has been in the
material culture and

most

areas

extensive

of imported

technology.
pervasive influence on Shona
vocabulary has come from English, the language
of the ruling white minority during the colonial
period and the preferred language of the ruling
black elite after independence. However, Shona
has also borrowed from other languages, notably
The most

Sapem October. 1993

of

There is an overwhelming presence of English
in Zimbabwe, and Zimbabwe is only an example
of

neglected multilingualism and unbalanced,
culturally unhealthy bilingual behaviour by its
citizenry. English is now firmly entrenched as
the language of government, business, the media,
education, training and specialised infomiation,
as well as
upward .social mobility and wider
communication within and outside Zimbabwe's
borders. However, a

diglossic situation obtains

where, in the daily lives of the vast majority of
Zimbabweans, roles have been assigned as
societal

both to African
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particularly in the education system and in public

Dr Herbert Chimhundu is

a

senior lecturer in the

African

Languages Department at the University of
Zimbabwe. This article was initially presented as a
paper forthe 21 st General A.ssembly ofthe International
Council for Philosphy and Humanistic Studies.
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BCM(A) STANDS OPPOSED TO ELECTION
DATE
(Je()R(;e Walchope
HE Multi

Party negotiations at the World
Kenipton Park set 27
April 1994 as the date ol elections. The
agreement v\ as hai led as a great move loru ard by
the media and the international community.
Ironically, no one is asking whether the elections
will resolve the plight of the ordinary Black
person in the street. 1 contend that the negotiators
have no mandate to represent nor reach any
settlement on behalf of the oppressed and
exploited Black masses in occupied Azania and

T

Trade Centre in

I will raise

one or two

issues that

are contained

in

the draft constitution and
forward

as

finally chart the way
by the Black Consciousness

seen

Movement of Azania

-

BCM(A).

a

inception in 1968. the BCM(A) has
high premium on Black unity. Most of

was

reflected in the South African Students'

Since its

placed
this

Organisation (SASO). which when appealing
for Black solidarity defined Blacks as all those
w ho
by law or tradition are politically oppressed,
economically exploited and socially degraded as
group, and iilcnlify with the struggle
liberation. In this way. respect for Black

a

for

life.
Black values and Black aspirations w as enhanced.

GUY ADAMS

Death

Violence

squads

are

still

the

on

History shows that there had never been any
fight amongst Black organisations until 198.1

and it would take time before

when the United Democratic Front (UDF) was

would continue unabated.

formed. It

only in the I98()s that the

was

phenomenon of"Blackon Black Violence"came
into being. One has to look at the circumstances
leading to the death of Sipho Mngomez.ulu, the
organiser of the Black Electrical and Electronics
Workers' Union (BEEWU). a formation of

killed by members of UDF.
attacked the mourners w ith guns and

AZAPO. He
who

even

was

When the mourners scuttled
the attackers set the coffin on fire and left.
fire was pul out and the funeral service

all sorts of weapons.
away,

The

continued under

an

ominous veil of

impending

danger. On returning from the funeral, cars w ere
hijacked and the passengers attacked. Martin
Mohau. who had Just recently returned home,
after serving a five-year sentence on Robben
Island

was

"necklaced"

to

death.

When the leaders of this
asked

organisation

were

call their members to order and put an
this brutality, they said that it was the

to

end to

Community that was fighting AZAPO.
They claimed that they had two million members
and over 4(K) branches throughout the country.
Black

60

their

rampage

they could consult
membership. In the meantime the violence

It is very

sad to state that the attacks on
a precedent that was
set b,\ a component of the liberation movement.
It is very appalling that now corpses disappear

mourners at

funerals have

from mortuaries. AZAPO
this type

w

arned at the time that

ofsituation w as creating a fertile ground

for the forces of darkness and their agents

When Matthew Goniwe was killed
Cape, the blame was put squarely
on AZAPO's shoulders by the UDF and
"vengeance" was sought and got. History has
since proved otherwise. It is only the Black
people themselves w ho can stop this carnage by
reverting to the values of Black Consciousness
that respect Black life. Black values and Black
dignity.
The security forces of the white regime
established a third force to fuel the antagonism
betw een Black organisations. Theirdeath squads
are still on the rampage. The recent deaths of
Chris Hani and Walter Sisulu's bodyguard prove
this. The South African Defence Force is arming

provocateurs.
in the Eastern

white civilians with R4 and Rl

rifles in

Middelburg in the Cape and Ficksburg in the

Free State. The

generals under Constand Viljoen
preparing for w ar. The .AW'B recently stormed
the multi-party talks w ith impunity and sent all
the negotiators running helter-skelter.
They
could have killed them if they w anted to.
are

Negotiations
The

foregoing reinforces the BCM(A)'s
demand for negotiations at a neuti al venue. The
Black Consciousness Movement, as represented
by the .Az.anian People's Organisation (AZAPO)
inside the country, and the BCM( A) outside the
country, is not participating in the Multi-Party
Talks. We strongly believe in the transfer of
power from the white settler minority to the
Black majority. This transfer of power must be
brought about by an elected Constituent
Assembly, elected on the basis of one person one
vote and a common \oters roll, in a unitary
Azania.

The function of the Constituent

Assembly

w
the country.

ill be to draw

up a

constitution for

The

.Multi-Party Talks are a creation of the
regime. The participants consist of
Bantustan puppets, the tricameral quislings, white
settler political parties including splinter groups
such as the \'olksunie. and regrettably some
racist white
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Parliamt'iil

can

aniciul this sensitive and eriieial

issue of the land.

Only a Conslilntional Court,
appointed by the PACT can address the land
question il it is raised at all. The machinery of
■'suiricient consensus" has approved of
constitutional principles and the silence on the
issue of the land. If the land problem is not
addressed, then it

means

the redistribution of the

wealth and the consequent

economic, social,
political and psychological imbalances remain
untouched. And yet the people are called upon to
vote. The questii'u is: vote for what?
The Way Forward
How does the PCM
BCM

it

the

see

w

ay

forw ai d? The

places

must

a high premium on Black unity and
be noted that Steve Biko died try ing to

bring the liberation
BCM(A)

met

Azaniaon

more

movement together. The
the Ihin .Africanist Congress of

than one occasion, but no tangible
meetings can be reported although
very brilliant resolutions were made. We have an
imperialistic web of intrigue cast around us. and
no one movement can
go il alone. We need each
other. Mistakes have been made in the past, but
it is not too late to go to the draw ing board again.
The lives and future of blacks arc at stake. Unity
is imperative for lasting peace and true liberation
to the ordinary Black person in the street.
The BCM envisages a situation where the
results of the

E MILLER

South A frican troops must

he restricted to the barracks during the pre-election period

components of the liberation movement. These

I",

rubber stamping a constitution w hich
is being drafted by the Teehnical Committee
(consisting of 7 people. 5 Whites and 2 Blacks)

the status quo. Furthermore, "a distinction must
be drawn between fundamental provisions such

people

on

are

Constitutional Issues.

According to the July 26. 8th Report of the
Technical Committee/Constitutional Issues, it is
enactment

in the

of the

period between the
constitution, existing

administrations either

on

their

own

or

in

consultation with theTF.C

w ill remain responsible
legislation for the governing
of the country." (TEC refers to the Transitional
Executive Council). This is because it is important
"to ensure that there is constitutional continuity
and that there is at no stage a political vacuum."
(p.49)
Further, "the question of the reineorporation

in terms of existing

of the TB VC

states

is relevant

to

the definition of

the national

territory, the boundaries of the SPR's
holding of elections. Whether
reineorporation should take place, and if il does,

and

w

the

hen and

not

on

wliat terms this should be done has

yet been resolved."(p.47)

(There is

no

agreement on whether these areas should be
called .Stales. Provinces or Regions, hence SPR)
On the amendment of the constitution; "No
amendment of this Constitution

permissible in

far

shall

be

is designed to detract,
directly or indirectly from the essence of the
Constitutional Principles contained in Schedule
so

as at

.Sai>i:m OCIOBKR. 194,4

Constitutional

Principles, and key aspects of
process, whieh should
not Ix' amended, and other pros isions of the
Constitution which may be capable of being
amended...The reason why Constitutional
Principles, and the key aspects of the constitutionmaking process should not be amended by the
legislature during the time of transition, is that
these provisions are contained in a SOLEMN
P.ACT agreed upon by the parties in the MI^NP.
as

theconstitution-making

Constitutional Propositions

"assumed that

(p.78) Schedule I fundamentally entrenches

and constitute the basis for future constitutional

and

constitution

making process.
the MPNP is dissolved
there will be no other body w hich can change this
solemn pact which must remain binding
.'
(p.-S.T.Sd). (The emphasis is in the text itself)
MPNP refers to the Muti-Party Negotiations
state

Constitutionally,

once

.

.

Partnership.
I have just presented the constitutional
highlights as they are. w ithout any comment or
interpretation because they are self-explanatory.
The land question is not referred to at all in the

liberation

in .Australia. New

Zealand. North and South

■America. Namibia and Palestine.
those of Azania be
From

w

an

Why should

exeeption.

hat is in the draft constitution,

not even

will sit

on

the

one

side of

negotiation table, whilst the white .settler
minority regime will sit on the other. The
negotiations w ill be about the transfer of power
from the white minority to the Black majority.
These talks w ill take place at a neutral venue and
they will be chaired by an impartial mediator.
International guarantors are essential to see to it
that the negotiat ing part ies St ick to the agreements
reached. Once agreement
the Constituent Assembly,

step dow n.

has been reached on
the government must
A Transitional .Authority comprising

international bodies such

as

the United Nations

Security Council, the OALI and the Frontline
states will administer the country during the
period leading to the elections.
All the armed forees w ill lie quarantined in the
barracks.
In the BCM's formulation elections will be

held and the

people elected will draw a new
constitution for the country. We suggest that the
Constituent Assembly convert itself into the

legislativeassemblybecauseof the costs involved
in

holding elections immediately after another

election.

draft constitution. To the BCM. the liberation

struggle is about the reconquest of the land. The
experience of Zimbabwe should be a lesson to
us. The settlers in Zimbabw e are
just like those

movement

the

The BCM(A) views the announcement of the
election date

by the Kempton Park Pact as a ploy
foreign investment. We successfully
campaigned fordisinvestment and sanctions and
we feel that time is not
yet ripe to change the
position. The climate inside occupied .Azania is
not conducive to free and fairelections.
regardless
to attract

of

w

hat the elections

are

for. _)
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BCM(A)’S VIEW OF THE 1993 NOBEL
PEACE PRIZE
VUYISA QI'NTA

T

HE

Scandinavian

Switzerland will

countries

and

the

undying
gratitude of European powers and
imperialism through their ability to present their
own

earn

institutions

consensus.

It is

as representing international
through this device that a panel

of 25 Swiss citizens calls itself the International

Committee of the Red Cross and sells the Swiss
national
same

flag printed in negative, but with the

red and white colours,

us

appoints itschairperson. and that the Peace Prize,
which is the most directly political aspect of the
foundation is awarded by the Parliament of
Norway. One doubts that there is need for a
further case to be made about the political
neutrality of this phenomenon. The issue for
Africans should now be a closer scrutiny of the
policies of these friends of ours on the struggle in
Azania.

international conflicts, to the benefit of its bankers
and its external business partners, so are the
Nobel partners able to manipulate international

opinion by throwing the bone to the dog that
performs to their best interests.

Funding for Peace Prize
The cliche

relating to the good Mr Nobel's
in 1867 and the naming of
prize "for furtherance of international

Impact of Prize
The uncomfortable association between this
Peace Prize and the Black
is

Black

struggle in Azania (it

no matter w ho claims what),
is that whenever the blood of Black people is
a

struggle

flowing in rivers, when the white power structure
is engaged in the most naked slaughter of our
people, the fine liberals in the Norwegian
parliament find someone who is not urging Black
people to respond in equal and opposite manner
and award that person the money, image and
profile that goes with their prize.
After the massacres of Sharpeville. Langa and
VandcrbiJI Park in 1960. and the brutal subsequent
crackdown on Black people and their
organisations, the late Albert Luthuli was given
the award. In the midst of tfic states of emergency

and savage

The bulk of the wealth from which the Nobel

police and anny action against Black
especially children, in 1985.
Anglican Archbishop Desmond MpiloTutu was
given the award. To a certain degree this cynical
measure was used when the Black struggle in the
United States reached a crossroads betw een being
a "civil
rights"campaign and a liberation struggle
by an oppressed nationality. .Martin Luther King
was elevated to an international
figure to shade
out the likes of Huey Newton. Malcolm X and
Stokely Camiichael.
What has passed below the line of vision of
most observers and supporters of the struggle in
Azania is the vicious stranglehold w ith which
the Swedes, particularly the Social Democrat
Party and its allies, have attempted to impose a
one party order on our liberation struggle. You
either belonged to the party of their choice or
were treated with
hostility, kept out of line for
educational opportunities, obstructed at
conferences and subjected to maximum

Foundation

inconvenience

invention of dynamite
a

brotherhood" in the words of his

been bandied about

to

own

will, has

the exclusion of

a

closer

scrutiny of the 19th century chemist, inventor
and industrial magnate. In fact many might argue
that the invention and patenting of dynamite
brought safety to workers up to then exposed to
highly unstable explosives and erratic detonating
mechanisms.

This

one out

of

more

than 3(K) inventions of

the benefactor of the awards thus presents no

real
irony since it is an aid to mining, quarrying and
to communications construction amongst others.
A point of interest to those who would seek to
identify inconsistencies is the acquisition by
Nobel of an iron works and weapons

foundry in
technology he improved
tremendously w ith his flair for matters technical.
Sweden in 1894, whose

was

established

came

from oilfield

investments in Siberia, investments in several
countries, and from patents
inventions.
While the foundation is
must
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a

from the

many

private institution, it

be noted that the Swedish government

activists, and

at every

turn.

Future Calculations
The first clear indication of Scandinavian

motives in Azania has been the bribe extended

by an engineering company w ith significant state
holdings to one of the parties in the fray in

for

promise that should the
office in future, that
company
would receive preferential
consideration for supplying drilling and lifting
equipment for the mining industry. In his
landmark pamphlet on corruption and nepotism,
Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe identifies such
practices as the foundations of decay.
If anyone has doubted it before, all the largess
return

a

party emerge in government

lavished

“an international

symbol’'.
Similarly. Sweden and Norway, from which
countries respectively, five and one of the panels
which decide on the awarding of the various
prizes in memory of Mr Alfred Nobel have also
built an aura of international credibility to an
institution which is essentially theirs. Thus at the
end of the day. as Switzerland, a major exporter
of weapons has remained "neutral" in major

Azania. in

on

African liberation

movements has

been

preparation for Electrolux. Scania.
Danforce. Atlas Copco and Volvo to displace
British. French. Japanese.German and American
products on the "liberated" markets, as products
from liberal non-colonisers. In the recolonisation

of Africa, currently

in progress, the belicose face
imperialism will have its troops stomiing into
the capitals of the continent and then entangle
weak African governments into debt and
dependency.
of

Mandela and De Klerk
After all the above,
various

now

this. It is

enough that

European

powers have tried and
sometimes succeeded in turning militant

nationalists, and

especially non-militant
independence seekers into neocolonial puppets,
either through putting them in prison and then
releasing them w ith pomp and circumstance, or
with raising their stocks through the white
dominated media. The obscenity ofgoing beyond
the legitimisation of the kingpin of racial
domination, to De Klerk's glorification must
surely define the end of the road.
Nobody understands de Klerk's stmtegy of
going through the motions of negotiating while
he castrates the Black community more than the
European Social Democrats who have handed
him the Nobel Prize. While

a

section of the

leadership of the liberation movement discredits
itself by sipping tea at Kempton Park's World
Trade Centre, de Klerk's informal organs of
repression sow mayhem in Black communities
leaving people pre-occupied only with survival,
and no lofty aspirations of adxancement. let
alone of power. For this, and for a repackaged
notion of controlling Africa through the white
haases in Pretoria (a revival of John Vorster's
constellation of states concept) our friends in
Northern Europe
go beyond embracing the
butcher of

Boipatong. and Thokoza. and
Katlehong. and Crossroads, they try and sell him
to the rest of the w orld as a
champion of the cause
of "international brotherhood". J
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TRADE UNIONS IN NAMIBIA: WHICH WAY
AND WHERE TO?
HENNINtJ MELBER

F

ROM

September 22 to 25, IW3. the

National Union of Namibia Workers

The strength of a trade union, however, is

(NUNW) held its First Ordinary National

mainly derived from its bargaining

Fourteen resolutions were finally
adopted by the more than 400delegates attending.
A motion tabled originally by the NUNW

power. This is largely dependent on the
dimension of membership and

congress.

representation of the labour force.

member-unions. MUN(inineworkers),NATAU
t

i

(transport) and NANTU (teachers), proposing a
disaffiliation from SWAPO as a political party,
did not
new

near

come to a

vote.

Instead,

as

the elected

leadership suggests, the NUNW. for the
future,

seems to

be tied

even

closer to the

political party it had been affiliated to already.
This provokes thoughts about the nature of the
relations between organised workers' interests
and a political party in power. Originally, during
heated debates at the extraordinary congress
held by NUN W in 1991, affiliation with SW APO
was justified by a resolution “as long as SWAPO
is not a political party, but a I iberation movement”,
while it further stated that “once SWAPO changes

into

a

political party there must be open

consultation between the NUNW and SWAPO”.

Tactical

Approaches

There

might have been consultations and
negotiations between NUNW and SWAPO
behind closed doors, since the liberation
movement

turned into

a

fully-fledged political

party. But. clearly, there was no open discussion
with transparency towards union members, let

As a focus of debate,
kept union activists in the
unions of NUNW busy

alone the interested public.
however, the issue

various member

internally, challenging each other on their
positions in the matter. Sometimes, it degraded
all too quick into mere propagandist lip-.service
for the one or the other position. "Open
consultation”, in any case, as laid down by the
resolution of 1991, never took place. Instead, the
first Ordinary Congress was expected to deal

Reconstructin); the Socio-Economic Order. A

And the
Secretary of the NUNW, Bernard Esau
(since re-labelled Secretary-General, while it is
not exactly clear what the change in title implies),
pointed out in his opening speech to the delegates:
“This will he a platfonn to review, evaluate and
plan the strategies of the working classes for the
next few years.” This is quoted from a repttrt in
the supplement on the Congress. To finance this
supplement in a daily newspaper, the Union
asked for supportive advertisements. As a result,
three(!) messages appeared. In the light of an
eagerness to welcome almost everything taking
place publicly (including a new currency, the
inauguration of the university's leading
leadership, various birthdays of VIPs, and last
but not least, the wedding of a leading politician),
this is not an encouraging sign — neither with
regard to the support the NUNW enjoys in the
larger community, nor of the priorities within
this community in temis of political culture.
Quite contrary: While almost everybody seemed
to be eager to extend publicly the best wishes to
a marriage a few weeks ago, celebrated as a
national event (and whoever the happy couple
might be: this is definitely not a historic mark for
a society at large) nobody .seemed to care actually
about the First Ordinary Congressofthe organised
labour movement. This certainly is of concern —
rather ambitious and challenging motto.

General

least should, be.

or, at

The New Voices

with the i.ssue. But tho.se who waited for an

intensive and serious debate on
of the trade union's

one

of the

pillars

self-understanding,

were

finally disappointed. Manoeuvres before and
during the Congress centred around tactical
approaches. The issue itself, however, was
actually not brought to the necessary attention of
the delegates, neither before nor during the of the
Congress. Instead, much of tactical power-play
determined the way of treating certain issues and
especially the one of political affiliation.
Let

us

recall the theme of the

Workers Unite For Mass
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Congress:
Participation in

Let

us

cite two

more

voices from the NUNW

supplement: Petrus Hong. General Secretary of
the Namibian Public Workers Union (NAPWU)
and

a

staunch hardliner with

regard to the

continued affiliation of NUNW to SWAPO,
commented
out

on

sensibly by pointing
political
important than anything

this issue

that the workers need, first of all. a

vision, which is

more

"They can be affiliated to a political party,
or not affiliated, but the political vision must be
there." he said in an interview. His colleague of
the Mineworkers Union (MUN), the then Acting

else:

Secretary, Peter Naholo, expressed his concern
about what he cal led "the cu Iture of dependence”,
which, to him, was and is the main enemy.
In the light of this, taking the concerns

expressed in the quoted statements seriously, let
look

us

at

the decision taken in terms of the

NUNWs future relations to the

political party in

power. According to the newly elected trade
union's leadership, congress "resolved to
continue with the historical ties to SWAPO, as it
was

felt that affiliation to the

caused

no

concrete

this decision would need
the

new

ruling party has

damage.” Furthermore, as if
emphasis,
exactly what
grassroots worker, but as
some more

NUMW President is not

could be called

a

Regional Chief, an executive officer for one of
the regions and consequently, by virtue of this
position, a high ranking representative of the
administrative political bureaucracy.
This comment does not question the legitimacy
of the decisions taken. The delegates had the
voting power and this was their congress. But the
lack of discussion

on

a

number of issues

(including this essential one) is worrying. The
NUNW is not in a position where it could take for
granted that its vanguard role in terms of
representing workers interests is generally
accepted and supported (just look at the
mentioned lack of interest and support in terms
of supportive advertisements by institutions).
The strength of a trade union, how'ever. is mainly
derived from its bargaining power. This is largely
dependent on the dimension of membership and
representation of the labour force. Affiliation to
a
political party (be it powerful and popular or
not), however, has certainly no decisive role to
play. Strength is rooted in automatons bargaitting
power, which is a result of a well organised mass
basis within the w'orking class. If the degree of

representation and influence for advocating
workers' interests is improved and consolidated
through affiliation to a political party, it might be.
discussed as a useful provisional and temporary
strategic step forward. If affiliation to a political
party is not strengthening the autonomy and
power of the unions, it is difficult to find
acceptable reasons convincingly in favour of
such a political alliance.
Party Affiliation
Of course, while reasoning, one should not
forget that workers as trade union members are
free to join any political party they wish to
support. And it should be taken for granted that
a

trade union with the

background of NUNW has
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Trade unions

are

reviewing their relationship with SWAPO because of its transformation from

a

liberation movement to

a

governing political

party
not

only the 60% SWAPO voters within its ranks

reflecting the general average in the Namibian
population, but a proportionally much higher
degree of SWAPO supporters and party members.
What then is the interest

to

tie the two

organisations even closer to each other?
Politically, it seems of little use. to have the trade
unions affiliated to the party in power. For both
sides, this could be much more complicated than
formal autonomy. The governing party, as the
one in charge of the commanding heights of
political power, has to represent, in negotiations,
the "overall" interest of a "neutral" facilitatory (a
fiction still effective) between the colliding class
interests of capital and labour. Being an employer
itself (in public service, parastatals. etc),
goveniment officials from the ruling party might
be forced to sit at negotiating tables opposite the
representatives of workers’ interests. Who then
has to acknowledge affiliation to each other in a
way. Isn't there an in-built collision of interests
not be solved easily (if at all)?
The Future
Disaffiliation,
.same as

the ties

64

on

the other hand, is not the

opposing the political party with which
were existing. It simply means that the

political task is defined essentially in the process
organising workers' interests and applying
own power in the interest of the trade unioti
members. If they are in their overwhelming
tnajority members of the said political party,
trade union policy should by all means reflect the
political choice of its organised basis. But. where
in subject matters a ruling party has to represent
the government interests, the.se might be different
of

frotn workers' interests. A trade union
have the autonomy to decide
workers and their political and

must

then

in favour of its
socio-economic

interests and needs.
Potential conllicts do not need to be invented,

they are already there: the Lalxtur Code might be
step forward, but much is left to be improved
from a trade union point of view. The same
applies—as has been pointed out during debates
at the congress — with regard to Affirmative
Action and Land Refonn. These are only a few
broad fields, where government and trade union
might collide in the interests they represent. And
it is questionable that the ruling political party to
which the trade union is affiliated, joins the side
a

of the trade union instead of the government
recruited from its own ranks, although party

politics and government politics admittedly are
pairs of shoes and do not necessari ly always

two

coincide. The benefits of affiliation, however,

might be limited for both sides, the trade union
and the party involved. It reduces flexibility and
autonomy, and does not add to the strength. Ties
hamper mobility and space of manoeuvring in
terms of strategic and tactical issues.
One has finally to agree however with what
has already been said somew here else in comment
following the decision taken: as long as trade
union policy is to a large degree guided by a strict
hierarchical approach and little to no internal
discussion,

a

lack of conscientisation and

concerning the real issues at stake, it
mass support for an
autonomous and self-reliant trade union policy.
A policy supporting at all levels and by all means
the purpose ofthe organisation's guiding principle
and justification of existence: to serve the
awareness

is difficult to expect

workers' interests for more social equality,
political participation and economic justice. □

Dr HtS-MNd Melrer

in a

trade union member and the

Director ofthe Namibian Economic Poliev Research

Unit(NEPRU1.
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Healthy Outlook

Caps Holdings is a group of companies with a healthy outlook. This springs from a belief
in a bright future, not only for ourselves, but for our nation and the region to which we
supply a wide range of products.
Our manufacturing capability includes one of the most modern penicillin plants in Africa,
a wide range of quality pharmaceutical products, proven and tested over-the-counter
brand names, and veterinary medicines.

Rigorous quality control and on-going research ensure consistent improvement of
helping in our goal for a healthy and flourishing future for all.

standards

For

a

product catalogue

or

trade enquiries, contact

Manchester Road, Soufherton, Harare, Zimbabwe P 0 Boi ST202, Southerton
Telegrams "Chemcap". Telephone 63581 (15 lines). Telex 26259 CAPS ZW. Fax

61228
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Dawn.
Blue Sky.

Cattle. Tobacco.
Maize.
Heat & Dust.
Wildlife. Safaris.
Hotels. Tourism. '
Minerals. Mining.

*^

Industry. Wealth.
Sunset.

Tranquility.
Dusk.

Zimbabwe.
A rich tapestry
of life.

ZIMBANK.
Your Bank.
Professional.

Progressive.
An integral
part of Zimbabwe.
Our people.
Our Government.
Our way of life.
Zimbabwe’s bank for your business

HEAD OFFICE. ZIMBANK HOUSE. 46 SPEKE A'
P 0 BOX 3198. TEL EPH0NE:7350U TEI

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION. ZIMBANK
P O.BOX 705. TELEPHONE 794474 TELEX

I

Nordiska afrikainstitutet

*

SYFRETS MERCHANT BANK LIMITED. REGISTERED ACCEPTING HOUSE
ZIMBANK HOUSE

PO BOX 2540 TELEPHONE 794581 TELEX 26292

BAAKBR. MoCXlRMAC ZIU 366

